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THE END OF A LEGEND

Being an active electronics hobbyist has just become a little harder. For those who haven’t heard the news, Heath has quietly pulled out of the kit business.

In their heyday, Heathkits represented the best of all worlds. The products regularly outperformed factory-wired equivalents, and often offered features that were unavailable anywhere else. They were also cost effective, usually selling for significantly less than similar factory-wired units. And, of course, they were fun to build.

In that vein, Heath’s user support was unparalleled. Their documentation was superb. When builders evaluated competitor’s kits, the best review the instructions could receive was “It’s almost as good as Heathkit’s!” If difficulty was encountered, technical support was readily available and well informed. And if all else failed, the unit could be shipped to Heath for troubleshooting and repair.

So, what went wrong? Unfortunately, times have changed. One-by-one, the advantages and benefits of building Heathkits began to disappear. Primarily, with the advent of solid-state circuitry, and with the increasing complexity of modern equipment, the price advantage kits offered ceased to exist. In fact, especially when it came to consumer gear, it was often more expensive to offer kits than factory-wired units.

Demographics also changed. To be honest about it, today there are just far fewer people who like to build. Electronics hobbyists of all ages, and particularly young ones, have more choices than ever before. Computers, video, and other interests have siphoned off many of those who, in another time, would have been project and kit builders.

And so a legend has passed. To be sure, the Heath Company is still with us, but now they mainly will be offering home-automation, home-security, and educational products. While their decision may ensure that Heath will be with us in some form for years to come, it just won’t be the same.

Carl Laron
Editor
**LETTERS**

**ELECTRONIC CAR KEYS**

In reference to the review of the RACE Remote Key in *Gizmo* (*Popular Electronics*, June 1992), we understand that your objective is to give your readers an objective evaluation. But we feel that the overall tone of the review indicated either insufficient knowledge of the product, or some misunderstandings.

In terms of our installation manual, while the reviewer was correct in saying that it “didn’t take into account all possible configurations,” that would be impossible. However, they take into account as many variations as possible while remaining a general guideline.

We understand how cumbersome a seven-digit security code can be. However, most people adapt to that feature in a surprisingly short time. The newest model of the Remote Key will be accessible by a security code consisting of any numerical combination between one and seven digits.

The ability to check function status and know if you are within range without ever seeing or hearing your vehicle are patented features unique to the Remote Key. Command confirmation, status check, and automatic alert paging are only possible because of two-way communication technology. Because those features are so unique, I would think that they deserve more elaboration in the review.

If your maximum range was less than 750 feet, that indicates a definite problem with the Remote Key’s communication system. Any adjustments to the antenna or antenna wiring during installation could account for a range problem. Although the range varies, there are occasions when you should be able to get at least 1500 to 2000 feet, or more. Had comparison tests been done, I’m sure that the reviewer wouldn’t have said that “in effect, the range was roughly equivalent to other, one-way remote starters.” We have conducted such experiments under controlled conditions (number of transmissions, temperature, distance, time of day) at various sites (open field, under ground parking lot) and found that the Remote Key’s range was many times greater than that of any other product. It is also the only product to offer programmable features, de-froster control, air-conditioning control, and adaptability to vehicles for disabled drivers. To lump the Remote Key with other products is obviously unfair both to our product and to your readers.

The reviewer postulated that “apparently the other cars and vans [in a parking lot] reduced the range dramatically.” According to our observations, other motor vehicles have no effect on the performance of the Remote Key. Interference from electromagnetic fields, however, does affect the transmission of all products using RF technology. If the Remote Key is used near a high-power transmitter or laboratory, you would definitely have communication interference.

If starting your car from the kitchen table is the only major advantage you can see for this product, we assume that’s because your range problem has disillusioned you to the other benefits of its patented two-way technology. We would welcome a visit to our facilities in Scarborough so you can judge for yourself what we’re all about.

Connie Narojek
Marketing Coordinator
Remote Automation & Control Electronics Inc.
Scarborough, Ont., Canada

We feel that the 750-foot range we measured is adequate for most purposes. And the two-way capability is truly unique. Our problem, however, is that the range we were able to obtain wasn’t consistent. In the worst case we cited, the limited range could have been caused by a low-power college FM radio station located about a half mile from the hockey arena not, as we assumed, by other cars in the parking lot. But if an 88-MHz radio station interferes with Remote Key’s 300-MHz transceivers, it’s a problem that needs to be addressed.—Chris F. O’Brien and Teri Scaduto, Gizmo Editors

**POP-UP LIGHTS CORRECTION**

I enjoyed seeing my article, “Build a Pop-Up Outdoor-Lighting System” (*Popular Electronics*, May 1992), and hope that your readers will enjoy reading the article and building the project. I was especially impressed with the way your illustrator turned my crude drawings into professional illustrations.

I did find one error. In Fig. 5B, the arrow showing the “B” cut points to the wrong spot. Figure 1 above shows the arrow in the correct place. The cut will be easier and cleaner if it is made where the arrow is shown in the corrected figure.

David Schmiedeberg

**TESLA COIL SUPPLIER**

Although my article, “Make Your Own High-Voltage Capacitors” (*Popular Electronics*, May 1992), has only been in print for a short while as I write this letter, I’ve received a lot of mail about it. Many a Tesla-coil builder has inquired about the beautiful coils whose pictures appear in the article. I can’t take credit for making those coils (I wish I could!), since they belong to my friend, John Carbone, who let me use pictures of some of his creations in the article. Inquiries about how he built those Tesla coils, etc., can be sent directly to him at 21 Apt. B, 1Nanager Road, Monroe, NY 10950.

The supplier mentioned in the article, Smart Parts, has moved to a new address: 13980 N.W. 58th Court, P.O. Box 4650, Miami Lakes, FL 33014-0650. Catalog inquiries should be directed to Elizabeth at 305-558-1255. Their fax number is 305-423-9009.

One final note: We have some drawings available that show in more detail how to properly space edge margins on a homemade capacitor, how to calculate dielectric thickness based on different voltage waveforms, and some additional construction tips. Builders interested in obtaining the drawings can send $1.00 (to defray copying and postage charges) to the address below.

Anthony Charlton
Allegro Electronic Systems
3 Mine Mountain Road
Cromwell, CT 06754

**RADIO RECYCLING**

I find a very good source of parts for my projects is the local radio shop. I also find parts at car-radio sales and service stores. So get friendly and ask for some of the radios that have been laying around because the customer doesn’t want to pay the estimated price and just abandons the radio, or has a new radio installed. Those old radios will be thrown out in the junk heap. If all else fails, an offer of a few bucks for the “junk” should be well received by the shop owner, and the junk should yield a treasure trove of usable parts.

E.T.
Paisades Park, NJ
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Here's how it works: We sell books, and instead of advertising our program on TV (at great expense) we decided to pass the savings along to you. When you decide to participate in our program, we'll send you a booklet of 40 coupons and a catalog listing our current book offerings. Purchase one book and include one of the coupons for your second book. In all, you'll get 40 books for your $19.95 investment.
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Office, Sweet Office

GIZMO'S HOME-OFFICE ROUND-UP!

Jerry Belski has the dubious honor of being the rider with the longest commute on the Long Island Rail Road. Five days a week, he spends seven hours riding seven trains and subways in his round-trip trek between his East Hampton home and his Manhattan job. And that's simply the longest commute involving the LIRR. We have a friend who used to commute from a small town in Pennsylvania to his job in the Bronx, and we've heard tales of folks who live in New York and commute to Washington DC. While those cases are extreme, there are few people today who haven't, at some point in their working lives, had to spend a significant portion of each day commuting, be it by train, bus, or car.

And, according to a medical study conducted several years ago, in which the blood pressure of business executives was measured throughout the working day, the single most stressful activity was found to be commuting.

It's no wonder that the following scenario is becoming increasingly popular: Joe Worker wakes up, sips a cup of coffee, dresses for success in a comfortable pair of jeans and a T-shirt, and prepares for his "commute"—a leisurely stroll (carrying his second cup of coffee) down the hall to his home office. He closes the door, turns on his PC, checks the fax and the answering machine for messages, and begins his workday without ever leaving the comfort of home.

Working at home is certainly not a new concept. Our earliest ancestors did their flint knapping, basket weaving, hide tanning, and spear making in or in front of their cozy caves. In later centuries, farmers worked the land in their own backyards, shopkeepers lived above their stores, and doctors practiced from their homes. It wasn't until the industrial revolution, with large-scale migration to cities, that a significant portion of the population began working outside of their homes. Although it wasn't unheard of in the ensuing years for some people to work at home, it took the advent of the "information age"—and the ready availability and affordability of powerful personal computers, facsimile machines, and copiers—for the concept of the home office to catch on in a big way.

And we do mean big. According to a study by the Electronic Industries Association, more than one in three Americans had some sort of home office, and sales of home-information products accounted for 25% of all consumer-electronics revenues in 1990. There are two types of home offices: areas set aside for bill-paying and other household paperwork, and revenue-producing offices. There are also distinctions between home-office workers: Some bring work home from their regular offices, some moonlight with home businesses to bring in some extra income, and others run full-time businesses from their homes.

BIS Strategic Services, a market research firm, estimated that there were almost 20 million full-time home-office workers in 1991. The phenomenon is getting bigger all the time. In the past decade, the number of people working at home has grown at a rate of ten percent per year, and shows no sign of slowing down.

That's hardly surprising, considering all the advantages of working from home. Besides the short commute and the relaxed dress code—which led Paul and Sarah Edwards, the authors of Working from Home, to coin the term "open-collar" worker—working at home allows plenty of individual freedom. You can schedule your time to fit your lifestyle—perhaps "quitting" at 3 PM when the kids get home from school, and then putting in a couple of extra hours after they're put to bed. If it rains all weekend, you can work then, and use that bright and sunny Monday to do some gardening or head for the beach. You can get in some relatively inexpensive and uncrowded mid-week skiing. And you never have to worry about squeezing in a doctor's appointment on a lunch hour, or not being able to get to the bank before closing. Similarly, you can create your own work environment—no more generic "cubby" workspaces. Finally, those home offices that actually produce income are considered by the IRS to be legitimate tax deductions, as are the equipment used and expenses incurred in operating those offices.

Working at home does have some serious drawbacks, however. First, running a successful enterprise in the face of all that freedom demands a large measure of self-discipline. (You can't spend every day on the slopes or sunning yourself at the beach!) You must be able to motivate yourself to put in the hours needed to get the job done, and to tune out the day-to-day distractions—kids, pets, phone calls, door-to-door sales calls—that are sure to be...
present. Then there’s the double-edged sword: lack of privacy versus isolation. If you don’t live alone, you’re likely to be frequently interrupted by family members. Even if you do live by yourself, you’ll have to field calls from well-meaning friends who can’t get it through their heads that being at home doesn’t mean that you’re not working. The flip side is the feeling of isolation you experience once family and friends get the message: There’s no gossiping around a water cooler when you work at home.

Finally, home offices tend to have a life of their own. Remember that old sci-fi flick, The Blob? Well, our personal experience has been that as your business grows, so does your office. Sometimes uncontrollably. (We’re up to just about 50% of the total square footage of our home.) Worse yet is the continual expansion of the time demands of a home business. Forty-hour week? Dream on! And remember, if you take a day off, there’s no co-worker to pick up the slack; the next day, all that neglected work is still sitting on your desk.

If you have the opportunity to work at home, consider all of those factors in terms of your own personality and work habits. If you’re ready to take the plunge, read on. We’ll tell you the basics of setting up a home office, and go on to describe our hands-on tests of some interesting products intended to make home offices work smoothly.

**SETTING UP YOUR WORKSPACE**

An office that's well-planned will end up saving you time and money. Let's start with the basic layout before getting into electronics.

While you're still in the contemplative mode, there are several practical considerations when planning a home office. First is how much space you'll need and where you can fit such a space in your existing home. You'll need to determine what equipment and furniture (computer? fax? drafting table? extra desk space for a partner or employee? storage for samples? reference books?) are required to do your job properly. If you're simply taking home extra work from your office, your needs will be limited and clearly defined. Just ask yourself what the minimum amount of space and equipment is needed to accomplish those tasks in the main office, and try to duplicate it on a small scale at home. On the other hand, if you're starting your own business, whether part- or full-time, think big. After all, you wouldn’t be investing your time, money, and effort in an enterprise that you didn’t expect to succeed. Go for the most space and best equipment that you can afford; it's easier than having to totally revamp every few months as the business grows.

Particularly for full-time open-collar workers, comfort is essential. It's not uncommon for people to shunt a home office to some unused part of the house—basement, attic, garage, or even a toolshed. There is probably a reason that each of those spots is not being used as living space. Basements are dark and damp; attics get too hot and stuffy; garages lack heat, plumbing, and windows. If a space is not pleasant enough to eat, sleep, or watch TV in, don’t expect to be happy spending eight (or ten, or twelve) hours a day working there.

Ideally, you’ll want a room that is devoted solely to your business. If that’s not possible, consider usurping part of another room—possibly using bookcases or careful furniture arrangement to make a visual room divider—as your office. If there’s too much distraction in such space-sharing, consider “time sharing” instead. Perhaps your formal dining room is used only on major holidays and an occasional Sunday afternoon. You could use that room as your office the rest of the time, as long as you’re neat and organized enough to keep the room looking good without having to haul out boxes of papers and paraphernalia before every dinner party. (And you’d better not have any pressing deadlines on the Friday after Thanksgiving!)

While you do have creative freedom in terms of decor, there are some design rules to be followed for the sake of efficiency and ease. Most are common-sensical: If you’re right-handed and you spend a lot of time taking down notes while talking on the phone, place the phone on your left. The surface used for your computer should be at least two feet deep, and there should be at least 18 inches of clear surface space on each side of the PC. Computer users should consider using either an L-shaped or a U-shaped arrangement of desks and computer stand, with a chair on casters. (Make sure that chair is comfortable! All the electronic timesavers in the world can’t make up for an uncomfortable one.)

Now that you're not working in one of those little cubbyholes, there's a good chance you have a window in your office: Keep the computer screen at right angles to the windows to avoid glare. If you’ll be listening to music (very likely, since it lessens the sense of isolation and there's no one to object to your tastes), make sure you have the mute button within reach. Nothing sounds less professional than music blaring in the background of a phone conversation.

If all of this sounds too confusing, consider the “Instant Office.” Available in three sizes (8 x 12, 12 x 12, and 12 x 16 square feet) and priced from $5000 to $7000, the kits include walls, ceilings, doors, wiring, phone jacks, fluorescent lights, outlets, and an instructional video.

---
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detailing the assembly. The Instant Office needs only the addition of electronic gear to be complete.

GEARING UP

The type of electronics with which you'll equip your home office depends, first, on what type of business you do, and, second, what sort of budget you have. Most—but certainly not all—home businesses require a telephone (often a separate line from the home phone), an answering system, a copier, a computer, and a fax machine. In each of those product categories, there is a wide, and often confusing, range of prices and features available. We'll provide an overview of what to look for in each device, as well as descriptions of some specific products, but it's up to you to determine what you need now, and what your growing business might require in the future, before making a purchase. (Keep in mind that the suggested retail prices quoted here are usually significantly higher than the prices you'll see in stores and catalogs.)

TELEPHONE TALK

If there's one piece of equipment that nearly every home office needs, it's a telephone. There are several features to look for in a business phone that your home phone might lack. One important feature to look for is two-line capability. You'll need a second line to handle your business calls, and you'll want to be able to pick up personal calls without having to leave your office. A telephone with a built-in answering machine helps to reduce office clutter. (We take an in-depth look at AT&T's two-line Answering System Telephone 1532 later in this issue.) A cordless phone can also be quite handy in a home office, because it allows you to stay in touch with business associates even when you decide to do some gardening during working hours.

You can get cordless convenience as well as a built-in answering machine from Sanvo's (21350 Lassen Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311-2329) CAS/5000 combi-

PhoneMate Answering Machine

PhoneMate's combination telephone/answering system. The phone features ten-number speed-dialing memory, 256 digital security codes, a standby-battery mode that allows the handset to function (or as long as seven days without recharging, and a two-way intercom. The answering machine offers a number of features, including a 16-second digital outgoing message, a voice time/day stamp, a two-digit call counter, and two-way recording that can be activated from the base or the handset. Suggested retail price: $199.

To conveniently take advantage of Voice Mail and Caller ID services now offered by phone companies in various parts of the country, Northern Telecom's (4001 Chapel Hill Nelson Highway, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709) Rhapsody phone has a light to indicate when voice-mail messages are waiting, and a display that reveals the time, date, and number of Caller ID calls. Programmable feature-access keys simplify the use of voice-mail (message-waiting) commands. An external R111 jack is provided for connecting computers, fax machines, and modems to the phone line without disconnecting the phone, and without the use of add-on adapters. Other noteworthy features of the telephone include a hold button, call forwarding, ten memory keys, and back-up memory. Lamps indicate when a call is on hold, call forwarding is in use, or an extension is in use. Suggested retail price: $139.95.

PhoneMate's (P.O. Box 2914, Torrance, CA 90509-2914) PAM-2 (for Private Answering Machine 2) brings voice mail to the home office. Up to three PAM-2 telephone/answering devices can be combined, along with a primary answering machine, on one phone line. When callers reach the main answering machine, they dial an extension number to reach the desired phone. Users can retrieve their own messages without having to listen to messages intended for others. Features include nine-speed-call memories, last number redial, and beeperless remote. Suggested retail price: $149.95 each.

Northern Telecom Rhapsody Telephone

Northern Telecom Rhapsody has been slow to gain presence in the Mid-Range market, but the Tandyfax 1500 from Radio Shack (700 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102) is a good example of a mid-range fax machine. It offers an automatic paper cutter and 70 auto-dial numbers (with built-in battery backup). Also built in are a fax/answering machine switch and a telephone. Functions include broadcasting and polling. The TandyFax 1500 features adjustable transmission settings: automatic redial; and a logo, ID, and transaction journal. Suggested retail price: $799.

An all-in-one office tool. Pan-

Panasonic Plain-Paper Fax

Panasonic Plain-Paper fax

features only from other Sharp color machines, however; there is no color-facsimile standard to date). The TandyFax 1500 from Radio Shack (700 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102) is a good example of a mid-range fax machine. It offers an automatic paper cutter and 70 auto-dial numbers (with built-in battery backup). Also built in are a fax/answering machine switch and a telephone. Functions include broadcasting and polling. The TandyFax 1500 features adjustable transmission settings: automatic redial; and a logo, ID, and transaction journal. Suggested retail price: $799.

An all-in-one office tool. Pan-

Panasonic's (One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094) first entry into the plain-paper fax market is their KX-F5000, which also includes a built-in telephone/answering system and a copier function. With automatic voice/fax switching, the unit can distinguish the type of call coming in and
route it appropriately. The fax machine features 15-seconds-per-page transmission speed, on-hook dialing, automatic redial, 20 one-touch-dial and 100 speed-dial memories, delayed transmission of up to 20 pages, up to 16 halftones of gray, and a two-line display. As a copier, the KX-F5000 can make up to 99 copies of a document at a rate of 8 copies per minute. A three-in-one supply cartridge packages toner, developer, and drum in one easy-to-replace unit. Suggested retail price: $2999.

COPYING THE PRO'S

While most fax machines claim to double as copiers, unless you have a plain-paper fax, the only copies you'll get are those curly, short-lived thermal images. Desktop copiers that do make good copies are readily available at prices ranging from about $400 to $800, not including the cartridge, which can add between $100 and $200 to the cost. Certain features boost the price significantly, too; in particular, machines with automatic paper feed and the ability to reduce and enlarge copies are more expensive than basic models.

Canon U.S.A.'s (One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY) PC-2LX personal copier requires no warm-up time and can make copies on a wide variety of materials (including stationary, labels, postcards, overhead-projector transparencies, and colored paper) in sizes ranging from 2 x 3½ inches (business-card size) to 8½ x 14 inches (legal size). The copier can make up to six legal-size or five letter-size copies per minute. Copy runs can be set for one to nine copies or, in the full-feeding mode, the unit will continue to make copies until the paper runs out. Suggested retail price: $1095; black cartridge: $94.95; brown, blue, red, or green cartridge: $99.95.

TYPOWRITERS AND WORD PROCESSORS

Even though the personal computer is credited with the boom in home offices, not every home-based business requires a computer. In fact, some typing and printing tasks are easier to handle on a typewriter or word processor—both of which are alive and well, thank you, in this age of computers. Actually, many features taken for granted by computer users are now available on typewriters and word processors.

Today's typewriter bears little resemblance to those hefty old clunkers that some of you might remember. The top-of-the-line Model RT 7700 portable electronic typewriter from Royal Consumer Business Products (765 U.S. Highway 202, Somerville, NJ 08876-1289) weighs less than 12 pounds and features the 12 most requested automated functions. Those are automatic carriage return, right-margin justification, paragraph indent, right margin flush, centered, decimal tabulation, bold print, word-by-word and continuous underscoring, index and reverse index, caps lock, and all-tab clear. In addition, the typewriter features such editing tools as spell checking, full-line correction memory, word erase, automatic relocation keys, block move, copy and delete, word search, and a 50,000-word electronic dictionary and punctuation checker. The RT 7700 also has an 8K memory, 5K of which is available for storing about 2½ pages of text for subsequent editing or reprinting. To facilitate editing, the typewriter has a 32-character, two-line display. Suggested retail price: $249.99.

A high-quality, high-speed printout is provided by Canon's (One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY 11042) StarWriter 70 Bubble Jet personal word processor. It provides up to 360 x 360 dots-per-inch resolution at speeds of either 80 or 160 characters per second. The unit has an 80-character by 16-line backlit LCD screen, 28KB internal text memory, and a built-in spell checker/corrector. Operation is simplified with on-screen menus, a tutorial disk, and help messages. The word processor has five built-in fonts, five type styles, and 12 type sizes. An optional cut-sheet feeder (Model CF-100) can hold up to 100 sheets. Suggested retail price: $719; CF-100: $150.

NON-COMMUTER COMPUTERS

Should your needs go beyond word processing, a computer becomes a necessity. Deciding what type of computer best suits your home-office needs is no easy task, and is, for the most part, beyond the scope of this article (there have been entire books written on the subject). We'll give some general guidelines, however.

First, you must decide between the Macintosh and the PC world. Although we're firmly entrenched in the PC world, we understand why the Mac, with its consistent, easy-to-use interface, continues to be successful. Once you decide which family you want to belong to, you have to determine how much power you need. Fortunately, for the most part, you can upgrade on a piecemeal basis. In general, however, we recommend starting out at one step below the current state of the art. For example, in the PC world, where the 486 currently is the high-end microprocessor, we'd suggest a 386-based computer. Prices for those have come down significantly, yet the 386-based machines will be viable for years to come.

Before actually going out to purchase a computer and software, try to outline precisely what you expect it to do for you. We highly recommend seeking the advice of a computer-literate friend or relative—or, ideally, someone in your field of business who is already computerized and who would be willing to show you the solutions that have worked for him. When you do go to the computer store, be sure to clearly communicate your requirements to the salesperson—and if he seems more interested in the sound of his sales pitch than in your questions, find another salesman, or another store.

Also, those interested in PC-type machines may want to check out the series on buying a PC currently running in our Computer Bits column.

Now it's time to take a look at some specific items that might make easy work of your home work.
NRI gives you two unbeatable opportunities for top pay, security, even a business of your own.

Everybody wants to get ahead, but most people want assurance they're making the right job choice. According to the U.S. Department of Labor, jobs for electricians and air conditioning, heating and refrigeration technicians offer high earnings and good job prospects. Now NRI can show you how to go after the high earnings, the steady pay increases, even how to be your own boss in a business of your own. You'll get all the skills to get there. No night school, no need to quit your job until you're ready to make your move. NRI trains you right at home in your spare time.

**No Experience Needed.**
NRI starts you with the basics, then builds your knowledge and skill a step at a time, all the while adding practical know-how through hands-on training. You even get tools you need on the job or in a business of your own. Over a million and a half students have trained the NRI way since 1914.

**Be an Electrician.**
Each year, the demand for skilled construction, maintenance, commercial and utility electricians continues to grow. The U.S. Department of Labor estimates that close to 100,000 new jobs will open up in the next ten years—a conservative estimate compared to industry and union predictions.

And few jobs can match the money-making potential of the qualified electrician. You can earn a salary in excess of $25,000 or be your own boss with your own electrical contracting business.

**Only NRI gives you this kind of practical, job-oriented, hands-on training.**
You master practical skills like this with the equipment, test instruments, and training materials included in your course...you duplicate on-the-job wiring with your NRI Residential Wiring Practical Lab...you learn professional troubleshooting using your Volt-Ohmmeter and Clamp-On Ammeter to test the circuits you build up on your NRI Circuit Demonstrator...and by installing and testing an electronic-programmable thermostat and a microprocessor-controlled remote power control, you come to understand today's electronics as it applies to the latest devices electricians install and repair.

**Training in the latest need-to-know electronics required of today’s electrician.**
NRI created this new course so you can move from the simplest fundamentals of electricity, through professional wiring and trouble-shooting techniques, all the way to mastering the practical field skills you need to become today's electronic-smart electrician. Be an electrician. It could be the best and last job choice you'll ever have to make.

The steady demand for your skills in this field, the U.S. Department of Labor scores a solid hit...high earnings and good job prospects attract many individuals...because people in business depend on their air conditioning, heating, and refrigeration systems, the need for skilled technicians to do maintenance work has to be met regardless of swings in the economy. Add millions of window units in older homes requiring maintenance and repair; heat pumps so popular they're now as common as furnaces; commercial refrigeration alone calling for skilled technicians to install and service walk-in coolers, freezers, ice makers, and food cases. Wherever you look, there's tremendous opportunities for the trained air conditioning, refrigeration, and heating technician.

**NRI training so complete, professional tools even included.**
NRI trains you for this lucrative field, gets you ready to land a good paying job, pick up extra income in your spare time, even start a business of your own. You're ready to jump right in because NRI includes the tools you need: system analyzer, leak detector, tubbing and joint tools, a top-quality vacuum pump for purging systems, plus demonstration panel units for hands-on systems training. Graduates of our Master Course also get optional free residential training at the world-famous York Institute in York, PA.

**Go after high earnings, pay increases, a business of your own.**
Send for NRI's free catalog. Find out what hands-on projects you do, the professional tools you train with, and the future that can be yours. Act today.
The No-Work Network

LANtastic Network Starter Kit.
From: Artisoft, Artisoft Plaza, 575 E.
River Rd., Tuscon, AZ 85704. Price:
$699 (with 300-user license).

Computer networks are a leading area in
PC sales for a very good reason. If any
large organization is going to use PC's
efficiently, its workers have to be able to
share files, data, and resources. But is
there any reason why a small home office
would want to get involved with networks,
which are notorious for being difficult to
set up and time-consuming to maintain?
We can answer that question with a re-
sounding "yes," after giving Artisoft's
LANtastic 2-Station Ethernet Local Area
Network Starter Kit a workout.

LANtastic is a flexible peer-to-peer net-
work. Unlike traditional client-server net-
works (such as Novell's Netware and 3-
Com's 3+ Open) any PC in a peer-to-peer
network can act as a server or a worksta-
tion. One PC, for example, can give others
access to its CD-ROM drive, while an-
other might share its printer. And that's
where a true network has an advantage
over systems that simply let you share files
and printers. Even though a network is
costlier and more difficult to set up, it is
also more powerful and flexible. If install-
ing a network lets you forgo buying a
second or third tape backup unit and CD-
ROM drive, it can pay for itself almost
instantly.

We installed the Network Starter Kit in
the satellite GIZMO offices of Popular
Electronics, where the complement of
PC's consists of two AT-compatibles (used
almost exclusively for text editing), 386
and 386-SX clones (used mainly for prod-
testng), and a couple of older ma-
chines that are serving as backups.
Regularly used peripheral equipment in-
cludes an HP LaserJet and a Panasonic
dot-matrix printer, a CD-ROM drive, and
a tape backup unit. Because none of the
machines were networked together, we'd
often find ourselves relying on the old
"sneaker net:" walking across the office to
output a file on the laser printer, for ex-
ample. If we were fortunate, we might just
have to toss a diskette over to a colleague.
(We call that our "air net." )

The most difficult part of installing the
starter kit was running the cable through a
wall between two adjoining rooms. (The
starter kit comes with 25 feet of thin
(RG-58A/U) coaxial cable with con-
nectors on either end. Two terminating
resistors, two BNC "T" connectors, and,
of course, two network adapter cards are
also included.) The Ethernet adapter cards
can also support thick Ethernet coax; an-
other version of the card supports twisted-
pair cabling.

The rest of the installation consists of
setting various jumpers on the adapter
cards and plugging them into free slots in a
PC (both 8- and 16-bit slots are sup-
pported), and installing the software.

We installed one card in an old (circa
1985) AT-compatible that has proven to be
cranky and less than compatible over the
seven years we've used it. The installation,
however, came off without a hitch.

The second machine we used was a 386-
SX clone. Things didn't go as smoothly
there—whenever we would try to run the
network software, the machine would
"lock up." Figuring that we had a port or
interrupt conflict that we hadn't antici-
pated, we changed the jumpers from their
default positions. After trying several
combinations, we realized that our prob-
lem was caused by something else.
Unfortunately, since our machine was locking
up, we weren't getting any error messages,
and, therefore, our problem wasn't listed
in the manual's "messages" appendix or
in its index under "errors" or any other
heading we could think of. We did, how-
ever, find a section in the manual under
the heading "Non standard Bus Selection"
where our problem was described.
Apparently, our 386-SX clone had incom-
patible bus timing; changing the jumper
made the adapter compatible with it.

Although we would have liked a de-
scription of our problem to be easier to find
in the documentation, that complaint is the
exception, not the norm. These manuals
are included in the starter kit. One de-
scribes the Ethernet adapter cards and
their installation. Two others—a user's
manual and reference manual—describe the
LANtastic network operating system.

All are well written and seemed to answer
any questions we came up with as we con-
f igured our system. Although Artisoft
does offer a technical support line, we
didn't have any occasion to use it. Based
on our experience with other networks, we
expected more problems. The only prob-
lems we did encounter, however, were
cau sed by our haste in trying to guess
proper procedures instead of taking the
time to read the manuals.

In our setup, LANtastic was configured
so that both PC's ran as server/worksta-
tions. That way we could have access to
as many resources as possible from either
PC, and use either PC as a workstation.
(Specifically, we wanted access to both the
CD-ROM drive and the laser printer at all
times from either machine.) Sometimes,
however, we just wanted to access a re-
source on one of the machines while we
used the other as a server/workstation. A
server performs better if it isn't running
simultaneously as a workstation. Fortu-
nately, changing one of the machines to
run strictly as a server is as easy as typing
ALONE at the DOS prompt.

LANtastic offers messaging ("chat")
and mail functions as well as file and re-
source sharing. The chat feature lets you
"call" another user in real time. You can
carry on a two-way typed conversation,
although each line of text is transmitted
only after you hit the ENTER key. When
both machines were running DOS applica-
tions, it performed flawlessly. When one
of the machines was running Microsoft
Windows 3.0, however, we ran into a prob-
lem. Instead of a message being an-
ounced by a pop-up box, all the Windows
machines would do is beep. Exiting Win-

(Continued on page 22)
Double Talk

AT&T ANSWERING SYSTEM TELEPHONE 1532. Manufactured by AT&T Consumer Products, 2 Wood Hollow Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054-2899; Price: $239.99.

These days, when telephones are found not only in homes and businesses, but in cars, boats, and airplanes (not to mention bathrooms at fancy hotels), it's difficult to imagine life without one. It's even harder to imagine conducting business without a telephone. Yet our culture been dependent on that device for only about a hundred years. Since its invention in the 1870's—a decade in which the mimeograph, typewriter, and switchboard also made their debuts—the telephone has become firmly entrenched as the lifeline of virtually every type of enterprise.

Home offices are certainly no exception. A phone allows you to keep in touch with the main office, with customers, and with the business world at large. To keep your home life separate from your business life, it's a good idea to spring for a second phone line for business calls—and for a good two-line telephone. If your wife and kids use the phone frequently during "office hours," or your parents call for long chats twice a week, your business is effectively out of commission during those calls unless you have a separate line.

It's important for home-based businesses to keep up a professional image, and the first impressions many clients and associates will get is the way in which your telephone is answered. With a separate line, you don't have to worry about your toddler answering it in babyltalk, or your teenager sounding disgruntled when she discovers that your important business caller wasn't her boyfriend. Similarly, a separate answering machine is a must—a cutesy outgoing message might be humorous on a personal line, but not on a business line.

Flexibility is a key concept in home offices, and it's important for home-office gear to be flexible too. After all, if you must leave a regular office, whether for business or personal reasons, there is generally someone (or something) available to take your messages while you're out. In a home office, your telephone and answering system must take the place of a receptionist and secretary (or voice mail). The AT&T Answering System Telephone 1532 is about as flexible a system as you could possibly want. The system includes a full-featured two-line phone as well as a two-line answering machine that can store up to four separate outgoing messages in addition to a personal memo.

For instance, you might designate line 1 for personal use and line 2 for business calls. Then, you could use one outgoing message for your personal calls ("Hi! You've reached the Carter house. Leave a message and Allen or Betty will call you back. Bye!"); set another to pick up line 2 calls during business hours ("This is ABC Computer Repair. Please leave your name, number, and a brief message and we will return your call as soon as possible. Thank you."); and use the third to pick up line 2 calls on evenings and weekends ("ABC Computer Repair is open on Monday to Friday from 10 to 6. Please leave a message and we will call you back during business hours."). The fourth message is an announcement only; it doesn't allow for incoming messages. You might want to use that to let clients know that you can temporarily be reached at another number, or to give a description of your product or service, or to give directions to your office.

The two-line answering system is, according to AT&T, the first to be able to answer calls on one line while taking a message on the other. In that event, the second caller will hear a digitized voice say "Please wait to leave a message." As soon as the caller on the first line is finished leaving his message, the system plays the outgoing message for the number that the second caller has dialed, and then records the second caller's message.

Finally, you can use the personal memo to leave voicemail messages for family members ("I went across town to give an estimate on a job. I should be back at about 7:30; I'll call before leaving. Please put the casserole in the oven at 6:45."). Instead of taking a note up on the refrigerator and hoping that someone will notice it. That personal message can be retrieved remotely by someone who knows the correct two-digit code. That person could even record their own personal message over yours from a remote location, so that when you called to say you were on your way home at 7:45 and got no answer, by checking the personal message feature you might hear "I got hung up at the office and won't be home until almost 8:00. Too late for the casserole. I'll pick up a pizza on my way home."

The system sets another precedent: it's the first with the ability to respond to rotary phones and voice commands in the remote retrieval of messages. If you're calling from a touch-tone phone, you can simply punch in your two-digit access code to hear your messages, as is standard practice for keeplers-remote TAD's. If you decide to get away from it all at a cabin or cottage equipped with a old rotary phone, however, you can still call in for messages without driving for miles to find a Mcdonald's or 7-11 equipped with a more modern, touch-tone pay phone. Instead, you can use the 1532's voice-activated commands. If you call the system and remain silent for about seven seconds following the beep after which you'd normally leave your message, the system will say "Enter remote access code." When you immediately respond by saying (quickly and loudly) "Enter code," the system replies, "First digit," followed by "Enter 0," "Enter 1," etc. When you hear the first digit of your code, you must say...
“Enter code” again. The process is repeated for the second digit. At that point the system tells you how many messages you have and begins to play them all. At the end of each message, the digitized voice asks if you want it repeated; at the end of all the messages, it asks if you want to erase them all or play them again. (While the manual suggests phrasing your replies by simply repeating the words used by the system to ask the question, the 1532 doesn’t recognize actual words. It responds to any loud enough auditory signal. You could say “Don’t enter code.” and it will still work.)

Even without taking into account the 1532’s ability to respond to remote vocal commands, it’s in the unit’s remote capabilities that its flexibility is most evident. Functions that can be accessed remotely include listening to, replaying, and clearing all messages or just those on line 1 or line 2; listening to new messages; skipping a message; advancing or rewinding the tape; playing the personal memo (which requires a separate personal access code); changing the outgoing announcements or personal memo; and turning the answering machine on or off.

Three separate personal access codes are used to operate various remote functions. If you choose to use the factory-preset codes, “10” allows you to retrieve messages and operate all the functions outlined in the previous paragraph. Pressing in “20” lets you hear any personal message that might have been recorded. And pressing “30” makes your call a “priority call.” Should you decide to personalize your access codes, you can easily do so in person—or remotely.

One unfortunate side-effect of all that flexibility is increased complexity. What happens, you might ask, if I lose the little wallet-sized instruction card that AT&T supplied and can’t remember which buttons access which functions? The 1532 is quick to provide a solution to that dilemma—and in its own voice. It offers an “online” Voice-Help Menu. Once you press in your remote access code (that much, at least, you must remember on your own), pressing the pound key (which you must also commit to memory) causes the digitized voice to begin speaking: “To play all messages, press 7.” “To play new messages, press 6,” and so on.

Before we go on to describe the telephone portion of the 1532, we’d like to point out a few other well-received answering-machine features. First, if the answering machine picks up a call before you can reach the phone, as soon as you lift the receiver (either on the 1532 or on an extension), the recording stops immediately. There’s no need to shout over your own recorded voice “Hang on! I’m really here!” Second, if you use the answering machine to avoid taking calls even while you’re in the office (as you’re struggling to finish a project on time, for instance), you can do so without audible interruption by turning down the volume. But you can still receive important calls by giving those callers the special “priority call” access code. When detected, that code causes a special tone to sound, indicating an incoming priority call. Finally, besides the digital display that shows the number of calls received, you can set an audible tone that beeps every ten seconds to indicate that you have messages. And (thankfully), with the flip of a switch, you can turn that feature off!

There are a few convenient playback features as well. For instance, you can opt to listen to only the calls that came in on line 1 (or line 2), by pressing the LINE 1 (or LINE 2) button BEFORE PRESSING THE MESSAGE bar. Alternately, you can listen to all the messages and hit SKIP/FAST FORWARD to bypass those that aren’t intended for you. Following each message, a digitized voice tells the user the day and time that the message was recorded. (That feature can also be used as an “audible clock”: when you press and release the CLOCK button, the current day and time are announced.) After the last recording, that same voice lets you know: “End of messages.” It’s important to remember not to press REPEAT/REWIND if you think you might want to replay any of the messages later; that key erases all messages. To keep things from getting too unwieldy when messages start to build up, it’s possible to play back only those new ones that you haven’t heard before.

The telephone portion of the 1532 offers all the features you’d commonly use in a business phone, including nine speed-dial numbers, last-number redial, hold, and mute. A conference button bridges the two lines together for a three-way conversation. If you have rotary service, but occasionally need tone dialing, you can use the telephone’s temporary tone feature to access voice-mail systems or do banking by phone, for instance. If you subscribe to custom services, such as call-waiting or three-way calling, from the local phone company, the phone’s FLASH button can be used as a substitute for pressing the switch-hook to activate those services.

For all its features and functions, the 1532 doesn’t look much different from any other combination phone/answering-machine. The handset is on the left side of the unit. The middle section is devoted to the answering machine. Two micro-cassettes fit in a recessed part of a covered compartment that also contains infrequently used answering-machine controls for recording messages and setting personal access codes. Beneath the compartment is an LED readout that displays the number of messages received (0–25) and various status messages. Below the display are the frequently used answering-machine and personal-menu controls for listening to your messages. On the right side of the 1532 are phone controls, including the nine speed-dial buttons and a chart on which to write the associated names; the function keys; and the dial pad. The dial numbers, along with the frequently used answering-machine controls, are all large, round keys that are easy to use without accidentally hitting the wrong one.

Grouped with the function keys are indicator lights for line 1 and line 2. According to the manual, those light only when their respective lines are in use. When the phone is ringing or a call is on hold, the indicator light should flash quickly or slowly, respectively. In our installation, however, the indicator for line 1 remained lit even when that line was not in use. Perhaps as a result, whenever we picked up the handset, line 2 was automatically selected for use. While that was not the way the unit was supposed to work (and we double-checked our installation), it was a fortuitous arrangement for us: Since line 2 is our business line and the phone sits in our office, we preferred to automatically be on that line when we wanted to place a call.

In our real-life tests, the 1532 turned out to be a good, all-round solution for our home and office telephone and answering-system requirements. Being able to play back messages from only one line came in handy, and we particularly liked being able to switch our business line to a weekend message on Friday evening. (It gave us the illusion of shutting the shop down for the weekend, even when we knew we’d be putting in time on both Saturday and Sunday!) Most of all, we liked the sense of control over our home-office and personal communications that we had when using the 1532.
Distinctive Phone Switcher

SR2 SELECTIVE RING PROCESSOR, Manufactured by: Multi-Link, Inc., 1391 Leestown Road, Lexington, KY 40508. Price: $79.

One lesson that a small business must learn quickly—if it is to succeed—is that expenses add up quickly. Small businesses—especially those run from the home—must also learn, right from the start, that it's essential to project a professional image. Since most home-office business is conducted via the telephone, the way you handle your phone can make or break you. If a caller to your business encounters a young child whose standard phone greeting is "who's this?" your credibility might not be salvageable.

Many home offices, especially when they're just starting out, can't justify the installation of a second line because of the expense it incurs. In our area, for example, the basic charge for a separate line is over $150 per year, which can put a big dent in a shoe-string budget. Thanks to the latest digital telephone switching equipment, many phone companies offer a new way to make your business calls different from other calls: distinctive ringing. Distinctive ringing—also called, depending on the phone company, "Custom Ringing," "Smart Ring," "Ring Mate," "Ident-A-Ring," or some other similar name—gives you a second (and, in some areas, a third) phone number on a single phone line. A call to the second number will sound different from one to the first—two quick rings instead of a single long ring, for example. Distinctive ringing costs a fraction of what a second phone line costs, yet it should help you—and your family—distinguish personal calls from business calls. (Unfortunately, you'll probably find yourself getting twice as many unsolicited telephone sales calls!)

Distinctive ringing isn't perfect for business users, however. New York Telephone, for example, will not give you a directory listing for your second number. They market the service—which was introduced little more than a year ago—as a way for parents and teenagers to peacefully coexist.

Potentially, distinctive ringing could be much more valuable to small, home-based businesses. In a two- or three-person business, each person could have his own line—with no time wasted routing calls. And wouldn't it be great if you could teach your fax machine and your computer to recognize distinctive ringing?

Since you can't do that, Multi-Link Electronics has come up with the next best thing: a telephone switching device that can route incoming calls to the appropriate person—or machine—by "listening to" the ringing signal. With the SR2 or SR3 Selective Ring Processor you can, in effect, have a dedicated fax line for a fraction of the cost of a real dedicated line. (The SR3, which is for phone lines equipped with three distinct numbers, works in the same manner as the SR2 that we describe here. It costs $109.) In our area, the savings on your phone bill will pay for the SR2 in less than a year.

The device works by counting the number of bursts in the ring pattern and directing the call to one of the numbered device ports at the rear of the unit. According to Multi-Link, the device, unlike some similar products, will work on any selective-ringing system. The caller can't tell that anything different is on the line.

Installing the SR2 is not at all difficult, but it does require some thought to get the desired results. For the SR2 to direct your calls properly, the phone lines have to pass through the device. Let's assume, for example, that you wanted to use the selective-ring service to distinguish business calls from personal calls, and also that you didn't want to be bothered by business calls during your off-hrs—whenever those are for a home-office worker. In that case, you would be best off installing the SR2 where the phone line enters the house. The incoming line would connect to the line input of the SR2. The outputs would go to the rest of the house. One would be connected to all of your personal phones, while the other output would go only to your office phones. Your business calls would ring only in the office, and your personal calls wouldn't interrupt your work.

Of course, you can wire your phones in different ways. You might, for example, want to receive personal calls while you're in your office, or business calls in your kitchen. You may not, however, want to have to rewire your entire house for the convenience. Fortunately, you don't have to. Phone lines require only two wires. Yet, you'll note that your telephone wires contain four wires. By using a two-line splitter, you can use the four-wire cable to distribute the two lines throughout the house.

We installed the SR2 in a couple of different ways. First, we installed it where the phone wires enter our premises. Our Gizmo test office had two incoming lines, one of which had distinctive ringing. The manual calls this installation scheme "the Waterloo of many an armchair telephone man." and suggests hiring a professional to help with the installation.

Despite the manual's warnings, the system installation wasn't all too complicated. Its main drawback is that you must run additional wiring—unless your current wiring consists of six wires.

We settled on an alternate scheme. We installed the SR2 only in the office, where the cable was to control access to a fax machine. With this installation, the distinctive ring was heard throughout the house. But that worked as something of an advantage. Since the fax machine was set to pick up on the first ring, the ring served as a signal that fax was received.

Distinctive ringing isn't the solution to all small offices. Yet if you're looking for a way to get most of the benefits of a second line, and a way to add convenience and the air of professionalism to your office, then distinctive ringing—coupled with an SR2 ring processor—will do it without breaking your budget.
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CIE PROVIDES YOU WITH A LEARNING METHOD SO GOOD, IT'S PATENTED.

CIE's Auto-programmed lessons are a proven learning method for building valuable electronics career skills. Each lesson is designed to take you step-by-step and principle-by-principle. And while all CIE lessons are designed for independent study, CIE's instructors are personally available to assist you with just a toll-free call. The result is practical training ... the kind of experience you can put to work in today's marketplace.

LEARN BY DOING... WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT.

In 1969, CIE pioneered the first Electronics Laboratory course and in 1984, the first Microprocessor Laboratory course. Today, no other home study school can match CIE's state-of-the-art equipment and training. And all your laboratory equipment, books, and lessons are included in your tuition. It's all yours to use while you study at home and for on-the-job after graduation.

PERSONALIZED TRAINING... TO MATCH YOUR BACKGROUND.

While some of our students have a working knowledge of electronics others are just starting out. That's why we've developed twelve career courses and an A.A.S. Degree program to choose from. So, even if your not sure which electronics career is best for you, CIE can get you started with core lessons applicable to all areas of electronics. And every CIE course you take earns you credit towards completion of your Associate in Applied Science Degree. So you can work toward your degree in stages or in one year as you wish. In fact, CIE is the only school that actually rewards you for fast study, which can save you thousands of dollars.

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR CIE COURSE CATALOG AND WE'LL SEND YOU A FREE 24 PAGE CIE ELECTRONICS SYMBOL HANDBOOK!
PC-Based Plain-Paper Fax

ASAP FAX. Manufactured by Command Communications, Inc., Command Center, 10800 E. Bethany Drive, Aurora, CO 80014. Price: $700.

Although many people think that fax machines are a relatively new invention, they've actually been around since the 1930's. The big, expensive, difficult-to-maintain machines were used only by people who could justify the expense and hassles—mainly newspapers and large businesses. The fax machine didn't start to become an almost essential part of an office until the late 1980's, when digital technology and Japanese manufacturing caused prices to drop dramatically.

Despite their significant improvements, today's mid-priced fax machines leave a lot to be desired. The major complaint is that they print on thermal paper. The annoying curling is bad enough. Worse is the way they fade over time. (If you've ever pulled an old fax out of your filing cabinet, you know what we mean. If you've ever had the misfortune of leaving a fax on your car's dashboard on a hot summer day, you know how quickly heat can destroy a thermal-printed fax.)

Of course, faxes don't have to be printed on thermal paper. Thermal printers are the choice of most manufacturers because they're cheaper than competing technologies. Laser faxes provide clear, crisp, plain-paper copies that don't curl or fade. Unfortunately, they're expensive, with prices hovering around $3,000. But what if we told you that you could use your laser printer to receive faxes? Well you can, with Command Communications' ASAP FAX.

The ASAP FAX receives faxes and converts them to a form that's compatible with the Hewlett Packard LaserJet or Canon laser printers. So if you already own a laser printer, you don't have to buy a new machine that duplicates the laser engine. And the ASAP FAX is even compatible with Epson-compatible dot-matrix printers. You don't have to leave your computer—or your printer—on all day to receive faxes. and you can send faxes of computer-generated documents of graphics, too. (If you want to send a noncomputer-generated fax, however, you'll need a scanner as well.)

Besides plain-paper capability, ASAP FAX also gives you some features found only on high-end machines. For example, you can schedule transmissions to take advantage of lower phone rates, or you can use a polling feature, which allows a remote fax machine to call ASAP FAX and request a document. You can screen out junk faxes, forward faxes from your home office to a remote site, and "broadcast" faxes to multiple sites. A record of all activity is stored on the fax's floppy disk, as are all received faxes.

For all of its features, ASAP FAX is a rather unassuming beige box that measures about 5 1/2 x 2 1/2 x 7 inches. Its front panel contains a 3 1/2-inch floppy disk drive and two LED's. The rear panel contains a modular phone jack, a power jack, a Centronics-type printer port, a DB-25 connector, and a single pushbutton. No other controls are needed, as the user interface is through a PC.

Hooking the unit up is easy enough. The phone jack is connected to the phone line; the power jack is connected to the wall-mounted DC adapter. The Centronics connector takes the output of your computer, and the DB-25 connector goes to your printer. In other words, the machine sits between your computer and your printer. (Both a phone cord and printer cable are supplied.) You also have to insert a 3 1/2-inch diskette (also supplied with the fax) into the unit's drive.

Software installation is equally straightforward. requiring that you simply copy files from the supplied floppy disk. Running the FAX.EXE program brings up the main menu from which you can send documents, print an activity log, reprint a fax that's stored on the data diskette, and change basic settings for your printer and the fax itself.

The menu-driven software is easy enough to use, although not all of the functions were immediately intuitive.

The Fax Settings menu is where most of the advanced features of the ASAP FAX can be manipulated. From it, you can set the time and date and the fax header line (which are printed on the top of each fax sent). You can also select the file that will be sent if ASAP FAX is polled by another machine, set the number of rings on which ASAP FAX will answer, set the number of retries it will make, turn fax forwarding on and off, and set junk-fax screening.

When junk-fax screening is enabled, you will receive faxes only from machines that are on your list. (You must identify, usually by their phone number, the machines from which you will accept faxes.) Similarly, you can set polling security so that only those machines on your list will be able to poll the ASAP FAX to request the transmission of the selected fax stored on the floppy disk.

Sending a fax can be done in one of two ways. From FAX.EXE, you can fax any file that is either in ASCII or Epson FX-80 format. (Any original document must be scanned in a compatible format before it can be sent.) You can also fax directly from a PC application. To do that, you must run a memory-resident program that is supplied with ASAP FAX. Let's say you wanted to fax a file from Word Perfect, a popular word processor. You would start by running FAXTR.SR.EXE (the memory-resident program), and then run Word Perfect. Once inside Word Perfect, the memory-resident program is called up using a hotkey sequence. You are then presented with a menu of your fax-phone directory, or you can enter a new number. Once you select a phone number, you have thirty seconds to...
send your fax. You do that by entering whatever command your application uses to print a file. (You must have your application set up to use an Epson FX-80 print driver. After two minutes, anything that you try to print from your application is sent directly to the printer.)

Incoming faxes can be handled in a couple of different ways. If you wish, you can leave your printer on all the time, and incoming faxes will be printed as they are received. One of the nicest features of ASAP FAX—unlike other computer-based fax machines—is that it can, most of the time, operate as a stand-alone device. If your printer isn't on, faxes will simply be stored on the floppy. The front-panel LED will alternately blink red and green to show that the printer was off-line when a fax was received.

If you wish, you can view faxes on the screen instead of printing them out, but you must first remove the diskette from the ASAP FAX and copy the file of interest to your PC. You can then run a supplied viewing program. If you wish, you can also print or reprint files from the ASAP FAX. Unfortunately, that isn’t as easy as it should be. Instead of being able to pick a file of interest from an on-screen menu, you must enter the exact file name, which consists of the date and time that the fax was received.

Another problem that we had with the unit is that it wasn’t completely transparent to our computer. When we used ASAP FAX between our PC and HP LaserJet IIP, we experienced no problems. When we used a PostScript emulation cartridge in the LaserJet, however, we could not print long files unless we removed the ASAP FAX. A software upgrade, including a Windows-compatible version of the ASAP FAX software, was due to be released shortly after we went to press. We were unable to determine whether the new software addresses any of our complaints.

Our minor complaints about ASAP FAX are tempered by our appreciation for the features it offers—features that are not available on conventional fax machines anywhere near its price. Although some of its features—such as being able to keep an electronic archive of all received faxes—are available on other PC-based machines, they require that the PC be on to receive a fax. They also require the user to take some action to get a physical copy of the fax. If you choose, you can set ASAP FAX up with a printer to act as an unattended fax receiver. Transmitting faxes is only slightly more difficult. Once you get used to laser-printed plain-paper faxes, you’ll never want to go back to thermal paper. We feel that ASAP FAX is as far ahead of standard thermal-printer faxes as Group 3 machines are ahead of the first faxes of 1930's.

**The Network Alternative**

**PC-INTERLINK FILE AND PRINTER SHARING SYSTEM.** Manufactured by SoftWorx, Inc., 801 E. Campbell Road #355, Richardson, TX 75081. Price: $229.95

For many small offices, getting that first computer was a big step. Often taken grudgingly, with a mixture of fear and loathing. Once the fear subsided and the computer proved to be an essential part of the office, the number of PC's in even the smallest office grew. Now that networks are a leading area of growth in the PC market, many small offices are debating whether they need a network to tie their independent computers together so that they can share data.

Networks have, indeed, changed the way we use PC's. But they’re not the answer for everyone. Many small offices with multiple PC's share data only infrequently. One person may work on the books, another on correspondence, while a third uses CAD software; they rarely exchange any files. Each of them, however, needs a printer. The person handling the books uses a wide-carriage dot-matrix printer, while correspondence is output on a laser printer, and the CAD output goes to a plotter. There are times, of course, when each person is dissatisfied with his output device. The designer, for example, might want to print a set of drawings on the laser printer, while the accountant might want to print out some correspondence of his own. If such instances are frequent enough, the office might install printer switch boxes and extra cabling. Or they might use the old-fashioned “sneaker net,” that is, actually walking over to the other computer, carrying the file to be printed on a floppy disk.

There is an easier, more efficient way to share files and printers between as many as four PCs without the expense, training, and hassles that come along with a network. PC-InterLink, a file and printer sharing system from SoftWorx, Inc., is, indeed, easy to set up, even for the most hardware-unfriendly among us. How easy? We’d imagine that during a lunch hour, you could run out to Staples, BizMart, or another office-supply store, come back, get PC-InterLink up and running, (although, perhaps, not necessarily neatly installed), and still have time to grab a quick byte to eat.

The entire system consists of four port adapters, a junction box, software (on both 5 1/4- and 3 1/2-inch diskettes), a manual, four 25-foot lengths of cable, and a wall transformer. The installation instructions are printed on the outside of the box: “1. Install parallel port adapter and connect printer cable (optional). 2. Connect the PC-InterLink junction box. 3. Install software. Repeat these steps for each PC to be linked together.” Things are a little more complicated than that, of course (but not much more so), and the excellent manual does give comprehensive installation and operating instructions.

The port adapters plug into your computer's parallel port—between your computer and printer if that PC has a printer attached. A second output on the adapter is a six-conductor RJ-12 jack that connects to the junction box via one of the 25-foot cables. (The maximum cable length for any one leg of the system is 150 feet, and should be a single cable—multiple short
cables will degrade the signal quality. Although cables are available from SoftWorx, the manual does give instructions on how to make your own.) The junction box is the "hub" of the PC-InterLink system through which all PC's and printers are linked. It's a small, black 3-inch square box, about 1 inch thick. It's powered by the wall transformer, and contains four RJ-12 jacks to link the PC's together.

Installing the software is even easier than getting the hardware set up. The installation program is automated, but can be over-ridden by the user at any step along the way. You can choose to have the PC-InterLink software automatically start each time you boot your computer, or you can call up the program manually. Even if you choose to load the program automatically at boot-up, you can unload the program—which requires about 55K—from memory at any time with a simple command. (However, you can unload the PC-InterLink program only if it is the last memory-resident program loaded into memory.) If you do choose to unload the software, other users on the system will be informed that your printer is no longer available.

PC-InterLink is very easy to use and, for the most part, is transparent to users. Even those users who have a difficult time grasping the idea of physical and logical network drives won't be confused by PC-InterLink. To them, it will just seem that their printer cable is longer.

Each PC on the system can have up to three local printers—if they have three LPT ports, of course. A four-PC system can therefore control up to a total of 12 printers. Any user who expects to be busy and wants to have exclusive use of a printer can reserve their local printers so that other users on the system will not have access to them. Any other user who tries to access the printer will get a message informing them of its busy status.

A print spooler, which spools output to the hard disk to give you back control of your PC back in less time, is also included. It can be configured to work with all printers, or just specific printers or ports, with various sized capture buffers.

Sharing printers is, of course, only one aspect of PC-InterLink. File sharing is the second main feature of the system, and is accessed using PCFILE.EXE, the file-sharing utility. Unlike the printer sharing software, PCFILE is not memory resident, and must be run from the DOS command line.

The main menu gives you four choices: Get File, Put File, Directory Listing, and Tree Options. If you want to copy a file from another user, you select Get File from the main menu, and you are then presented with a submenu that lists the other users on PC-InterLink. Selecting one of the other users gives you a list of his directories—but only those directories that are "available." Each user, using the Tree Options selection from the main menu can tag those directories he wants to make available to other users.

The Put File selection works just like Get File, allowing you to copy files from your PC to other users. As with Get File, you can tag individual files, or all files in a directory. At all levels, if you run into problems, pressing the FI key brings up on-line help information.

The last network-like feature of PC-InterLink is messaging. Using the "Chat Box" selection from the main PC-InterLink menu, you can select another user to whom you wish to chat. The other user can refuse your "call" if he prefers not to be interrupted. Otherwise, the screen will change to a large box with the lower portion displaying the text that you send, the upper showing the text that the other user sends.

In practice, PC-InterLink works almost exactly as claimed. We had the system running on up to three PC's simultaneously, two with printers attached. Our laser printer was hooked to an AT-compatible machine we use for most of our text generating. Although we occasionally use Microsoft Windows, we don't have it installed on the AT—it simply runs too slowly on that type of computer. We do have Windows installed on the 386-SX, however. Before we installed PC-InterLink, we had to create print files on disk and walk to the AT in the other office to get laser-printed material. With PC-InterLink, we just had to install another printer in Windows, and change the printer port in the Control Panel/Printers/Configure window. The laser printer acted just as a local printer would have.

We did find one bug in the system. Theoretically, the PC-InterLink software scans your printer ports to find where a port adapter is attached. You might, for example, have a local-only printer attached to LPT1: with a second printer and port adapter attached to LPT2:. Although this usually worked, on one machine, it would not find the printer on LPT2. We were not able to find a reason for the anomaly, nor was SoftWorx technical support able to give us any hints about what might have been happening. However, aside from that anomaly, the PC-InterLink system performed flawlessly.

For any office that doesn't have to have a network, PC-InterLink is a logical alternative. If you're not sure if a network is right for you, PC-InterLink can be an inexpensive first step. It will provide the most often needed network features while giving you more time before you have to make the network plunge.

LANTASTIC NETWORK
(Continued from page 12)

LANtastic for Windows ($299 with a network license), a Windows interface for the network.

LANtastic for Windows not only takes care of the messaging problem (windows pop up to announce incoming mail or chat requests) but offers Windows-style control over all aspects of the network's operation. Using the net program, you can link drives and printers, handle mail, chat with other users, log into and out of the network, manipulate the printer queue, manage your network account, and view activity on a server, graphically, if you desire.

A Network Manager program lets you handle LANtastic's robust set of management tools. You can, for example, set up or disable user accounts, change account privileges, set account expiration dates, and set password-expiration dates (so that users are forced to change their passwords frequently). You can also limit log-in privileges to certain times of the day. You can define groups of users, and then assign the access rights to network resources to groups instead of individual users.

Is the Windows utility the only easy way to use and manage a LANtastic network? Not on your life! In some ways, Windows makes things more difficult. Non-Windows users use the one-stop program NET.EXE to perform most common functions (log into the network, see which servers and network resources are available, access E-mail, view the printer queue, and the like). A memory-resident LAN pop-up utility (LANPUT.EXE) gives users instant access to basic network functions. Network management functions are handled by NET-MGR.EXE.

For readers interested in some of the technical specifics of the network, the data transfer rate is 10 megabits per second. A server/workstation requires about 56K of memory; a workstation less than 30K. Those memory requirements can be cut even further by loading drivers into high memory.

After using LANtastic (we used Version 4.0 and were upgrading it to 4.1 as we went to press), we understand why it has such a good reputation among peer-to-peer networks. The tools for administering the network are impressive, as are the security features that are available. We didn't run into any software incompatibilities, and—at least on our two-station network—we didn't run into any serious performance complaints. Something tells us, however, that our LANtastic network won't remain just a two-station setup for long—especially with Artisoft's sensible licensing policy.
Winning Titles

Most modern camcorders let you add titles—maybe two lines of alphanumeric characters—to your videos. That just won’t do for sophisticated videographers. Nor will shooting handmade title cards to introduce scenes. **Videonics** (1370 Dell Ave., Campbell, CA 95008) has introduced the “world’s first home video titlers with broadcast-quality resolution” to address the needs of the amateur videographer who doesn’t want to produce amateurish videos. With a horizontal resolution of 480 lines (with 720 pixels per line), the ability to produce “more than a million colors” for titles, backgrounds, and borders, the **Video Titlemaker** should fill the needs of semi-pro or professional videographers, too. Special effects that are available include the ability to make messages crawl across the top or bottom of the screen or to scroll up the screen. Eleven combinations of fonts and sizes are available. Price: $499.

CIRCLE 66 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Fun Phone with TAD

We didn’t think there was anything new in the world of telephone/answering-machine combinations—that is, until we took a look at the DeskTech Fun Phone from Fun Products (2397 Shattuck Avenue, Suite 201, Berkeley, CA 94704). It offers all the usual stuff—hold, redial, speakerphone, message save/skip/erase/ repeat, remote access to messages, and personalized security code. It’s available in a transparent case, for those who get a kick out of seeing the inner workings, and in black or white for those with more traditional tastes. Its answering system is digital, which is still something of a rarity. But what truly sets the DeskTech apart from the crowd is the “Fun FX Sound Effects System,” which includes eight individual sound effects that, when activated, are transmitted over the phone line to the listener on the other end. Those include such noises as a barking dog, laughter, screaming, and five others. Price: $199.95.

CIRCLE 67 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Portable Cassette Recorder with CD

Easy on the wallet, the **PT 399** portable radio/cassette recorder from **Lloyd’s Electronics** (6450 West Cortland, Chicago, IL 60635) also features a CD player with 20 track programming and an LCD readout for displaying track and time status. The boom-box style unit has a front-mounted cassette deck that can be used to record from the internal AM/FM stereo radio, the CD player, or from the built-in condenser microphone. Dual wide-range speakers let the listener benefit fully from the three-band graphic equalizer and separate bass-boost circuitry. The unit runs on batteries or AC current. It features a telescoping rod antenna for improved FM reception and an internal ferite-rod antenna to pick up AM signals. Price: $160.

CIRCLE 68 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Nine-Hour Videocassette

Good news for couch potatoes: Now you can sprawl on the sofa for nine uninterrupted hours of video viewing, with **BASF Corporation’s** (Information Systems, 35 Crosby Drive, Bedford, MA 01730) **T 180** Super High Grade videocassette. It provides nine hours at the EP speed, six hours at LP, and three hours at standard play. Price: $10.99.

CIRCLE 69 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
Light Control

We’re sure we’re not the only ones who forget to turn the porch light on when we leave the house in the afternoon and aren’t planning to return until after dark, or who go to sleep without turning the outside light off. Intermatic (Intermatic Plaza, Spring Grove, Il 60081) knows there are plenty of forgetful people out there, and came up with the Automatic Security Light Control to keep those lights burning when they’re needed. Designed to screw into any standard incandescent light socket and accept bulbs up to 150 watts, the device turns lights on at dusk and off at dawn, thanks to a photocell-controlled switch. A dual-phocell system eliminates flickering when the light level is at the verge of turning the bulb on or off, and, to save energy, special circuitry cuts bulb brightness by 50%. Price: $9.95.

Full-Size Keyboard

Aimed at intermediate to advanced musicians, Casio, Inc.’s (570 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Dover, Nj 07801) model CT-395 Tone Bank is a full-size, portable keyboard that runs on batteries or on AC with an optional adaptor. The “Tone Bank” provides 110 digitally sampled instrument sounds and various special effects, all of which are listed on the face of the keyboard for easy access. The touch of a button creates sounds ranging from a rock band to a full orchestra. The CT-395 offers 55 background rhythms and full auto-accompaniment, which automatically adds a full base line and orchestral support for each rhythm. Other features of the 49-key instrument include built-in speakers, an LED readout that indicates the current voice and rhythm selection, a preprogrammed demonstration song, and a 12-bit PCM sound generator. Price: $199.

13-Inch Color TV

Although the trend in TV’s leans toward the large-screened, sometimes a small set does the job better. The kitchen, for example, is one room in which a large television simply won’t fit. For kitchens and other small rooms, the CS-1348R 13-inch color television from Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. (Consumer Electronics Group, Audio Video Division, 5757 Plaza Drive, Cypress, CA) features a dark-tint, black-matrix picture tube for superior picture quality and “Quick View” for switching between the channel being watched and the last one viewed. A timer can be programmed to turn the set off after a predetermined period. The set and its remote come in a clean white finish (model CS-1347R comes in black). The remote controls color, tint, brightness, contrast, and sharpness, all with on-screen confirmation. The cable-ready set has 181-channel compatibility and frequency-synthesized tuning. Price: $329.

Speaker of the House

Designed for those who consider normal speakers too unsophisticated, Harmon Kardon (8380 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329) offers elegant loudspeakers finished in a “black piano-like gloss.” The top-of-the-line, 3-way, floor-standing speaker is said to provide accurate tonal balance, stable imaging, freedom from resonance and coloration, and a wide sweet spot, thanks to a number of careful design considerations. Those include careful selection and design of driver elements, crossover frequencies, cabinet materials, damping material, baffles, and grilles. Price: $3,198/pair.
As a member of the Electronics Book Club . . .

you'll enjoy receiving Club bulletins every 3-4 weeks containing exciting offers on the latest books in the field at savings of up to 50% off regular publishers' prices. If you want the Main Selection do nothing and it will be shipped automatically. If you want another book or no book at all, simply return the Reply Form to us by the date specified. You'll always have at least 10 days to decide. Your only obligation is to purchase 3 more books during the next 12 months, after which you may cancel your membership at any time.

(Publishers' Prices Shown)

Your most complete and comprehensive source for the finest electronics books

Select any 5 books for only $4.95 (values up to $145.75) when you join the Electronics Book Club™

YES! Please accept my membership in the Electronics Book Club and send the 5 volumes listed below for just $4.95 plus shipping/handling and tax. If not satisfied, I may return the books within ten days without obligation and have my membership cancelled. I agree to purchase at least 3 books at regular Club prices during the next 12 months and may resign anytime thereafter. A shipping/handling charge and sales tax will be added to all orders.

Note: Any "Counts as 2 or 3" book may be chosen instead of 2 or 3 single books

Name
Address
City/State Zip
Phone

Valid for new members only, subject to acceptance by EBC. Applicants outside the U.S. and Canada will receive special ordering instructions. Canada must remit in U.S. funds. All books are hardcover unless otherwise noted. ©1992 EBC

www.americanradiohistory.com
ELENCO ELECTRONICS
MICRO-MASTER
MM-8000 BASIC SYSTEMS COURSE

All the hardware you'll need to program an 8085 is present in this training kit

It's a little early in the game to predict exactly what the hallmark of the 90's will be. World peace, environmental awareness, the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the end of styrofoam—at this point it's anyone's guess. Most experts agree, however, that on the technical side of things, the 90's will be the decade when the computer becomes a household-consumer item. It's been said that by the end of the decade each home will have a computer as advanced as today's top-of-the-line workstations—sitting in the basement next to the furnace, just like any other household appliance. A glance at the consumer-electronics field shows that computers have infiltrated practically everything. You need an EE degree (or a twelve year old) to even program a VCR.

People are becoming more advanced, as well. Most of the electronic hobbyists reading this are familiar with several high-level computer languages. Graphical user interfaces are making machines friendlier, and in a recent survey one out of ten respondents actually knew what DOS was! At some point, most technically oriented computer users will want to dig deeper. At that point assembly language or machine language starts to look interesting. The real desire is to talk directly to the chip itself—to find out how a microprocessor really works.

Some Good Methods. Once a person realizes that his interest lies at this level (over his head), there are several routes to take. One can simply read about microprocessors. That will give one an understanding of the basic principles involved, but it's difficult to get a feel for programming from a book. Vocational schools and colleges often have evening courses, but these can be expensive, and one has to run on their schedule—not yours. Another solution is a home-study course, used in conjunction with a micro trainer. This route has all of the advantages of a structured class situation, and you get to keep the "lab." Unfortunately, these courses can cost several hundred dollars—more of a financial commitment than most hobbyists are willing to make.

However, a new entry in the micro-trainer field provides what might be the ideal compromise for the majority of experimenters. The Elenco Electronics MM-8000 course consists of a complete microprocessor system, along with a fourteen-lesson tutorial, all for only $129.00. The system is built around the 8085 processor chip, working with the 8156 RAM I/O IC, and a 2K 2816 EEPROM. A two-digit display and a keypad for output and input round out the system.

The trainer is built on a high-quality single PC board, which mounts in the included carrying case. The case has room for the included plug-in wall transformer, making the trainer a compact, easy-to-carry unit. The course is presented in a 57-page manual in a 3-ring binder that covers both the construction and the explanation of each section of the system. The lessons are easily digestible—enough to fully explain the operation of each vital part of a micro system, but not enough to overwhelm the student.

Construction and Use. Perhaps the best feature of the MM-8000 trainer is...
the manner in which the trainer is assembled. Unlike most courses that would have you build the trainer and then get out the book to learn about it, the Elenco approach blends the learning with the building. Each section of the computer is built and tested, one at a time. For instance, the first section installs and tests the power supply and data-bus indicators and switches. The 8156 RAM I/O chip is installed next, followed by the 2816 EEPROM. The procedure continues until lesson ten when the micro is installed, and various programs are installed and run.

This method of construction has two extremely important advantages. First, the instruction about each section of the board takes place right after the student has assembled that section, not three weeks later. All of the parts and their locations are still fresh in his or her head. Second, in the event that there might be a problem with the board, troubleshooting is greatly simplified. The best time to catch a wiring mistake is right after it was made. Indeed, trying to troubleshoot two separate problems on two sections of the board could be a nightmare—but one that's totally eliminated with the MM-8000.

Once the MM-8000 is built and the course completed, the obvious question is "Now what can I do with it?" Since the system has a two-digit hex display and 2K of memory it's probably not worth trying to upgrade it to a 486 clone. Still, the trainer can be "trained" to perform several jobs. Smart amateur-radio repeater controllers, Morse-code contest keyers, security-system monitors, and industrial-control systems are some of the several applications that come to mind. The MM-8000 has a 44-pin edgeboard connector that allows external access to all the necessary signals, so it's ready to be put to work. Once you work your way through the course, however, you'll probably want to hang on to the MM-8000 to use as a program developer for the other 8085 systems you'll be ready to build.

If you'd like more information on the Micro-Master MM-8000 Basic Systems Course you can contact Elenco Electronics, Inc. (150 West Carpenter Ave., Wheeling, IL 60090; Tel. 708-541-3800) directly, or circle No. 119 on the Free Information Card.

---

**SUPER LONG PLAY TAPE RECORDERS**

12 Hour Model —
US $119.00

Modified Panasonic Slimline high quality AC/DC. Provide 6 continuous hours of quality recording. Includes 1 hour of playback per side. For the price of 12 hours of cassette at liquidation level, you get 24 hours of tape play. Includes: Microphone, Tone Control, 20W amplifier, TELE-VUE II

PHONE RECORDING ADAPTER

Records calls automatically. All Solid State components to your telephone jack and tape recorder. Starts recording when phone rings. Stops when you hang up. For MM-8000

VOX VOICE ACTIVATED CONTROLS/SWITCH

Solid State Self contained Adjustable Sensitivity. Selects among Voice, other sounds automatically activate and control with voice. Use other telephone jack on MM-8000 in home office or small business

---

**BIG PROFITS IN VIDEO REPAIR!**

Work from Home—Earn $85 HR!

With the tens of millions of VCR's and camcorders in use, there currently is a serious shortage of trained technicians to perform cleaning and repair jobs on these popular devices. Learn how you can start your own highly profitable, Home-Based video servicing business. And since up to 95% of all VCR and camcorder malfunctions are due to a simple mechanical or electro-mechanical failure, you need not spend months or even years of complicated study before starting profitable professional service work. Let Viejo's Training Program show you how!

1-800-537-0589 or mail coupon today!

---

**Earn Your B.S. Degree in ELECTRONICS or COMPUTERS**

By Studying at Home

Grantham College of Engineering, now in our 42nd year, is highly experienced in "distance education"—teaching by correspondence—through printed materials, computer materials, fax, and phone.

No commuting to class. Study at your own pace, while continuing on your present job. Learn from easy-to-understand but complete and thorough lesson materials, with additional help from our instructors.

Our Computer B.S. Degree Program includes courses in BASIC, PASCAL and C languages — as well as Assembly Language, MS DOS, CADD, Robotics, and much more.


An important part of being prepared to move up is holding the right college degree, and the absolutely necessary part is knowing your field. Grantham can help you both ways—to learn more and to earn your degree in the process.

Write or phone for our free catalog. Toll free, 1-800-955-2527, or see mailing address below.

* Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council

* GRANTHAM College of Engineering
Grantham College Road
Slidell, LA 70460

---

**GRANTHAM College of Engineering**

Write or phone for our free catalog. Toll free, 1-800-955-2527, or see mailing address below.

* Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council

* GRANTHAM College of Engineering
Grantham College Road
Slidell, LA 70460

---
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By Len Feldman

Memorex Model 153 8mm Camcorder

The 8mm camcorder market is growing rapidly—so rapidly, in fact, that consumers are now faced with a sometimes bewildering array of units from which to choose. One of those units is the lightweight (under 3 pounds) Memorex Model 153, which is sold exclusively by Radio Shack stores nationwide.

The Memorex Model 153 is loaded with just about all of the features that you would expect to find on a better camcorder. It is supplied with a remote control that lets you shoot an image from a distance, or initiate playback of tapes remotely. Its real-time tape counter, with memory, lets you mark and return to specific locations, and also shows how much time is left on a tape. An 8-to-1 power-zoom lens lets you go from wide-angle to telephoto shots, and also accommodates most 49mm photographic filters. Automatic focus, automatic white balance, and auto iris are all available, and a backlight function lets you compensate for bright backlighting.

An edit-search feature lets you move the tape forward or backward a few frames at a time. A clock/calendar generator lets you display the time and date in the viewfinder and allows you to record that information on the tape. A "Recording Review" feature lets you check the last two seconds of a recording. A high-speed shutter lets you make sharper recordings of fast motion. A title superimposer allows you to store title text or simple graphics and insert them into a tape in any one of five colors during recording.

Sound can be recorded using the built-in microphone or via an external microphone, and an earphone jack lets you monitor sound during recording as well as during playback. Freeze-frame and visual search let you quickly scan your recording and view individual frames. A combined multiple-pin input/output connector lets you play back a tape on a regular TV or TV monitor. You can also copy tapes from this camcorder to a VCR, or to dub to the camcorder from a VCR or another video-program source.

CONTROLS

The camcorder's rear surface contains the power on/off switch, the counter-reset and "memory" buttons, the edit on/off switch, a cassette-eject button, and the date/time button. Buttons along the top surface of the camcorder are essentially used for the VCR functions. They include fast forward and rewind buttons; play, pause, and stop buttons, and the "+" and "-" edit-search buttons.

The left side surface of the camcorder contains buttons for choosing auto or manual focus, auto macro (for ultra close-up automatic focusing), white balance, high-speed shutter settings, and backlight compensation. Buttons used for title superimposition are found just behind the lens.

The power-zoom function is activated by means of a two-way rocker switch. That switch, as well as the record stop/start switch, are positioned for easy use when the camcorder is held normally in the right hand.

The battery (or AC power adaptor, also supplied) is mounted on the right side of the camcorder body, while the 8mm videocassette is inserted into a compartment located at the rear of the left side of the camcorder. The built-in microphone is located up front, near the lens, and nearby is a miniature jack that can accept an external microphone. The built-in microphone is automatically disconnected when an external microphone is plugged in.
The electronic viewfinder displays the status of the camcorder. Indicators inform the user of things such as end-of-tape, low battery, power, graphics color, focus (automatic or manual), shutter speed, and date/time as applicable.

The controls on the supplied remote control duplicate those found on the camcorder itself, except that on the remote control there are two record buttons. Both of these must be pressed simultaneously to place the camcorder into the record mode. That scheme prevents the user from accidentally recording over a previously recorded tape.

**TEST RESULTS**

The camcorder was turned over to the Advanced Product Evaluation Labs (APEL) for in-depth testing. APEL used Sony P6-120MP as the reference tape on which test recordings were made.

Minimum illumination required by this camcorder to produce a full-amplitude video output signal was only 2.5 lux, a bit better than the 3 lux claimed by the manufacturer. White balance, when optimally set, was very good, with only 4 IRE worth of chrominance (color) appearing on a neutral object. Color contamination (the amount of color bursts that appeared on a fine black and white pattern) was also quite low, measuring only 6 IRE. Color phase accuracy and saturation, measured using a totally red field, was just about perfect, as displayed on APEL's vectorscope.

The camcorder uses a solid-state CCD (charge-coupled device) pickup. Thanks to that, there was virtually no streaking, lag, or image retention as the camcorder was panned quickly across scenes of varying light intensity.

The horizontal resolution for the camera signal itself was an impressively high 350 lines. However, when a recording was made and played back, resolution dropped to 250 lines. That is still a bit better than we typically encounter with most standard 8mm camcorders.

**TEST RESULTS—MEMOREX MODEL 153 8mm CAMCORDER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Mfr's Claim</th>
<th>PE Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum illumination</td>
<td>3 lux</td>
<td>2.5 lux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White balance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4 IRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color contamination</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6 IRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal resolution</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>330 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>250 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec/play</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>300 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video signal-to-noise</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>49.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chroma AM</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>41.4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>41.9 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec/play</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>42.8 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>44.4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>44 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec/play</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>¾ inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. microphone output</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.49 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ext. mic. sensitivity</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4.0 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio S/N ratio</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>62.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum focus distance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>44 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro focus (min.)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>¾ inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power requirements</td>
<td>7.5 watts</td>
<td>8.5 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions (HxWxD, inches)</td>
<td>6 x 4¾ x 11¾</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (less battery/cassette)</td>
<td>2.5 lbs.</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested price:</td>
<td>$899.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The "spot" resting almost precisely at the cross mark on this vectorscope display indicates that color-phase accuracy and saturation, measured using a totally red field, was just about perfect.

The chroma AM signal-to-noise ratio measured 49.5 dB directly from the camera, decreasing to 41.4 dB when measured through the entire record/play cycle. Luminance signal-to-noise ratio measured 41.9 dB from the camera and was actually a bit higher—42.8 dB—when measured from a recorded tape produced by the camcorder.

The maximum output from the built-in microphone and its associated amplifier circuitry was 0.49 volts, which would be enough to deliver adequate sound levels through most audio systems. The external microphone sensitivity measured 4 milli-volts. That is actually on the low side and suggests that if an external microphone were to be used, it should be one having a fairly high output. The audio signal-to-noise ratio measured a more-than-adequate 62.5 dB.

In its normal mode, the camcorder was able to focus upon objects at a minimum distance of 44 inches. In the macro mode, focusing was possible even at distances as close as ¾ inch.

**HANDS-ON TESTS**

We found the Memorex Model 153 camcorder fairly easy to use, and its light weight allowed for long periods of use without experiencing significant hand fatigue.

Its small size led to our only real complaint about the unit. Because of its size, you must be careful not to push the wrong button and, in fact, it is easy to confuse the battery release arrow on the rear surface of the unit with the index mark for the combination record/play A/V-cable connector located just below it.

Still, once you've had some time with the unit, that problem should not be serious. In our opinion, the Memorex 153 camcorder holds its own with other contenders in the increasingly popular, and confusing, 8mm format. And it is very competitively priced!

For more information on the Memorex Model 153 (catalog no. 16-854), visit your local Radio Shack store, contact Radio Shack (1700 One Tandy Center, Ft. Worth, TX 76102) directly, or circle no. 120 on the Free Information Card.
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YOUR HOME ... the television series, will help guide you through it.

For most families ... our homes are the biggest purchase we'll ever make. From time to time we've all thought about making changes to our homes. By watching the YOUR HOME television series, you can catch all of the latest ideas and trends designed to get you through the maze of products that will enhance the beauty, functionality, and quality of the time that you spend at home. Whether you're building a dream kitchen or attempting to create the home theater experience, from the simple to the exotic, YOUR HOME has a wealth of great ideas. It's like going to the world's biggest home and garden store each and every week.

Tune into upcoming shows to check out the best and brightest in home products and services:

WAMSUTTA PACIFIC HOME PRODUCTS
One of America's Leading Manufacturer of Fine Bed Linen and Bedding Accessories.

THE DUCANE CO.
American Made, high performance Gas Grills.

POLK AUDIO
CS100-Surround Sound speaker system with Dolby Pro Logic.

AMX CORP.
Sophisticated control units for audio, video, and electronics installations.

TOASTMASTER
America's Breakfast Maker for over 65 years.

ROYAL APPLIANCES
Dirt Devil Upright Vacuum with the Micro Fresh Filtration System.

BLANCO AMERICA INC.
Blankostar Quartz kitchen sinks and food preparation centers.

Check your local cable listing for the time and channel number in your area.

A presentation of
WJKM • 2424 N. Federal Highway • Boca Raton, FL 33431 • (407) 367-0703
Holograms (three-dimensional photographs) are becoming commonplace. If you own a credit card, chances are it is embossed with a hologram to prevent forgery. In fact, although there are many holographic frontiers yet to conquer and develop, the science of holography has advanced to the point where it is possible for you to make your own holograms.

In this, the first part of a two-part article on holography, we will take a look at some basic concepts of holography and build a laser system capable of producing holograms. As you will discover for yourself, you don't have to be an expert in all the technical aspects of holography to shoot and develop your own first-rate holograms. Since there is much information to present, let's get right to it.

Holography Versus Photography.
Holography, like photography, is a technique that produces an image on film. However, there are some key differences between photography and holography. To help explain, look at the simple box camera in Fig. 1. The image formed by the lens onto the film is a real image as seen from a single unchangeable viewpoint. The third dimension (depth) is "collapsed" onto the plane of the film (the depth information is lost during the process). Looking at the subject in a photograph from an angle just creates a foreshortening of the flat image—the image remains at the one viewpoint alone.

Holography, however, records "true" three-dimensional images onto film. I say true three dimensional, because the resulting image is not an optical illusion or trick. Holograms record all of the visual information of a three-dimensional image, including depth. Subsequently, that allows you to view the original scene from many different angles. In essence, you can look around objects in the hologram.

As a result, holograms have some other interesting properties such as "redundancy"—the ability of each point in a hologram to reproduce the captured image. If a hologram is broken into small pieces, the entire image would still be viewable through any of the broken pieces (see Fig. 2).

Learn how holograms are made, then build the equipment you need to record your own three-dimensional images. This month we build the laser.

BY JOHN IOVINE

WARNING!! This article deals with and involves subject matter and the use of materials and substances that may be hazardous to health and life. Do not attempt to implement or use the information contained herein unless you are experienced and skilled with respect to such subject matter, materials and substances. Neither the publisher nor the author make any representations as for the completeness or the accuracy of the information contained herein and disclaim any liability for damages or injuries, whether caused by or arising from the lack of completeness, inaccuracies of the information, misinterpretations of the directions, misapplication of the information or otherwise.
Imagine that the holographic film is a window with memory. It will faithfully record any subject behind the window from any viewpoint. So if you covered the hologram with a black piece of paper with a peep hole in it, you could still view the entire subject through the peep hole as if you were looking through a window. Where you placed the peephole on the hologram, determines from which perspective you would see the subject.

That is because holography does not record images the same way a camera does. Holography records the interference pattern of light generated when a reference beam combines with reflected light (called the "object beam") bouncing off the subject. The light source required must be monochromatic (composed of light of a single frequency) and coherent (all of the waves in phase), such as produced by a helium-neon (HeNe) laser. That is in contrast to lighting for photography, which can come from a number of sources (sun, electric lights, or flash tubes).

Figure 3 shows a typical "split-beam" holographic setup. In such a system, the reference and object beams are produced by splitting a single beam of laser light in two. Note how the reference beam is aimed right at the film via a mirror and lens, while the object beam is reflected off the subject before reaching the film. At the surface of the film they interfere and the patterns of interference are recorded on the film.

We will use a similar concept to make our holograms. However, instead of splitting the beam, we will allow it to pass through the film (which is partially transparent), then reflect off the subject, and head back toward the film. The beam coming from the laser (the reference beam) will interfere with the portion of the beam reflected by the subject (the object beam) creating an interference pattern at the surface of the film.

By the way, there is no negative required to reproduce the image as there is in photography; the original film that is exposed and developed is the hologram. The method used to view a hologram depends on whether it is a "transmission" or "reflection" hologram. Transmission holograms require a monochromatic (single-frequency) light source for viewing. For such a hologram, a laser is typically used for illumination during viewing. However, reflection holograms can be viewed using ordinary white light. That is the type of hologram we will produce.
Laser Light. As mentioned, you will need a laser to make your own holograms. Before we get into the nuts and bolts of building (or at least purchasing) a laser, let's first discuss what a laser is.

The word "laser" is an acronym that stands for light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. The process of stimulated emission begins when an electron orbiting an atom absorbs energy, causing it to jump up to a higher energy level. An electron in this state is said to be "excited." When the electron spontaneously falls back down to a lower energy level, it will emit a photon of radiation. The energy and frequency of the photon depend on the difference in the energy levels, which in turn depends on the atomic structure of the material being used. If this emitted photon collides with another electron, it will stimulate the electron atom to release a photon with the same frequency and phase as the colliding photon. That is what is meant by stimulated emission.

To achieve light amplification, we need to produce a "population inversion"—we must have slightly more atoms with excited electrons than atoms with unexcited electrons. That will ensure that as an excited electron loses a photon an unexcited electron will gain a photon, keeping the whole process going. We will also be "stealing" some excess photons to develop our hologram, so we must invert even more of the atomic population. To ensure sufficient population inversion, we trap many of the photons between the mirrors. The mirrors are spaced to support only the photons of a particular frequency and phase as well.

As energy is pumped into this "optical cavity," the stimulated atoms produce more and more photons. The photons stimulate electrons, and the electrons in turn generate photons. Eventually there is a build up of photons with the same frequency (determined by the material that is emitting them and the distance between the mirrors) and phase (because an excited electron emits a photon in phase with the photon that excited it and because of the distance between the mirrors). That has the effect of concentrating all the energy in the laser at one frequency and in one phase. It would seem as though the amount of energy at that frequency was amplified.

One of the mirrors is less than 100% reflective, so that mirror allows a small percentage of light to pass through to do work. We will use that light—tuned by the laser—to expose our holograms.

A Light Source. The first step in producing holograms is acquiring a laser light source. We already mentioned that a Helium-Neon (HeNe) laser will fit the bill, so you need to decide either to build or buy one. Whatever your choice, the laser must meet certain specifications to be capable of producing holograms. The most important specification is that it operates in TEM$_{00}$ Mode. You don't have to understand what that means, just make sure the laser you acquire operates in that fashion.

The power output is the next consideration. The power of the laser is directly related to the exposure time. For example, shooting a hologram with a 1-milliwatt laser will require a longer exposure time than a 2-milliwatt laser. For beginners, either a 1 or 2-milliwatt laser is suitable, and will keep your start-up costs down. Later, if the holography bug bites you harder, you can upgrade to a more powerful laser.

A 1-milliwatt laser tube costs about $30, 2-milliwatt tubes cost about $55. Laser tubes can be purchased from the supplier mentioned in the Parts List. Regardless of which laser tube you buy, never look directly into the beam of your laser. Even an unspread beam from a small 0.5-milliwatt laser is well above the ANSI standard for eye safety! So don't assume that a low-power laser is safe to look at, it simply isn't. Next, you will need a power supply for your laser tube, so let's discuss that now.

Power Supplies. A commercial power supply for either of the tubes mentioned costs about $80. However, we'll describe how you can build one for less than $40. Figure 4 contains the schematic of the power supply. The line transformer (T1) provides power to the circuit. The transformer
specified (120VAC:24VAC, 0.6 amps) is ideal for powering laser tubes from 0.25 milliwatts up to and including 1.5 milliwatts. The output of that transformer is rectified by a bridge (BR1) and filtered by C1. The filtered voltage is passed on to T2 (a high-voltage step-up auto-transformer) and U1 (a 5-volt regulator).

The regulator powers U2, a hex inverter. Two gates of U2 are configured to form an adjustable squarewave oscillator, whose frequency is controlled by a 47k potentiometer (R2). The output of the oscillator is buffered by three other gates on U2 that are placed in parallel to boost the drive current. The buffered squarewave is applied to Q1, an NPN Darlington transistor. The Darlington transistor amplifies the signal to provide sufficient current to switch transistor Q2 on and off.

When Q2 switches on, it grounds one side of L2's primary causing the transformer to produce high voltage in its secondary. The high-voltage output of T2 is rectified by four high-voltage diodes, D1–D4, and filtered by six high-voltage capacitors.

**Circuit Assembly.** The author's prototype was built using point-to-point wiring, which is okay provided that you obey a few simple precautions. First of all, Q2 must be adequately heat sunk. The need for adequate heat sinking is to allow the circuit to power the laser for many hours without degradation of the beam. That is critical for producing holograms.

Although one should typically use plastic enclosures for high-voltage circuits, the author made an exception with this unit for that reason. In order to provide greater heat-sinking for Q2, the author attached Q2 to the wall of a metal enclosure and added some metal strips to increase the thermal mass. Since a transistor in a TO-220 package is easy to heat sink in this fashion, we recommend that you use such a transistor for Q2.

The high-voltage capacitors and diodes should be assembled on a separate piece of perfboard. That isolates the high-voltage assembly from the oscillating section of the circuit. That is particularly important to protect the CMOS-based 4049 IC.

**CAUTION:** The laser power supply is a high-voltage device so handle it with appropriate caution. The power supply should never be operated without a load connected to its output. Failure to do so will cause...
arcing and electrical discharge that may damage the power supply, or you!

Connecting the Power Supply and Tube. All helium-neon laser tubes require a ballast resistor to limit the current flowing through the tube. When you purchase your laser tube, be sure you also purchase the ballast resistor. Most ballast resistors range between 50 kilohms and 200 kilohms, with a 3- to 5-watt capacity. The resistor generally connects to the anode (+) side of the laser tube.

It is sometimes hard to distinguish the anode and cathode terminals on the tube. Sometimes the positive terminal is marked with an "A," "+," or a small red dot. The negative terminal is sometimes marked with a "C" or "K." The cathode may also be identified by a small metal tube on one end that was used to fill it with gas. If you are powering a laser head (a laser tube enclosed in a housing), identify the polarity by the color of the leads coming out of the housing.

Most tubes today are hard sealed. The metal terminals on the end are also mirror mounts. The mirrors are precisely aligned to form the optical cavity. That makes it a bad idea to solder wires directly to the terminals because the heat of soldering may throw the mirrors out of alignment.

Some companies sell beryllium-copper spring clips that can clip onto the terminal instead (see Fig. 5). In a pinch, you can use 1/4-inch fuse clips, like those available from Radio Shack (Cat. No. 270-1219). The clips are attached to a small board so cut the board in half so you can separate the clips. Then bend the clips open a little to adjust each to the size of a laser terminal. Solder leads to the clips and connect the ballast resistor in series with the anode clip. Attach the cathode lead to the appropriate point in the circuit, but do not attach the free end of the ballast resistor to the circuit just yet.

Testing and Calibration. To calibrate the power supply to your laser tube, use a multimeter connected to the system as shown in Fig. 6. Set the meter to read milliamps.

Turn on the laser supply and adjust the potentiometer R2 until the meter reads the proper current for your tube (typically around 5 milliamps) and make sure the laser is producing a steady beam. Use the laser beam as your final guide as the tube may require a little more current to produce a steady unwavering beam. Allow the power supply to operate for 30 minutes or so. During that time the components will "break in;" if the power output drops, readjust R2.

When you are finished adjusting the power supply, turn it off. Since the capacitors will retain a charge for awhile, either bleed them by shorting the output leads with a wire or wait an hour for them to completely dis-charge by themselves before removing the meter from the circuit. Then connect the ballast resistor to the power supply.

Laser-Tube Housing. After you have finished checking out and adjusting the power supply, you'll need a suitable mount and enclosure for the laser tube. The author used a laser head that has the laser tube already enclosed.

One simple mount idea is to mount the tube to a block of wood using two plastic snap-in clamps (used to mount large electrolytic capacitors) with the same diameter as the tube.
Select a metal (TO-220) package for Q2, and mount it to the side of the enclosure as shown here.

Another way is to use a piece of lumber 4 × 3 × 3/4 inches thick (see Fig. 7). Drill a hole in the center of the piece with the same diameter as the tube or laser head. You will have to use a large-diameter cut-out bit used to drill holes for door-lock assemblies. If you can’t find a bit with the same diameter as the tube, select the next largest diameter. After you drill the wood, cut the wood in half so that you have two semi-circles in each piece. They will act as supports for the laser.

Mount the supports to a piece of wood with wood screws. Place two wood screws in the top edge of each support as shown in the drawing. Mount the laser on the supports and lash the laser down to each support using a length of 22-gauge insulated wire wrapped around the two screws.

If you are using an enclosed laser head, you're finished. If you are using a standard laser tube, you need to build an enclosure. The reason you need an enclosure is to prevent the glow of light from the tube from exposing the film you plan to shoot. Paint the inside of the enclosure black, and don’t forget to drill a hole in one end of the enclosure to allow the laser beam to pass through.

On another laser project, I used a rectangular aluminum “pipe” for an enclosure. However, I encountered a problem you should be aware of: Because of the close proximity of the tube to the walls of the enclosure, the high-voltage arced to the tube walls. I solved this problem by masking the inside of the pipe with electrical tape.

Once finished, you should have an enclosed operational laser, with a steady output. Next month we will describe how to use the laser to make your own holograms.
A Convenience Light for Remote Controls

Tired of changing channels in the dark? Then shed some light on your remote with this easy-to-build accessory.

We've certainly come a long way from the days when TV's had tuning dials and you actually had to get up to change the channel. Remote controls have become an integral part of almost any entertainment appliance, and a luxury on some appliances that you would never expect to see them on—you can actually buy an IR remote-controlled quartz heater! There are those who feel that remote controls are just a prescription for laziness, but those are usually the people whose TV sets don't have remotes anyway.

Contrary to what those people believe, a remote control has become a necessity where a modern video system is concerned. Not because you have to be able to change the channels from your easy chair, but because modern setups (with VCR's, videodisc players, and more) offer lots of user-adjustable features—on-screen displays, pausing, slow motion, and "marking" tapes for editing, just to name a few. And many adjustments must be made from where you're sitting. As an example, you must adjust the Surround Sound level (if you've got it) in accordance with the main audio level and where you are sitting to achieve desirable results. Otherwise the sound levels will be out of balance and you won't be hearing the movie the way you're supposed to.

One problem that exists with remotes is the fact that the buttons can't be seen in dim light, which is usually the case when watching TV. How many times have you had to position the remote keypad toward the TV screen so you could see which button is which? And memorizing the keypad layout isn't that easy on a 40-function remote—especially if you've got two or three of them!

The Illuminator described in this article will eliminate that problem. It is an add-on for any remote control. It clips onto the end of a remote control and lights up whenever you complete the circuit by touching the metal strips on the bottom of the unit. The metal strips are recessed so that placing the unit on a conductive surface will not turn it on, but when it's held as you would hold any remote, it lights up.

The Illuminator's light source is a high-intensity LED, but you can use any kind of LED that you like, as well as an incandescent bulb. One nice thing about the LED though, is that its red light does not distract you or others from viewing the program.

Circuitry. A circuit can't get much simpler than that of the Illuminator. Basically the entire circuit consists of a battery, a current-limiting resistor, an LED, and a Darlington transistor to turn on the LED (see Fig. 1). There are also two pieces of adhesive-backed metal tape that are used as the touch pads.

The battery (B1) is a 6-volt N-cell camera battery. It was used because it has the right voltage and its size lends itself well to this application. The value for the current-limiting resistor (R1) was chosen according to the manufacturer's recommendation, although any value between 200 and 500 ohms ought to do just fine. Just keep in mind that the greater the resistance, the less current will flow through the LED, and the less bright it will be.

Although it's not recommended, most LEDs will work for brief periods without a current limiter—and with much added brightness. However, because you don't want to be replac-
TOUCH the emitter. Refer to Fig. 1—The entire circuit consists of a battery, a current-limiting resistor, an LED, a Darlington transistor, and two metallic touch pads.

If you touch the LED every so often, you'll definitely want to use a current limiter. Perhaps a 500-ohm potentiometer is the best solution, but it will take up more space than a fixed resistor.

Let's talk about transistor Q1 for a minute. The part used in the prototype is an NPN-type Darlington transistor, meaning that it is actually two transistors in one package, arranged as a Darlington pair as shown. It physically looks like an ordinary 3-lead transistor, but the gains of the two transistors multiply to yield a gain of 10,000.

In order to understand how it works, let's first analyze it one transistor at a time. With an ordinary NPN transistor (a 2N2222, a 2N3904, etc.) arranged as shown in Fig. 2, a direct connection between VCC and the base will cause the transistor to turn on and pass current from the collector to the emitter. A not-so-direct connection—say if you connected the base to VCC with your finger—would cause the transistor to partially turn on, resulting in much less current flowing from the collector to the emitter. That's because only a tiny bit of current flows through the relatively high impedance of your finger, as compared to a direct short. Keep in mind though, that there is a current gain even though the slight collector-to-emitter current flow isn't of much use.

So, an ordinary transistor isn't of much use as a touch switch because the current gain is simply not high enough. But if we take two ordinary NPN transistors, and arrange them in a Darlington configuration (look back at Fig. 1), the slight current gain of the first transistor provides more than enough current to turn on the second transistor, which can then easily power a load—in our case, an LED.

If you can't find the Darlington we used, or a similar one that will work just as well, you can take two ordinary 2N2222 transistors (they have a gain of about 100), arrange them as shown inside Q1 in Fig. 1, and you'll then have the functional equivalent of the part we used.

Construction. The construction method for the Illuminator can vary quite a bit depending on how good you want it to look, how bulky a device you can live with, what parts you already have on hand, how much you want to spend on additional parts, and so on. Our's cost us absolutely nothing, as we had every part on hand—actually we did spend about $2 on flat black spray paint.

The most logical material to use—at least for us anyway—was perforated construction board. It's easy to cut to size; accommodates circuitry quite well; can be glued, painted, or whatever; and we already had a bunch of it on hand.

Construction details and approximate measurements of the prototype Illuminator are shown in Fig. 3. First we cut out a piece of perforated construction board that was the right size for the main part of the unit and for

---

**PARTS LIST FOR THE ILLUMINATOR**

- **R1**—200–500-ohm resistor (see text)
- **B1**—6-volt camera battery
- **Q1**—MPSA14 Darlington transistor (or equivalent, see text)
- **LED**—High-intensity light-emitting diode (Radio Shack No. 276-086 or equivalent)

Perforated construction board, stranded wire, bus wire, solid copper wire, metal washers, large stationary clip, small screws, metal tape for touch pads, double-sided tape, heat-shrink tubing, paint, solder, etc.

---

**Fig. 1.** The entire circuit consists of a battery, a current-limiting resistor, an LED, a Darlington transistor, and two metallic touch pads.

**Fig. 2.** When an NPN transistor is arranged as shown here, a direct short between VCC and the base will cause the transistor to turn on and pass current from the collector to the emitter.
the remote control we initially had in mind. The components were installed on one end of the board, leaving room to put a cover over them later.

Since we didn’t have a battery holder on hand for the 6-volt battery, we simply soldered leads directly to the battery terminals—changing the battery won’t be as easy as it could be with a holder, so use a holder if you’ve got one. Leads from the Darlington pair were attached (electrically) to the metal-tape strips on the bottom of the board using two small screws. If you can’t find adhesive-backed metal tape, you can use aluminum foil or some other metal and some double-sided tape.

As the LED must point down toward the buttons on the remote, leads were attached to it, and a length of solid copper wire running the length of the leads and heat-shrink tubing holding everything together. Two metal washers will be soldered to one end of the wire to hold the lamp assembly onto the board.

The metal tape strips run almost the full length of the unit. The hardware that holds the stationary clip in place is visible from this perspective.

As the LED must point down toward the buttons on the remote, leads were attached to it, and a length of solid copper wire running the length of the leads was added (see Fig. 4). Heat-shrink tubing holds everything together, so you end up with a stiff, yet flexible LED "gooseneck." Some of the (Continued on page 96)
Printer Spooling-

Hardware and Software

"To spool or not to spool, that is the congestion," is a statement William Shakespeare might have made if he were involved with computer printers today.

BY FRED BECHMAN

You’ve finally upgraded your computer setup by buying the slickest and fastest main unit you could afford. After having it work out some lighting-fast spreadsheet computations, you’re ready for a printout. You stroke the appropriate keys and the printout begins—unfortunately your slow printer makes you feel like it will never end. What a let down.

Of course you could try spooling: the process of sending data to memory or another fast-acting storage device before actually going to the printer. Spooled data is directed to a “buffer,” which can be a place in computer memory, a disk drive file, or a specific device called a “printer buffer.” A printer buffer provides an area where the computer can dump the data and go on to other tasks, while the printer picks up the data at its own pace.

But modern printers work really fast, don’t they? Some dot-matrix printers claim printing speeds of 400 characters per second (CPS) or more, but those claims can be misleading. For example it takes significant time to process and implement linefeeds, carriage returns, print formatting instructions, and graphic codes. Therefore, the actual printing “throughput” for text could easily be 150 CPS or less, even with a printer rated at 400 CPS. Furthermore, in the graphics mode there is no relationship to CPS, since you are really dealing in bytes per second, not characters, and much greater internal printer interpretation and processing time.

This holds true for laser printers, too. Although laser printers are faster than dot-matrix printers, there is significant input-processing time, so laser-printer spooling is useful as well.

Some printers contain internal buffers, but these are generally only from 2K to 8K—too small to be really useful except for short printing jobs. Long tabulations or text files can easily run over 100,000 characters. With microcomputer memories very commonly 640K, an 8K printer buffer is really very limited in time saving for long print jobs.

As mentioned already, spoolers can be external hardware or computer-run software. Let’s discuss the hardware alternative in detail before moving on to software.

Simple Hardware Buffers. You might only need a simple hardware-based printer buffer that accepts computer output very quickly, then passes it to the printer as fast as it can be accepted by that particular printer. You might want some additional features like being able to make additional copies, or pausing during printing.

Simple hardware buffers are transparent to the user. You just issue printer commands in the normal way, from the keyboard or within a program. There is no “software driver” required, and no special commands. You operate as if the buffer was not even there. The big difference is that you regain control of the computer long before the printer has completed its job.

Installation generally involves plugging your computer printer cable into the buffer, and using another cable from the buffer to your printer. Some designs include the buffer-to-printer cable, but most don’t.

You’ll also have to plug the buffer
into an external AC-power source, since these units draw no power from either the computer or printer. They typically only require a few watts, and power is usually provided from an included wall-plug transformer. Sometimes an internal power supply and a line cord are used. If your needs are more demanding, such as feeding a long queue of documents or sending different documents to five different printers, more sophisticated hardware is needed. However, such devices are expensive and hard to program. This report will only cover simple less expensive buffers.

Comparison Chart. Table 1 shows five typical hardware printer buffers and a comparison of their features and costs. They vary from the minimum-featured Stewart Instruments' PC Spooler to Consolink's full-featured MicroSpooler. Costs vary from $100 to $359 for units with 256K of memory, and one unit is available (for $219) with a whopping 2 megabytes of memory! Consolink will have 4 megabyte units by the time you read this.

Although only the "parallel interface" units are described here, most companies also offer "serial interface" buffers. The parallel interface is much preferred, since there is almost total standardization in connectors and signals among computer and printer manufacturers, especially in the IBM PC marketplace. Serial interfaces, commonly used by Apple computers, can pose significant problems in trying to match various connectors, wiring, and protocols.

To better explain what some of the features involve, we'll take a closer look at each unit listed in Table 1. For more specific information, including current prices and shipping charges, call the sources shown in the chart.

Stewart Instruments PC Spooler. The PC Spooler from Stewart Instruments is a relatively straightforward printer buffer. It includes the buffer-to-printer cable and a wall-plug power adapter. Since there is nothing else to buy, and there is no shipping charge in the USA with prepaid orders, the PC Spooler is the least expensive 256K printer buffer in this report.

Housed in a 4.5-by-4.5 by 1.5-Inch chocolate brown plastic case, the PC Spooler has an inlayed brushed aluminum coverplate that identifies the functions of two pushbutton switches and one light-emitting diode (LED).

The PC Spooler does not have an on/off switch. Plugging in the wall-plug power adapter turns the unit on, as with many other units. The power used is only about 3 watts, so it could be left on without significant cost. The LED does not light or blink to indicate power is applied.

The two switches are used to start or pause printing, or to clear the Spooler memory. There is no repeat function to make additional copies, and you can't bypass the buffer function. The LED flashes only when the PC Spooler is receiving a signal.

I tested the Spooler for text and graphic thru-put using a 12MHz IBM PC/AT clone and an Epson LX-800 9-pin dot-matrix printer. The printer had an internal 3K buffer and is rated for text at 150 characters per second when used in the pica draft mode (10 characters-per-inch). In the graphics mode, it can produce 240 dots-per-inch horizontally, and 216 dots-per-inch vertically.

The first test involved printing a 15.8K, 2000-word text file, with 255 formatted lines of 62-characters-per-line maximum. Printing that text from my word processor took 149 seconds without the spooler. Since the printer had a built-in 3K buffer, I was able to regain the use of my computer in 110 seconds. Therefore, the printer's internal buffer saved me 39 seconds.

When I did the same printout with the PC Spooler, I regained computer use in 21 instead of 110 seconds, therefore saving another minute and a half. Obviously, more time would be saved with a larger file.

I ran another text test, but this time I printed out a BASIC-program listing using the LLIST command. The file was almost 10K in length in 278 lines. This took 149 seconds to print, and without an external buffer I regained compu-

### TABLE 1—HARDWARE PRINTER BUFFERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model &amp; Source</th>
<th>Price ($)</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>Display</th>
<th>Self-Test</th>
<th>Copy</th>
<th>Clear</th>
<th>Pause</th>
<th>Bypass</th>
<th>Cable Included</th>
<th>On/Off Switch</th>
<th>Type of Power (Included)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PC Spooler</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stewart Instruments, Inc.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>256K</td>
<td>One LED</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Ext. Adapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.O. Box 11925</td>
<td>Prescott, AZ 86304</td>
<td>(800) 722-8937</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF+3</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>512K</td>
<td>One LED</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Ext. Adapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technologic Systems</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>2M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Ext. Adapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>421 South Main St.</td>
<td>Marysville, OH 43040</td>
<td>(513) 644-2230</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB-64</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>64K</td>
<td>Eight LEDs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Ext. Adapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical Programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1104 Aspin Drive</td>
<td>Toms River, NJ 08753</td>
<td>(908) 349-6070</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UG-411</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>256K</td>
<td>Four LEDs and Two Digits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Ext. Adapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Friends, Inc.</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>64K</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Ext. Adapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14250 NW Science Park Dr.</td>
<td>Portland, OR 97229</td>
<td>(503) 626-2291</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Spooler</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>16K</td>
<td>Three Digits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Internal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolink Corporation</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>64K</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Internal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600 South Sunset St.</td>
<td>Longmont, CO 80501</td>
<td>(303) 651-2642</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
er control in 139 seconds, thus saving me only 10 seconds. However, when I plugged in the PC Spooler, I had computer control back in only 12 seconds, instead of 139, saving over two minutes in printing out that one listing.

You might wonder why the printer thru-put was slower with a BASIC listing than the text test, since the same printer was used. Well, as mentioned earlier, a significant amount of time is involved generating line feeds and carriage returns, and the BASIC listing (with many short lines) had more line feeds and carriage returns than the regular text, slowing the printing process. Printer thru-put is also effected by command codes that require interpretation, as well as the acknowledge and strobe timing of the printer buffer.

The real test comes with graphic printouts, since they traditionally can take several minutes for a single screen. I used a screen-capture program that provides a graphic dump in high-density mode, pretty much exercising the maximum capabilities of the LX-800. Printing out a full screen took 168 seconds without a spooler. I was able to regain computer use in 158 seconds due to the printer's 3K buffer, saving me ten seconds. When I did the same printout with the PC Spooler, I had computer control back in only 44 seconds—a saving of almost two minutes for a single screen dump!

**Technologic Systems' BF3+ Buffers.** Technologic Systems is one of the most aggressive marketers of low-end printer buffers, with many different types. The BF3+ series of buffers offer the highest capacity of any of the units covered here—as high as 2 megabytes. However, even the 256K unit has the most commonly used features.

The buffers are housed in a beige 5.8" × 4" × 1.5-inch plastic case with a DB-25 25-pin female connector on each end. In addition to your regular printer cable, you'll need a cable with a DB-25 25-pin male plug on each end, with all wires connected straight through. Commonly available, Technologic sells this cable for $9.95.

A single pushbutton switch controls all functions, and a single LED provides status. When you power the unit (there is no on/off switch) from the external wall-plug adapter, you can press the pushbutton and get a printed self-test. By proper use of the switch you can make repeated copies, clear memory, or bypass the buffer entirely. You cannot pause printing.

I tried the same tests with the BF3+ as with the PC Spooler, and found the BF3+ slightly faster. I regained computer control in 20 seconds for the text test, in 11 seconds for the BASIC listing, and 25 seconds for the graphic screen. Only the graphic screen dump showed a significant time saving (25 seconds versus 44 seconds) compared to the PC Spooler.

**Practical Programs.** I didn't actually have one of these units to test, but the information sheet from Practical Programs is quite detailed. This buffer has only a 64K capacity, and is not upgradeable to a larger capacity. It comes in an extruded metal case measuring 5- × 2- × 7-inches, and has a lot of features. In addition to self-test, reset, multicolor, and bypass capability, there is a built-in auto-diagnostic function that lets you troubleshoot problems.

Not one, but eight LED's are used to display buffer status. Buffer Ready, Printer Error, Bypass, and Copy LED's indicate those functions, while the 16K, 32K, 48K, and 64K LED's glow as the memory fills.

Four switches are present: Reset clears memory, and Bypass allows the unit to be bypassed. When you want additional copies, you use the Start/End switch to mark the beginning and end of what you want copied, and then press Plus for the number of copies.

This repeat capability can save enormous time, since the computer is entirely free during the repeat printing process. Be aware, however, that you can't repeat a document that uses more RAM than the buffer has.

![The 256k PC Spooler, with cables included, is the least expensive printer buffer covered in this article.](image1)

![The UG-411 Spooler Buffer from Computer Friends has four status LED's as well as a 2-digit display that indicates the number of copies requested.](image2)
By the way, a Centronics male-male cable is required, and is available from Practical Programs for $10.

**Computer Friends.** All the information I have on the UC-411 from Computer Friends is from the User's Manual and a photo. The front panel has an on-off switch, five touch switches, four discrete LED's, and a two-digit display.

A green LED lights when the unit is ready after a short internal self-test. A red LED lights when the buffer is full. The red two-digit display is used during the self-test, and to indicate the number of times the buffer was emptied, they are printed. As you can watch the number of times the buffer empties, you can determine the number of copies—up to 99—that the user presets. Erase and Pause LED's light for those functions.

Centronics female connectors are used for both input and output, so an external Centronics male-male cable is required. A 9-volt external wall-plug power adapter is included. Computer Friends has an extensive line of more sophisticated buffers that share up to four printers and six computers.

**MicroSpooler.** I have to admit a personal bias regarding the MicroSpooler from Consolink Corporation. This was the first printer buffer I ever bought, and it is by far the best of the several I've had since. Of course, it is also the most expensive. Although Consolink makes several other units (Mini-MicroSpooler, MegaSpooler and MicroSpooler II) only the MicroSpooler will be discussed here.

This unit reeks of class. It's large (6.3 X 2.5 - 8.3 inches) and heavy compared to the other units, but it has important features the other units don't offer. For example, it has a 0.5-inch high three-digit LED display that indicates the number of copies that are preset (yes, Virginia, you can preset up to 199 copies on the 64K model, and 999 copies on the 1 meg model!) as well as the number of kilobytes of internal RAM that is being used.

As you send data to the printer you can watch the RAM used increase in 1K increments. The MicroSpooler digits count down the number of copies as they are printed, and then show the buffer emptying in 1K increments on the last copy. This display also blinks during a pause.

Copy, pause, and reset are supported, as well as a self-test. The only thing missing is a bypass function. You'll need a Centronics female-male cable. The MicroSpooler has an on-off toggle switch, and the power supply is internal, so a power cord is used. A battery backup modification is available to preserve data during a power outage.

In the past I've checked the time-savings gained by using the MicroSpooler for printing articles generated using my TRS-80 Model III and Zorlof, The Magnificent Word Processing System. I don't have those figures handy, but I know I'm not exaggerating when I say that all totaled I've saved several working days, and much frustration in avoiding printer boredom—especially in the days of 80 CPS printers!

My MicroSpooler is only a 64K unit with a two-digit display (no longer manufactured), so I could not compare it directly with the 256K PC Spooler or B33+ buffers mentioned earlier in this report. However, I printed a double-spaced preliminary 3300 word (22K) draft of this article, using a TRS-80 Model 4, the 64K MicroSpooler, and an Epson LX-810 printer (rated at 150 CPS in pica draft mode, with an internal 4K buffer). The entire print job took 273 seconds, but I had control of the TRS-80 back in 98 seconds, for a saving of 175 seconds (almost three minutes) on just this one printout.

Why so long for a 22K file to get into the buffer? The test used a s-l-o-w computer (a 280 microprocessor running at about 2 MHz), and a word processor that echoes to the screen as it is sending data.

Today I would feel seriously hampered without my 64K MicroSpooler, which is always connected to the TRS-80 Model 4 I use for writing. In seconds I can continue working with the computer while the printer dutifully continues to grind away for minutes.

**Software Spooling.** You really don't have to add any hardware at all to have printer spooling. In fact, your DOS disk has a program called PRINT.COM. It is a software driver with some fairly sophisticated functions that may take some time to learn. It will only print out disk files, so it is not useful for screen dumps.

There are also a number of shareware programs that will provide printer spooling. These are called "RAM spoolers," and may require use of extended or expanded memory. Usually these spoolers are placed in memory as "TSR" (Terminate and Stay Resident) programs. Not only do these spoolers use RAM (which may be scarce), but they sometimes interfere with other TSR programs. Hardware spoolers, on the other hand, take no computer memory, and the simple ones don't conflict with software.

A number of software companies offer print-spooling programs, but the most sophisticated of these I've run across is called "PrintRite." I'll cover that a little further on. For now, we'll take a quick look at PRINT.COM.

**DOS PRINT.COM.** Even if you're still using MS-DOS 2.0, you'll find PRINT.COM on one of your DOS disks. This is an "external DOS command," meaning that when you use it, the program must be in the directory you are in, or accessible through your PATH command. Generally it will be found in the DOS directory of your hard drive. It prints only from disk files, not RAM.

The command can be as simple as PRINT FILENAME.EXT (where the FILENAME and .EXT are the filename and extension you wish to send to the printer) DOS 2.0 provided only a few software switches (such as /P to add a file) to modify this command. DOS 3.0 added several more switches. With 3.0 you can set the buffer size, route the printing to different devices, set up print queues, and more. Some of these switches are difficult to explain. Refer to your DOS manual.

Bear in mind that this program uses a portion of conventional RAM, reading the disk file in the background and sending data to your printer while you use your computer in the foreground. That slows down computer processing.

I suppose if I researched PRINT more, I might find it useful. I never use it, since my external hardware buffers are already in place and require no special attention.

**PrintRite.** If you are a real power user, especially in a situation where you need to send printing to as many as five printers (for example, one for text, another for labels, another for letters, etc.) you can go crazy with external buffers and their extra cables and switches. This is when you'll want to consider "PrintRite" (Bloc Publishing.
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The main feature of PrintRite is that it will spool up to 255 print files to as many as five different printers, in any sequence you specify. Using pull-down menus and help screens, and unique file compression that saves disk space, you can group printing jobs together, such as spreadsheets, forms, letters, graphics, and so forth. PrintRite uses advanced mainframe "time-slicing" techniques so information is processed quickly and efficiently.

Once loaded, PrintRite actually monitors and intercepts all output directed to a printer. A window pops up asking for a filename, then another window (see Fig. 1) pops up allowing you to set various parameters. When you press F10 the printer data is sent to RAM, compressed, saved to a disk file, printed, then automatically added to the printer queue. That all happens so fast you don't even really know it, and all the while you can continue using your computer in whatever application you are in.

A pull-down menu lets you add print files to the queue, view a file in the queue, delete files from the queue, or perform a number of other functions. Figure 2 shows the addition of a file to the queue.

Can you see yourself sitting at your computer, waiting for a dot-matrix printer to finish printing labels before you can send a spreadsheet to a daisy-wheel printer, and then perhaps have a form printed on a laser printer? With PrintRite you can set the files in a queue, specifying which files go to which printers in what order. Once started, the program is in control of the printing and works in the background while you can do foreground work. PrintRite supports Local Area Networks (LAN's), printers on networks, and will print up to 65,535 copies of a file!

Of particular interest to laptop users, who are frequently disconnected from a printer, is the ability of PrintRite to store printer files for later printing. When a printer is available, it is simply a matter of hooking up, and running PrintRite to print out the files in any order you like.

PrintRite is RAM-resident, requiring less than 50K, and pops-up when a user presses a hot-key combination. Each document is saved as a separate compressed file. That minimizes the fragmentation created by spoolers that save all the queued files into one large file. It also allows each file to be moved within a queue or bypassed.

Twenty-six printer drivers, covering most dot-matrix, ink-jet, daisywheel, HP LaserJet, and PostScript printers, and even plotters are included. Custom drivers can be added with a few keystrokes. Printing can be either portrait (as you see it) or landscape (sideways).

Be forewarned that PrintRite is not a simple program, and will probably take a few days to learn to use. It does so many things that it takes a 138-page, liberally-illustrated User Manual to explain them all.

Although the manual appears to be well written, I found myself confused a good deal of the time. I believe that's because I was not trying to accomplish some particular task, but instead was just cruising around the program and trying out different things. The program never crashed, although I'm sure I made a lot of wrong moves. If you have multiple printer requirements, it will probably be worth your time to try out PrintRite.

Spool Days. A minute here, and a minute there—it all adds up. I know I've saved a total of several working days over the years since I bought my first spooler. Furthermore, when you're waiting for a printer to grind out a long file, it seems like an eternity.

Do you need a printer spooler? That depends on how much, and how you use your printer. If your printing tasks are minimal, the time saved by a spooler will be small. However, if you are frequently involved with print-intensive programs, desktop publishing, or graphics, you'll love spooling. You'll soon wonder how you ever had the patience to deal with those l-o-n-g printer delays.
Build a Low-Cost Morse-Code Transmitter

For as little as $20, hams can get on the air with this Morse-code transmitter

Whether you are an "old pro" or a newcomer to the ham-radio hobby, the Economy Six—a 6-watt, 40-meter Morse-code transmitter—may be of interest to you. The circuit is made almost entirely from parts that were salvaged from old broadcast radios. The other parts can be scrounged from junk that may be just lying around or purchased from local suppliers. The only electronic parts that you may have to buy are a crystal, two easy-to-find low-voltage transformers, and a standard fullwave bridge rectifier. With just a little ingenuity on your part, the whole project shouldn't cost more than $20 to build.

A Look at the Circuit. The Economy Six (see Fig. 1) consists of a pair of 50C5 audio-output tubes connected in parallel. The vacuum-tube portion of the circuit is connected in series with an interrupt circuit, and is fed from a 117-volt DC power supply. Power for the tube filaments is tapped directly from the AC line. The filaments of the two 50C5's are connected in series with the filament of a 12-volt tube (in our case, a 12BA6). Only the filament of the 12-volt tube (V3) used; its purpose is to balance out the filament string. The parallel-connected tubes (V1 and V2), coupled with crystal XTAL1, form a standard crystal-oscillator circuit.

Electrons emitted from the cathodes of the tubes (which are heated by the filament) strike the grid, sending a jolt of current through the crystal, causing it to oscillate at a radio frequency (RF). The RF signal is amplified by the tube and output across L1 and C1. That LC network is tuned to the frequency of the crystal. Most of the tube output is coupled to the antenna via L2; but a small portion of the signal is fed back to the grid via internal tube capacitances to sustain oscillation. Resistor R1 provides a bias voltage for the tubes, and capacitor C2 bypasses RF energy to ground.

The power supply is comprised of two 12.6-volt transformers connected back-to-back, forming a sort of isolation transformer. The first transformer reduces the 117-volt AC line voltage to 12.6 volts. That voltage is then fed to the second unit (T2), which steps the voltage back up to 117-volts AC. The 117-volt AC output of T2 is then fed to BR1, a 1-amp, 250-PIV fullwave bridge rectifier. The resulting DC output of the rectifier is filtered by capacitor C3, a 20-μF unit. The output of the power supply is fed across R2 (a 27k resistor) to S1 (the key). Resistor R2 serves as a "bleeder" resistor to discharge C3 when the transmitter is unplugged.

Gathering the Parts. Almost all of the parts used in the Economy Six—including the tube sockets, and capacitors (both fixed and variable)—were taken from two broadcast-band, tube-type, table radios. Many such radios are being thrown away or sold at flea markets, garage sales, or second-hand stores. If you purchase an old set for the parts, plug the set in before removing the parts to make sure that the set plays. If it does, it's a pretty good indication that the parts in the set are all functional. If not, you'll have to check out each component before including it in your project.

Some care should be exercised when removing the needed parts, and don't be too quick to toss out components whose leads are a little short; you can always solder extensions to them. You'll need three tube sockets, a tuning capacitor and two fixed capacitors (of the values, or thereabouts, shown in Fig. 1). Once you've gathered all of the necessary components, construction can begin.

Construction. There is nothing critical about the construction or layout of the circuit. The author's prototype was assembled on a chassis made from a piece of scrap wood, measuring about 9 by 11 inches. Start by soldering lengths of hook-up wire to the
The wiring of sockets, using appropriate terminals of the tube sockets, using Fig. 1 as a guide.

It is a good idea to color coordinate the tube socket wires to make the final wiring of the project a bit easier. In the author's prototype, green wire was used for the filaments, black for the cathode, red for the plate and the screen grid, and another color for the control grid. The wires soldered to the sockets should be longer than necessary; they can always be trimmed to the proper length later.

Mount the tube sockets, the two transformers, tuning capacitor, and bridge rectifier to the chassis board. The sockets can be fastened to the board by feeding a small screw, finishing nail, or brad through the center hole of the socket.

Coils L1 and L2 are hand-wound units that were wound on a 4-inch length of 1/4-inch diameter mop handle. Coil L1 was made by winding 15-turns (2 inches long) of solid, plastic covered hook-up wire on the coil form. After that, 7-turns of hook-up wire was wound over L1 for L2. A pilot lamp was then soldered in series with one of L2's leads. The ends of L2 were then terminated in alligator clips, and the coil assembly was mounted to the chassis board using brass angle brackets.

No socket was used for the crystal; instead, it is connected to the circuit via two alligator clips (allowing you to use any type of crystal). In the author's unit, the alligator clips were soldered to short lengths of heavy-gauge bus wire, and the bus-wire leads were then soldered to a pair of brass screws (which also serve as wiring tie points). If you expect to do much crystal changing, make the wires longer and hook the clips to the top of the panel; you should not reach into the circuit when the transmitter is plugged in.

Brass screws were also used for tie points elsewhere in the circuit. You can just wrap the wires around them for testing, but they should be soldered to avoid problems later. The wires carrying high voltage should be covered with electrical tape at all joints for safety. Don't forget to fasten the heads of the screws used to fasten the variable capacitor to the board from underneath. After all the components are in place, wire the circuit together using Fig. 1 as a guide.

Once that's done, the next task is to make the transmitter key. The key was made from a thin strip of brass about 1/8-inch wide and 51/2-inches long. The brass strip was fastened to a 1/8 by 51/2-inch piece of wood (which serves as the key base) with a screw. The screw end of the assembly serves as the stationary end of the key and is used as one of the key's tie points. At the opposite end of the key base, another screw was screwed into the base; that screw is used as the key's contact, and also serves as the key's second contact. A drawer pull was fastened to the contact end of the key.

Once the key is complete, connect two lengths of wire to it; one going to the screw that holds the brass strip, and the other to the screw at the contact end of the key. Then connect the free ends of the key wires to the transmitter circuit.

The front panel was made from an 11-by 6-inch piece of Masonite panel, which was attached to the chassis board using a couple of screws.

**PARTS LIST FOR THE ECONOMY SIX**

**CAPACITORS**
- C1—365-pF broadcast variable-capacitor
- C2—.05-µF, 200-WVDC capacitor
- C3—20-µF, 150-WVDC, electrolytic capacitor

**ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS**
- BR1—1-amp, 250-PIV, fullwave-bridge rectifier
- I2—#47 pilot lamp or flashlight lamp
- L1—See text
- L2—See text
- R1—100,000-ohm, 1/2-watt, resistor
- R2—27,000-ohm, 2-watt, resistor
- T1, T2—12.6 volt, 1-amp transformer
- V1, V2—50C5 vacuum tubes
- V3—12BE6, 12BA6, or 12AV6 (or similar vacuum tube with 12.6, 150-mA filament)
- XTAL—40-meter (7000-7300 kHz) crystal
- Molded AC power plug with line cord, 9 × 11-inch chassis board, hook-up wire, brass wood screws, brass angle brackets, alligator clips, 6-inch brass strip, drawer pull, solder, hardware, etc.

*Fig. 1. The Economy Six uses a standard pentode crystal oscillator circuit and is back a step or two from the cutting edge of high tech! But it works, you can get the parts, and anyone can build it and have a lot of fun with it on the air!*
We explore the exacting standards of the military and aerospace industries that make the electronics they use so expensive.

BY CHARLES HANSEN

A nyone entering a career in the aerospace-electronics field will find that their circuit designs and component selections are tightly controlled by an imposing number of Military Specifications, or Mil-Specs. The specifications describe the types of components to be used, the derating factors that will be allowed to achieve good reliability, and the performance requirements for the final product. Furthermore, extensive documentation is required at defined intervals of the design, testing, and production phases of any such undertaking.

What are Military Components? The components we refer to as Military Standard or "MIL-STD" parts do not come disguised in olive-drab camouflage. They are so named because they must conform to rigorous military specifications in order to be designed into the "black boxes" used in aerospace equipment.

The military electronic environment is a difficult one. Black boxes are exposed to wide temperature and altitude variations, vibration, shock, acceleration, fungus, humidity, salt spray, sand and dust, and a hostile electromagnetic-interference (EMI) environment. They are also exposed to corrosive fluids such as fuels, hydraulic fluids, lubricants, and cleaning agents. Military components are hermetically sealed to resist the effects of these severe surroundings. The equipment is often packaged in sealed boxes to withstand this abuse, and packaging density is made high to ensure minimum weight. Aerospace-circuit designers are constantly pushing the state-of-the-art to obtain maximum performance from their designs.

Most of the basic devices available as hobbyist parts are also available as military parts, sometimes called JAN (Joint Army-Navy) parts. The difference between the two lies in processing, packaging, and screening tests. With regard to screening, the yield for military-quality parts may be less than 50%. The less worthy parts are not completely useless since most will meet the less stringent limits for industrial and consumer applications, which have their own category.

Take the LM324A quad op-amp for instance. The military version is called the LM124A. It is housed in a more costly hermetically sealed, ceramic, dual in-line package, and operates from -55°C to +125°C. It also has better input offset, bias, CMRR, and gain specifications than the LM324A (see Table 1). Consequently, the cost of the LM124A is about ten times more than that of the LM324A.

The op-amps which fail to meet the
military specifications may be assigned to the "extended" or "industrial" class and designated LM224. Those op-amps have an operating temperature range of -25°C to +85°C and performance specs somewhere between the LM124A and the LM324A. Parts which meet the most relaxed, or "commercial" specification limits become the LM324A in a plastic DIP package with an operating temperature range of 0°C to +70°C. Some manufacturers also have an "automotive" grade of components, which, in terms of temperature-range and parameter specifications, lie somewhere between the military and industrial grades. A typical temperature range for automotive components is -40°C to +85°C.

Parts below commercial grade are sometimes sold in bulk lots to independent distributors who will determine what standards they do meet and market them accordingly. The lowest grade parts often appear in swap meets or as grab-bag packs.

Further Requirements. Since military circuit boards are covered with conformal coatings (such as polyurethane) to withstand harsh environments, parts replacement is difficult and requires special tools and training. For that reason only the best quality and highest reliability parts can be used. Quality is assured by testing at every step of the manufacturing process, both of the individual components and the final equipment.

However, a manufacturer must demonstrate reliability both by calculation and by extended operation of early prototypes in order to service the military. Theoretical reliability is assured by following conservative circuit-design practices that limit the electrical stress applied to the parts. Operational reliability is assured through "burn-in" testing at high stress levels to eliminate failures due to "infant mortality"—flaws that cause failures within the first few hours of operation. Such flaws are normally attributed to manufacturing, assembly, and packaging defects.

Burn-in testing includes a number of procedures to uncover a variety of flaws. For example high-temperature baking reveals surface-contaminant defects; temperature cycling might uncover seal, bond, or packaging defects; accelerated-life tests expose device-process defects; and poor electrical ratings at high temperatures indicate out-of-spec devices.

Devices that survive the burn-in program have a high probability of lasting a long time (as indicated by Fig. 1). The manufacturer is often required to ensure this high reliability by means of a warranty that may be as long as six years. Other guarantees, such as meeting a stringent mean time between unscheduled removal (MTBUR) may also apply.

High Reliability Parts. High-reliability (HI-REL) parts are military-grade components that undergo additional testing and burn-in to provide high mean-time-between-failure (MTBF) lifetimes. Integrated circuits must comply with the MIL-M-38510 standard to be considered HI-REL, or comply with class-S specs to be used in space missions.

Discrete semiconductors must meet MIL-S-19500 JAN-TX (Tested Extra) levels for a Hi-Rel rating, or JAN-TXV for space or very Hi-Rel applications. Passive components each have their own Mil-Specs that qualifies them to be called Established Reliability (ER) parts. Failure rates range from "M-level" (1%/1000 hours) to "S-level" (0.001%/1000 hours).

Most modern military and aerospace programs now require the use of Hi-Rel parts. Even black boxes used in airborne service must now have the high reliability that previously was only expected for flight-critical military equipment. Airliners, like military aircraft, have more computerized equipment than they did in the past. Computers have replaced many of the duties that were previously assigned to the flight engineer in older airliners, and the need for high reliability is greater than ever.

Qualified Parts Suppliers. Not just anyone can produce military parts. A rigorous qualification program and demonstration of reliability is required before a manufacturer is added to the Defense Electronics Supply Center (DESC) Qualified Parts List (QPL), which is the list of government-approved component suppliers.

Even after being selected as a QPL source, the vendor must continue to demonstrate and document quality and reliability. Vendors with problems in these areas can be removed from the QPL. When problems are discovered in the field, by the manufacturer or by government auditors from DESC, a GIDEP (Government-Industry Data Exchange Program) Alert is issued. The problems can range from simple paper-work errors to serious potential failures. If the problem is severe enough, the DESC Alert Coordination Committee may decide to remove the vendor from the QPL.
Most photographic processes require some form of timing. Traditionally, that task has been handled by a mechanically-controlled switch that's governed by a clock motor or similar device that is synchronized to the 50- or 60-Hz AC power line. Early electronic timers used a relay driven by a vacuum tube or transistor amplifier that, in turn, got its timing signal from a circuit that was dependent on a resistance-capacitance network.

Although either method usually provided satisfactory results, they both lacked definite repeatability because the time-interval setting depended on an analog dial scale or pointer setting. It's difficult to accurately repeat a given dial setting. That may not have been a problem where long time intervals (20 seconds or so) were involved. However, many of today's papers and certain photographic materials require short exposures—1 to 3 seconds. Because of that, the typical 0- to 60-second mechanical timer leaves much to be desired.

However, using a few commonly available components, you can build a fairly accurate programmable timer like the one described in this article. The timer, dubbed the Digital Darkroom Timer, features a 3-digit LED display that shows the user-set time interval that has been programmed (through thumbwheel switches) into the circuit.

Using the 60-Hz AC line as a clock source, the Digital Darkroom Timer allows time intervals to be set in 1 second increments with a maximum of 999 seconds or 0.1 second increments with a maximum of 99.9 seconds. Since most enlarger lamps take a signal is sent to the control latch, causing the circuit to reset.

The power controller, which is driven by the control latch, is used to control the AC power provided to the enlarger. DC power for the circuit's operation is supplied by a regulated power supply. A variable 0- to 12-volt source (tapped from a pre-regulation point in the power supply) acts as a brightness control for the LED displays.

This programmable timer lets you precisely control exposure times during printing and enlarging, and doubles as a visual timer for developing and other darkroom tasks

BY RUDOLF F. GRAF AND WILLIAM SHEETS

Build a Precision Darkroom Timer
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is applied to a regulated DC supply consisting of T1, a fullwave bridge rectifier formed by D1–D4 (four 1N4007 1-amp 1000-PV rectifier diodes), and a 7805 5-volt 1-amp voltage regulator (U12). In the other path, AC is fed to a power control circuit that is comprised of S1, TR1, and SO1.

A 12-volt 60-Hz AC signal taken from the secondary of T1 is fed to an RC filter formed by R38 and C18. The filter removes line spikes that could cause erratic counts. From the filter, the 60-Hz signal is capacitively coupled (via C17) to the base of Q4. Transistor Q4’s output (a 5-volt 60-Hz signal taken from its collector) is fed to a double-inverting buffer stage, consisting of U7-a and U7-b (half of a 7400 quad two-input NAND gate). The double-buffer circuit is used to provide a TTL compatible squarewave. That squarewave signal is applied to U10—a 7492 divide-by-12 counter, configured for divide-by-6 operation.

That counter (U10) provides a 10-Hz output that divides into two paths; one going the speed-selection circuitry (comprised of U11, a 7400 quad two-input NAND gate, and a single-pole single-throw switch, S4) and the other to U9 (a 7490 decade counter/divider). That IC (U9) further divides the signal to provide a 1-Hz output that is also fed to the speed-selection circuitry.

The speed-selection circuitry deserves a bit of explaining. When S4 (RANGE) is closed, pin 2 of U11-a is pulled low, forcing its output high (regardless of the output state of U9). In essence, the low from switch S4 disables U11-a. The high output of U11-a is applied to pin 13 of U11-d as an enabling signal.

At the same time, pins 4 and 5 of U11-b are held low via S4, forcing its output at pin 6 high. That high is applied to pin 10 of U11-c, forcing its output high. As the output of U10 alternates between high and low states, the output of U11-c follows suit, producing a low output at pin 8 when pin 9 is high and vice versa when it’s low. That signal is applied to pin 12 of U11-d, producing a 10-Hz squarewave signal at its output (pin 11). The low from switch S4 also pulls the decimal-point pin of DISP1 low, lighting the decimal point for a count of 99.9 to 0.

When S4 is open, the inputs to U11-b are pulled high via R35, forcing the output of that gate low. That low is applied to pin 10 of U11-c, forcing its output high, and effectively disabling that gate so that the output of U10 (which is applied to pin 9 of U11-c) is ignored (does not cause U11-c to change states). The high output of U11-c is fed to the pin 12 of U11-d, enabling it.

At that same time, pin 2 of U11-a is pulled high. That high enables U11-a so that its output goes low each time that the output of U9 goes high. Each time that the output of U11-a goes high, the output of U11-d is forced low, at a rate of 1 Hz. Because the decimal-point pin of DISP1 is now held high, the decimal point does not light. The display now counts down from 999 to 0.

Before S1 (start) is pressed, pin 11 of U4, U5, and U6 are held low, allowing the data (from three BCD switches, S5–S7) appearing at pins 15, 1, 10 and 9 of U4, U5, and U6 to be latched into the counters.

When S1 is pressed, pin 13 of U7-d is pulled low, causing its pin 11 output to go high. That high divides along two paths. In one path, that high is fed to pin 11 of U4, U5, and U6, preventing any new data from being latched into the counters. In the other path, that low is fed to pin 10 of U7-c. At the same time pin 4 of U1 (which is connected to pin 9 of U7-c) floats high, causing U7-c pin 8 to be low. That low is fed to the base of Q2, holding it off. With Q2 off, a bias current is applied to the base of Q3 through R29 and R30, causing it to turn on. Turning on Q3 activates U8, causing TR1 to fire, applying power to SO1 and any equipment that happens to be connected to it.

While that’s going on, the squarewave output of U11-d (either 1 Hz or 10.
Fig. 2. The Digital Darkroom Timer uses a pair of counters in its speed-selection circuitry to provide selectable count ranges.
Hz, depending on S4's setting) is fed to the count-down input of U4 (the first of three 74192 BCD up/down counters) at pin 4. The squarewave signal causes U4 to count down one digit for each clock pulse received. Every tenth clock pulse causes U4 to output a borrow pulse at pin 13. That pulse is applied to U5's count-down input at pin 4, causing it to count down one digit for each clock pulse received. On the tenth count received by U5, that counter outputs a borrow pulse at pin 13 that is applied to U6 pin 4, causing it to count down one digit for each clock pulse received.

While all of that is going on, the counts of U4-U6 are transferred to three 7447 seven-segment decoder/drivers (U1-U3, respectively), which are used to decode the BCD input from their respective counters and light the appropriate segments of DISP1--DISP3. When U6 reaches zero, it outputs a ripple-blanking pulse at pin 4 that is fed to the ripple-blanking input of U5 at pin 5. While that's going on, DISP1 (the hundreds display) is blanked. As the count continues and U5 comes to its zero count, it too outputs a blanking pulse that is fed to U4, while U5's associated display (DISP2) is blanked. When U4 reaches the zero count (and all displays are blanked), it outputs a blanking pulse at pin 4, pulling pin 9 of U7-c low. That, in turn, causes pin 8 of U7-c to go high. That high is fed to Q2, causing it to turn on. With Q2 turned on, Q3 is deprived of base bias, causing it to turn off, cutting off U8. That, in turn, causes TR1 to turn off, removing power from SO1 and the device connected to it.

Power for the majority of the circuit is provided by a simple regulated power supply, comprised of F1, T1, D1-D4, C6, C8, C9, C10, and U12; the display is powered from an unregulated 0–12-volt DC source built around G1, R25, and R26. Transistor G1, along with R26, forms a brightness control for the display. Resistor R25 is used to limit the maximum voltage that can be applied to the display.

**Construction.** The bulk of the author's prototype was built on three printed-circuit boards: the counter board, the display board, and the BCD-switch board. The remaining components—S1-S4, R26, and the power-supply components (including SO1, T1, G1, TR1, and U12)—were mounted to an inside wall of the project's enclosure or to the enclosure's front panel.

Printed-circuit templates of the board patterns used in the construction of the author's prototype are
PARTS LIST FOR THE DIGITAL DARKROOM TIMER

SEMICONDUCTORS
U1-U3—7447 BCD-to-7-segment decoder/driver, integrated circuit
U4-U6—74192, 74LS192, or equivalent, programmable up/down counter, integrated circuit
U7, U11—7400 quad 2-input NOR gate, integrated circuit
U8—MC3010 optoisolator/ coupler
Triac driver, integrated circuit
U9—7490, decade counter/divider, integrated circuit
U10—7492 divide-by-12 counter, integrated circuit
U12—LM7805 5-volt, 1-amp regulator, integrated circuit
Q1—TIP41A NPN silicon, power transistor
Q2-Q4—2N3904 general-purpose NPN silicon transistor
TR1—C106B or similar 4-amp, 200-PIV Triac
D1—D4—IN4007 1-amp, 1000-PIV, rectifier diode

DISPl—DISP3—MAN74 or similar, common-anode, 7-segment LED display

RESISTORS
(All fixed resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% units.)
R1—R22—680-ohm
R23, R35, R36—2200-ohm
R24—2.2-megohm
R25—470-ohm
R26—1000-ohm linear-taper potentiometer
R27, R28—4700-ohm
R29, R39—R50—330-ohm
R30, R31—1000-ohm
R32—150-ohm
R33, R34—100-ohm
R37, R38—10,000-ohm

CAPACITORS
C1—C3, C5, C6, C8, C11—C15, C19—C21—01-µF, ceramic-disc
C4, C9—10-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic
C7—1-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic
C10—4700-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic
C16—470-pF, ceramic-disc
C17, C18—0.1-µF, 50-WVDC, Mylar

SWITCHES
S1—Normally open pushbutton (or toggle)
S2—SPDT toggle
S3, S4—SPST toggle
S5—S7—Thumbwheel switches, BCD output

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
T1—12-volt, 1-amp (or more) power transformer
S01—AC outlet (panel mount)
F1—1-amp pigtail fuse
Printed-circuit board materials, enclosure, molded AC power plug with line cord, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

Fig. 6. Install sockets on the counter board where indicated in this parts-placement diagram, but do not place the IC’s in their respective sockets until instructed to do so. After the IC sockets, install the passive components, followed by the semiconductors.
shown in Fig. 3 (the counter board), Fig. 4 (the display board), and Fig. 5 (the BCD-switch board). Once you have etched the three printed-circuit boards, and gathered the parts listed in the Parts List, construction can begin.

It is recommended that sockets be provided for all of the IC's. Starting with the counter board (Fig. 3), install sockets where indicated in the parts-placement diagram shown in Fig. 6, but do not place the IC's in their respective sockets until instructed to do so. After the IC sockets, install the passive components, followed by the semiconductors. Once all the parts have been installed, check your work for errors. When you are satisfied that the circuit contains no errors, place the board to the side and populate the display board (Fig. 4) guided by the parts-placement diagram shown in Fig. 7.

Upon completion of the display board, check the board for errors, and when you are satisfied with your work, place the display board to the side and assemble the BCD switch board. A parts-placement diagram for the BCD-switch board is shown in Fig. 8. Note that the BCD switch that you select for your project may not fit the PC pattern shown in Fig. 5; in that case, it will be necessary to mount the BCD switch to the enclosure and run wires from the switch to the appropriate switch-board pads.

Once all of the PC boards have been fully assembled (excluding installing the IC's in their sockets), give the individual boards a final check against the three parts-placement diagrams in Figs. 6, 7, and 8, and then prepare the enclosure that will house your timer project. In preparing the enclosure, it will be necessary to make a cut-out in the front panel of the enclosure for the display, and drill holes for S1–S4 and R26. When that's completed, begin preparing the power supply.

Next, mount the power-supply components to one of the inner walls of the enclosure, and wire the power supply together guided by Fig. 2. In the author's prototype, much of the power supply was assembled on a pair of 6-termainal solder-eye barrier strips. Components S01, T1, Q1, TR1, and U12 were mounted to a metal panel at the rear of the enclosure. In the prototype, the metal panel serves as a heat sink for Q1, TR1, and U12; if the same scheme is used in your timer, it will be necessary to first smear the tabs of those components with silicon heat-sinking compound, and then insulate the tabs of the components from the metal panel with the appropriate mica insulators. Components R26 and S1–S4 were mounted to the front panel of the enclosure, and connected to the circuit-board assemblies through insulated hook-up wire.

When the power supply has been completed and checked for errors, wire the four subassemblies together guided by Figs. 6, 7, and 8. If you have any problem with how those circuits (Continued on page 89)
The date was May 7, 1895 and the occasion was a meeting of the Russian Physical and Chemical Society held in the (then) capital city of St. Petersburg. On this day, Alexander Popov presented a demonstration that would become recognized as a historic achievement. This demonstration, together with another by Popov that reportedly took place the following year, would eventually produce controversy among historians concerning whether the credit for inventing radio should be given to Marconi or to Popov.

Those in attendance for Popov's May 7 presentation were very much impressed when he demonstrated a receiver that could detect the electromagnetic waves produced by lightning discharges in the atmosphere many miles away. The value the instrument had for weather forecasting was obvious.

Only seven years earlier, Heinrich Hertz had conducted laboratory experiments in Germany that conclusively demonstrated that the electromagnetic waves predicted by James Clerk Maxwell in 1865 actually do exist. Prior to Popov's work, however, few practical uses for those electromagnetic or "Hertzian" waves had been found.

Popov's receiver consisted of a "metal-fillings coherer" he had developed as the detector, an antenna, a relay, and a bell. The relay was used to activate the bell that both announced the occurrence of a lightning discharge and served as a "decoherer" (tapper) to prepare the coherer to detect the next lightning discharge.

While this demonstration by Popov did not involve the transmission and reception of a message, it nonetheless was a significant scientific achievement for that time.

First Wireless Telegraphy? Reports also exist that some ten months later on March 24, 1896 Alexander Popov demonstrated the transmission and reception of information by wireless telegraphy. The occasion was another meeting of the Russian Physical and Chemical Society and the location was St. Petersburg University. Wireless-telegraph signals, transmitted a distance of over 800 feet from another building on the campus, were audible to all in the meeting room.

The President of the Society, F.F. Petrushovsky, stood at a blackboard holding a paper on which a listing of the letters of the alphabet and their equivalents in Morse Code were written. As the signals were received, Petrushovsky referred to the paper and wrote the appropriate letter on the blackboard. The letters spelled out the name "Heinrich Hertz."

Unfortunately, no written record was made at the time of this wireless telegraphy demonstration to provide documentation for historical purposes. The reports of the event that do exist are based on the recollections of several persons present at the time, but were not recorded until almost thirty years later.

Who was First? Marconi's first wireless patent application was filed in England on June 2, 1896, and his first public demonstration of wireless signaling to a group of scientists took place in July of that year. Both events occurred after the March 24 date claimed for Popov's transmission and reception of the words "Heinrich Hertz." It seems clear to most present day American and European historians, however, that Marconi's work had achieved a significant level of development, including the unpublicized transmission and reception of simple messages, prior to March 24.

Historians from the former Soviet Union have maintained for many years that Alexander Popov, not Guglielmo Marconi, should be recognized as radio's inventor. Their claim, however, is based largely on his well-documented May 7, 1895 demonstration of a lightning detecting receiver rather than on the later and less well documented demonstration. Each year on May 7, "Radio Day" is still celebrated with considerable enthusiasm there in recognition of Popov's achievements.

Determining who has claim to the title "inventor of radio" is complicated somewhat by issues of nationalistic pride, inadequate documentation of events, and differing interpretations of what constitutes "inventing" radio. By what most persons in the West consider objective analysis of the facts known, however, Marconi's work invar-
ably is recognized as having priority over Popov's. Nonetheless, Popov's numerous achievements do merit both recognition and respect.

**Ural Mountain Beginnings.** Alexander Stepanovich Popov was born on March 16, 1859 in the village of Turinsk in the Ural Mountains. As a boy, Alex was intrigued by the many types of iron mining and manufacturing machines he saw functioning in the vicinity. He often spent his spare time building small but quite sophisticated working models of the water-powered machines he had seen. Very early in his life, Alex became interested in the study of natural science.

Popov's father was a priest who encouraged all seven of his children to get a good education. Alexander completed his elementary education in two years and then entered the seminary at Perm. The seminary provided him with a good education in the natural sciences and mathematics as well as in theology. It was here that Alexander Popov became fascinated by the study of physics.

After completing his seminary education, Popov enrolled in the St. Petersburg University to continue his study of physics. The curriculum at the University was modern and heavily emphasized the practical applications of scientific principles.

**An Excellent Experimentalist.** Alexander Popov excelled at experimental work. He seemed to have a natural aptitude and love for designing and building laboratory equipment. Popov spent every available moment conducting experimental investigations with the equipment he built. Scientific knowledge concerning electricity was expanding rapidly in the 1880's. This was the area of physics Popov knew he wanted to pursue.

The superior experimental research talents of Alexander Popov were readily apparent to the physics faculty at St. Petersburg University. Upon graduating in 1882, he was offered the opportunity to stay on at the University as a laboratory assistant. Alex readily accepted the position because it enabled him to remain close to the laboratories and the work he loved.

Funds for teaching and research at the University were meager, however. Popov, having a family to support, accepted a more promising position in 1883 at the Russian Navy's Torpedo School located at Kronstadt. The Kronstadt naval base located on Kotlin Island in the Gulf of Finland was the home of Russia's Baltic fleet.

The Torpedo School offered an outstanding program of study in applied physics for naval electricians (electrical engineers) and torpedo officers. It had the best scientific library and physics laboratories in Russia. Here Popov found the better environment for experimental research he wanted and needed. His early laboratory investigations at Kronstadt involved magnetic phenomena and electrical heating effects in metals.

**Electrical Sparks of Interest.** In the late 1880's, the use of electrical power on ships was beginning to be introduced in Russia. A problem was soon noted when electrical wiring was routed along the metal hulls of the ships. Sparks that damaged the electrical insulation were observed where they were least expected.

Popov determined that the sparking was due to large voltages produced by unanticipated high-frequency oscillations. Today, we would identify resonance as the cause of the sparking. At the time, however, the phenomenon of electrical resonance was not understood.

These findings turned Popov's interests toward the practical applications of high-frequency currents and the invisible electromagnetic waves produced by those currents. Very quickly, Popov became aware that Hertzian-wave theory might well provide a means for finding solutions to many electrical-engineering problems.

**Popov Visits Chicago.** Popov's knowledge of electrical research around the world was not limited to what he read in foreign journals. In 1893, he was sent as the representative of the Torpedo School to the Chicago World Exhibition where the latest developments related to the generation, distribution, and utilization of electrical energy were on display. While in the United States, Popov also took the opportunity to visit factories and laboratories where numerous other recent achievements in the rapidly developing field of electrical technology could be seen firsthand.

Among even the most optimistic electrical visionaries of the early 1890's, the idea that electromagnetic waves might someday enable telegraphy without wires was little more than a wild fantasy. After all, the electromagnetic waves being generated at that time could be detected at distances of only a few feet, not the many miles that would be necessary to make wireless telegraphy a prac-
tical reality. Fortunately, Popov was both a visionary and an excellent experimenter who would not be easily discouraged by seemingly insurmountable obstacles.

Development of a Detector. By 1894, Popov had succeeded in making a reliable generator of electromagnetic waves. The receiving or detecting systems in common use, however, were not at all satisfactory. The problem of finding a detector that was both sensitive and reliable was one that plagued all who experimented with Hertzian waves at that time.

Heinrich Hertz had used a wire-loop resonator equipped with an adjustable spark gap as a detector when he demonstrated the existence of electromagnetic waves in 1888. Two years later, the French scientist Edouard Branly observed that the electrical resistance of fine metal particles decreased dramatically when a spark discharge occurred nearby.

A non-conducting tube containing metal particles packed between two electrodes came to be known as a "Branly tube" detector. It was a much more sensitive detector than was Hertz's wire loop. However, the metal particles in the Branly tube had to be shaken or "tapped back" between each electrical discharge in order to restore the detecting ability of the tube.

Oliver Lodge, an English physicist, noticed in 1892 that the contact between two small metal spheres, barely touching each other, ordinarily was not sufficient to permit a current to flow. However, when a spark discharge occurred near them, the spheres become fused together and current could easily flow through the junction. The spheres would remain joined until lightly tapped.

Lodge called the phenomenon he had observed the "coherer" effect. Initially, he was unaware that he was observing the same effect noted by Branly. Like Branly, Lodge at first saw no use for the effect. Very soon, however, Lodge realized that the coherer effect both Branly and he had observed could be utilized to detect the presence of the electromagnetic waves produced by a distant spark discharge.

In 1894, Lodge publicly demon-

![Fig. 1. The coherer tube (above) used by Oliver Lodge was a modification of the "Branly tube" detector.](image)

strated to a group of noted scientists the detection of electromagnetic waves by means of a metal-sphere coherer located a distance of 60 yards from a transmitter. However, at the time the idea that wireless telegraphy might be possible never occurred to him or, apparently, to anyone else who witnessed his demonstration.

It was obvious to Lodge that Branly's tube of metal filings was a more convenient detection device than was his own arrangement of metal spheres. Lodge improved the coherer tube's operation as a detector by using as the metal particles the relatively coarse chips produced when iron is drilled.

Oliver Lodge also found that the amount of pressure exerted by the electrodes on the metal particles affected the coherer's performance. Loosely packed particles between metal plugs in a glass tube 6 to 8 cm long and approximately 1 cm in diameter worked best for Lodge.

Lodge mounted the tube containing the metal particles on a stand, which also supported an electric bell. The bell was activated when a Hertzian wave caused the coherer to conduct. The mechanical vibrations from the bell traveled through the stand and "decohered" the metal particles in the coherer tube making them ready to detect the arrival of the next electromagnetic wave.

The transmission of vibrations through the stand was not always a reliable way to restore the detecting ability of the coherer. Lodge later used a clock mechanism to provide an automatic and more dependable tapping back of the metal particles.

Popov Refines the Coherer. Alexander Popov had read of Lodge's work in scientific journals. Popov further improved the sensitivity of the coherer tube and developed a signal-actuated tapping mechanism for re-

![Fig. 2. Popov's improved coherer utilized platinum-foil electrodes and iron powder.](image)

storing its detecting ability. He found through experimentation that platinum foil electrodes together with iron powder of a particular fineness resulted in increased sensitivity of his coherer tube.

The "tapping back" arrangement Popov devised was comprised of a relay and a doorbell mechanism. When the coherer tube was made highly conductive due to the presence of a Hertzian wave, a DC signal was produced to close the relay. The closed relay, in turn, allowed current to flow to the bell mechanism. The bell hammer struck the bell on the first half of its cyclic motion and gently struck or tapped the coherer tube on the second half.

Tapping the coherer tube in this manner reliably decohered the iron powder, causing its resistance to increase to its original high level. That reduced the current through the relay to the point where the relay contacts opened and the bell mechanism was no longer activated. Thus, an electromagnetic wave was signaled by the bell and also made the coherer ready to detect the next wave.

A Lightning Detector. Popov found that he could detect distant atmospheric lightning discharges by connecting one end of the coherer to a wire antenna and the other end to a good earth ground. The coherer and the relay also were used to activate a pen-based recording device. The pen made a mark on a slowly rotating cylinder when a lightning discharge occurred.

It was this lightning detection apparatus that Popov demonstrated to the members of the Russian Physical and Chemical Society on May 7, 1895. Later that same summer, he set up his thunderstorm detecting and recording instrument at the Institute of Forestry in St. Petersburg. With Popov's equipment, lightning discharges occurring as far as 20 miles away were detected.

During 1896, teaching responsibilities and the desire to conduct ex-
periments with the recently discovered Roentgen rays (X-rays) kept Popov busy. He had little time to devote to new electromagnetic-wave experiments. However, it was during this year that the demonstration resulting in the transmission of the words "Heinrich Hertz" is reported to have occurred.

Unfortunately, no recollections of this demonstration by those in attendance were recorded until almost thirty years had passed. The writing of these recollections in 1925 coincided with the first earnest attempts by the Soviet Union to claim that Popov's use of electromagnetic waves for signaling preceded that of Marconi.

**News of Foreign Wireless.**

Beginning in October of 1896, articles appeared in Russian newspapers concerning the experiments that were being conducted in other countries to develop practical wireless telegraphy. Upon reading these articles, Popov was both surprised and somewhat annoyed by the way journalists were treating this "news."

What was being reported with great interest by the press were two announcements made at the recent meeting in Liverpool, England of the British Association for the Advancement of Science. The first announcement reported was that J. C. Bose, whose laboratory was in Calcutta, had demonstrated an instrument for the detection of Hertzian waves.

A description of Bose's work already had appeared in the scientific journals which Popov read regularly. Popov knew that Bose's instrument was very similar to the one he himself had been using for over a year at the Institute of Forestry to detect lightning discharges. There was nothing new in Bose's work as far as Popov was concerned.

The second announcement of interest at the Liverpool meeting had been made by William Preece, chief engineer for the British Post Office. He reported that a Mr. Marconi, from Italy, recently had come to England and had succeeded in sending telegraph signals a distance of one and one-quarter miles without wires.

**Popov Mystified.** Alexander Popov could not understand why so much attention was being given to Marconi. For some time, Popov had maintained that wireless telegraphy would one day be a reality.

The demonstration of his thunderstorm-detecting instrument to the Russian Physical and Chemical Society that occurred on May 7, 1895 had been described by Popov in the January 1896 edition of that organization's journal. At the end of the article, Popov had stated: "In conclusion, I may express the hope that my apparatus, when further perfected, may be used for the transmission of signals to a distance by means of rapid electric vibrations if only a source of such vibrations can be found possessing sufficient energy."

In the process of developing his lightning discharge detector, Popov very apparently had tried to send wireless signals (but evidently not "messages") over extended distances as early as 1895, but found the range attainable to be limited. Popov incorrectly had assumed that transmitter power, rather than receiver sensitivity, was the important factor in establishing wireless telegraphy.

Popov was somewhat irritated when he read of the attention that was now being paid to Marconi's wireless-telegraphy achievements. He knew that his own earlier work was very similar to that for which Marconi now was getting loud acclaim. The feelings of irritation Popov felt, however, were directed at himself, not toward Marconi. Popov knew he should have pursued his own wireless work more vigorously and with greater persistence.

Popov felt no personal resentment toward Marconi. In 1902 when Marconi visited Kronstadt, Popov met with him and the two wireless pioneers had a very cordial discussion. Marconi later received a silver samovar and a sealskin coat from Popov as wedding presents. Popov was much too much of a true scientist and a gentleman to harbor personal grudges over the legitimate scientific successes of another.
Why Didn't Popov Act? It is claimed by his proponents that Popov conceived of the principles of wireless and even demonstrated it in rudimentary fashion prior to Marconi. Why then is it that Popov, unlike Marconi, did not refine and promote his concept?

Alexander Popov was first and foremost an academician, not an entrepreneur. He loved to learn and he loved to help others to learn. Knowledge and understanding of the physical principles which governed the world in which he lived was Popov's goal.

Popov believed in science for the sake of science, not in science for personal profit. Limiting the ability of others to make use of scientific discovery by filing for protective patents was a concept foreign to Popov.

Personal modesty and a reserved nature also were strong characteristics of Popov. He was reluctant to describe his scientific achievements to others for fear he would be thought of as a braggart and self-promoting. Popov was particularly reluctant to describe to others any accomplishment of his that was still in its preliminary stages. The thought of orchestrating a scientific demonstration in order to make headlines in the newspapers and receive public recognition probably would have turned Popov's stomach.

Marconi, on the other hand, was truly an entrepreneur. He enjoyed the challenge of developing technology to produce things the world needed and would buy. Obtaining patent protection for the technology he developed was critically important for protecting his investment of time and money.

Another important element for success as an entrepreneur is getting public recognition for the product and the company producing it. Marconi understood this well and acted accordingly. He seldom missed an opportunity to have the press report a demonstration he had given of his scientific achievements. Marconi understood human nature as well as he understood technology.

While Popov thoroughly enjoyed his scientific research and devoted countless hours to it, he did not approach it with a sense of urgency. Developing wireless telegraphy was of great interest to Popov, but so were other scientific topics such as the newly discovered Roentgen rays.

Marconi, in contrast, was single-minded in his determination to develop wireless telegraphy into a commercially useful technology. His goal was not to merely bring new scientific knowledge to the world. Rather, Marconi sought to provide the world with a new technology that would serve a need and bring to him both fame and fortune. He had to pursue his goal without delay lest someone else achieve it first. Marconi not only believed that signaling without wires was possible, he had the vision and will to make that belief a reality.

Marconi's Breakthrough. The differences in attitudes and motivations between the two men were important in determining the way each approached his work. However, it probably was a key scientific observation made by Marconi early in his work that ultimately enabled his continued progress and success in perfecting wireless telegraphy. Marconi had discovered that if both his receiver and transmitter were each connected to earth grounds and wire antennas, the distances over which electromagnetic waves could be sent and detected increased tremendously.

Popov, however, seemingly did not realize at first that the earth ground and antenna connections that enabled his receiver to function well when detecting lightning discharges, were also critically important to his transmitter's operation. Without that
realization, Popov could not send electromagnetic waves over significant distances. Perhaps this lack of success at transmitting signals over significant distances helps explain why Popov shifted his attention to other work during much of 1896.

The publicity accorded to Marconi abruptly shook Popov out of whatever state of inaction he was in concerning his own wireless telegraphy work. Popov now undertook a deliberate effort to make his earlier wireless accomplishments better known to other Russian scientists. He also resumed in earnest his own work toward the development of a practical wireless telegraphy system.

When specific details of Marconi’s 1896 work were published in 1897, it became apparent that Marconi’s receiver was very similar to the one that Popov had used to detect lightning discharges in 1895. However, there never was any accusation on Popov’s part that Marconi had copied his receiver design. Unquestionably, Marconi knew nothing of Popov’s work.

The coherer was the only practical detector of Hertzian waves then available and the published reports of its use as such by Lodge were known to both Marconi and Popov. It is not surprising, therefore, that both Popov and Marconi would develop nearly identical receivers.

**Popov’s Demonstrations.** Popov wanted to demonstrate the value wireless could have for communicating with and between ships to the Russian Navy. The Tsar’s admiralty responded slowly to his offers to demonstrate the capabilities of wireless. By 1899, however, Popov had successfully carried out demonstrations of wireless telegraphy communications to a distance of 20 miles between ships of the Black Sea fleet.

If the Russian Navy had any remaining doubts concerning the value of wireless telegraphy, they were dispelled when the battleship General Admiral Apraksin ran aground on Gogland Island in the Gulf of Finland in November of 1899. No direct means of communication existed between Gogland Island and the mainland. Word of the Apraksin’s predicament had been relayed by another ship.

Efforts to free the ship had to be started immediately. The crew of the Apraksin was in no immediate danger, but the water in the Gulf was beginning to freeze. If the ship survived without serious damage until spring, it likely would be crushed by ice floes.

Because the Gulf was beginning to freeze, it was not possible to lay a submarine cable to communicate with the ship and coordinate the effort to free it. Popov’s wireless equipment provided the only link.

Due to bad weather and bureaucratic red tape, the crew was able to establish a wireless station on Gogland Island did not arrive until January, 1900. By February 5, however, messages were being received reliably.

The wireless messages were relayed to Gogland Island by a station some 25 miles away at Kotka on the Finnish coast. Kotka was selected as the location for the wireless relay station because it was the point closest to Gogland Island served by telegraph wires connected to Russian naval headquarters.

**Lives Saved.** A distress alert was one of the first wireless messages received on Gogland Island. An iceberg with 50 Finnish fishermen on it had broken loose nearby. Little time could be lost if the 50 lives were to be saved.

The icebreaker Yermak, which had brought supplies and was trying to free the Apraksin, was immediately ordered to go to the aid of the stranded fishermen. A little more than 24 hours after the message had been received, all 50 persons had been rescued. By the time the Apraksin was freed from the rocks at the end of April, 440 official messages had been handled by the Gogland Island station.

Popov continued his efforts to develop a wireless telegraphy capability for the Russian Navy. Despite the seemingly convincing demonstrations Popov had provided, the Tsar’s naval bureaucracy was not very receptive to innovation.

Prior to 1900, Popov had urged the Russian Navy to establish a wireless-equipment manufacturing facility and to begin the training of wireless operators. His recommendations were accepted in principle, but were given only minimal financial support. The wisdom of Popov’s recommendations became evident, however, when the Russo-Japanese War seemed imminent in 1904 and the Russian Navy had to purchase the wireless equipment it needed from Germany.

**Professional Recognition.** Popov’s outstanding capabilities as a teacher and scientist won him a professorial appointment at the Electrotechnical Institute in St. Petersburg in 1901. In September of 1905, he was elected Director of that institute.

Unfortunately, the political situation in Russia was very unsettled in 1905. As the country moved dangerously close to civil war, the Tsar’s policies became more and more reactionary. Popov, always a strong believer in the principles of academic and political freedom, found the oppressive climate in St. Petersburg a very difficult one in which to function.

When Popov was ordered by the government to take repressive measures against the growing student movement at the Electrotechnical Institute, he became very upset. Popov’s health had never been robust due to the strenuous pace he always had set for himself. The thought of having to take measures against what he considered to be legitimate student activities was too much. Popov fell seriously ill on January 10, 1906 and died of a brain hemorrhage on January 13 at the age of 46.
Learn the value of a bel unit and how to mathematically convert it to its various forms for all sorts of applications.

BY RICHARD A. HONEYCUTT

Have you ever wondered about the decibel, that ubiquitous term that shows up in all areas of electronics, in acoustics, and even in some science-fiction movies? (Watch the old Star Treks carefully for examples.) Have you ever noticed that the word begins with deci, the metric prefix for one-tenth? Of course, that implies that there is a unit called a "bel." What on Earth could a bel be? Well now's your chance to find the answer to these questions and learn how to perform decibel calculations.

Let's climb into our mental time machine and go back to the early days of telephony—the late 1800's. The new telephone systems presented engineers with a special class of problems: A telephone signal would diminish in amplitude as it traveled along a wire. The longer the wire, the more it would diminish. Also, different kinds of wire caused the signal to diminish at different rates. The decrease in amplitude (that is, the attenuation) could be stated in terms of power output divided by power input. When stated that way, the attenuation per mile was constant for a given type of cable and a given frequency.

By 1920, it was common to rate attenuation by comparison to a mile of standard cable carrying an 800-Hz signal. For example, an engineer might say, "The circuit from Poughkeepsie to Long Island has an attenuation of 20 800-cycle miles." The 800-cycle mile became a more-or-less standard unit of attenuation in a number of countries. In fact, a similar system had been adopted in the United Kingdom around 1904.

Logarithms. Whenever you have a quantity that changes by a certain constant percentage for each unit of length, or for each unit of time, or whatever, the change can be expressed in terms of "logarithms." Back in the years B.C. (before calculators), the very word stirred fear in the hearts of countless high-school students. However, the concept is simple: The logarithm (log for short) of a number is just the power to which you have to raise 10 to get the number. In other words, asking for the log of 23 is the same as asking, if \(10^x = 23\), what is \(x\)? If you were to use a calculator to figure it out, you would find that the answer is about 1.36.

On the other hand, if we know the log is, say, 1.36, and we want the number, we just raise 10 to the 1.36 power:

\[10^{1.36} = 23\]

That last operation is called taking the inverse log (or antilog) of 1.36, and the notation:

\[10^{1.36}\]
is the same as:
\[ \log_e(1.36) \]

**TU's and Napiers.** It did not escape the early telephone engineers that the attenuation in 800-cycle miles could be obtained mathematically from the expression:
\[ 10.56 \log(P_{out}/P_{in}) \]
where \( P_{out} \) and \( P_{in} \) are the output and input power levels for a one-mile length of cable, respectively.

In 1924, the standard unit of attenuation was changed to the "Transmission Unit," or TU. The attenuation in TU could be calculated by:
\[ TU = 10 \log(P_{out}/P_{in}) \]
The TU was very close to the old 800-cycle mile, and had the advantage of being mathematically simpler to express. The unit was proposed as a worldwide standard to the International Advisory Committee on Telephony (IACT), and met with approval from the many nations who were already using similar units.

However, other nations were using a unit called the "napier," named after the Scottish mathematician Sir John Napier. This unit differed from the TU in two fundamental ways: First, it represented current ratios rather than power ratios. And second, it was based on natural logarithms (see the text entitled Natural Logarithms elsewhere in this article). Naturally, these nations were not eager to change their standard of measurement.

In 1928, the IACT decided to standardize two units. One was based on natural logarithms and was called the "neper." The other was based on common logarithms and was called the bel, after Alexander Graham Bell. These units were roughly equal in magnitude, and were defined mathematically as follows:
loss or gain in nepers = \( 0.5 \ln(P_{out}/P_{in}) \)
loss or gain in bels = \( \log_{10}(P_{out}/P_{in}) \)

It turns out that a neper is 1.151 bels.

Since the bel is equal to 10 TU, the old TU was renamed the "decibel" (one-tenth of a bel), and abbreviated dB. Thus was born the decibel, which began as a standard unit for power loss in telephony and has become a standard unit for all sorts of other measurements also. Table 1 gives several useful loss/gain ratios and their corresponding dB values.

**Using Decibels for Gain.** A useful feature of logarithms is the way they can be used to handle combined losses and gains. If you have two amplifiers, each with a gain of 10, without using decibels you would have to find the total gain by multiplying the two individual gains:
\[ 10 \times 10 = 100 \]
To take another example, losses are "fractional" gains, so we might have a circuit with a cable loss of 0.01 followed by an amplifier with a gain of 3162 followed by another cable with a loss of 0.16. The total loss or gain could still be found by multiplying:
\[ 0.01 \times 3162 \times 0.16 \]
which comes out to around 5.
However, it's much easier to use dB's. A loss of 0.01 is -20 dB, a gain of 3162 is 35 dB, and a loss of 0.16 is -8 dB. All we have to do is just sum those dB values together:
\[ -20 \text{ dB} + 35 \text{ dB} - 8 \text{ dB} = 7 \text{ dB} \]
A gain of 7 dB is the decibel equivalent of the gain of 5 that we got earlier.

The reason you can add dB's is because they are exponents. For example, you probably know that:
\[ 10^2 \times 10^3 = 10^{2+3} = 10^5 \]
Note how the exponents add to provide the final result of the multiplication. Of course, this can usually be done mentally; whereas multiplication requires a calculator, or pencil and paper, for most of us.

**Power, Voltage, and Current.** Measuring power is really inconvenient, and even the telephone company—although they talked about signal "power"—actually measured voltage. Since most of their circuits had 600-ohm impedances, they had voltmeters with scales labeled in milliwatts; the scale provided a built-in conversion from voltage to power that worked as long as the resistance was 600-ohms.

Since power can be found from the equation:
\[ P = V^2/R \]
we can substitute into the definition of dB and find a way to express voltage losses and gains in dB:
\[ 10 \log(P_{out}/P_{in}) = 10 \log((V^2_{out}/R_{out})/(V^2_{in}/R_{in})) \]
But in telephone circuits \( R_{out} = R_{in} = 600 \) ohms we can cancel the resistances and get:

![Table 1—Standard Conversions](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Ratio ((P_{out}/P_{in}))</th>
<th>dB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.000001</td>
<td>-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000,000,000</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10\log\left(\frac{V_{\text{out}}}{V_{\text{in}}^2}\right) = 
10\log\left(\frac{V_{\text{out}}}{V_{\text{in}}^2}\right)^2

Since we can square a number by doubling its exponent, and logs are exponents, this becomes:

\[20\log\left(\frac{V_{\text{out}}}{V_{\text{in}}}ight)\]

which is the equation for voltage loss and gain, as well as power loss or gain.

Remember that strictly speaking, this equation is only valid for power in dB’s if the input and output resistances of the circuit are equal. In fact, in most electronic systems they seldom are equal. So what happens if we incorrectly use this equation to express voltage losses and gains in dB when the resistances are not equal? Nothing very bad. The voltage loss or gain will just not be equal to the power loss or gain.

We can do exactly the same trick with current gains and losses, although the need for them is less common. We come out with:

\[20\log\left(\frac{I_{\text{out}}}{I_{\text{in}}}ight)\]

As for voltage in dB’s, the current in dB’s is only equal to power in dB’s if the input and output impedances are equal.

**A Milli watt Reference.** So far, we have demonstrated a great method that allows us to express a huge range of power, voltage, and current ratios with a relatively small range of numbers, and also allows us to combine gains and losses using simple addition and subtraction rather than multiplication. But what if we want to find the output power of a circuit using gains and losses given in dB? We could find the total circuit gain/loss in dB, convert to a numerical value, and multiply the input power by that value. But that sounds like a system invented by the people who gave us Form 1040—there must be a better way, and there is. All we have to do is agree to state our power levels in proportion to a reference level, such as a milliwatt. Instead of specifying an input power of 3 milliwatts, we’d say that:

\[P_{\text{in}}/1 \text{mW} = 3\]

Now that we have the power expressed as a ratio, power ratios can be expressed in dB:

\[P_{\text{dBm}} = 10 \log(P/1\text{mW})\]

where \(P_{\text{dBm}}\) is the power expressed in dB referenced to a milliwatt.

Notice that a standard dB represents ratios of two power, voltage, or current levels, while dBm represents actual power levels. Thus 0 dBm equals 1 mW; -10 dBm equals 0.1 mW; 6 dBm equals 4 mW, etc.

To use an example, if an input of 4 mW (which is 6 dBm) is fed to the circuit in Fig. 1, with the losses and the gain shown we can find the power output as follows:

\[4 \text{ dBm} - 20 \text{ dB} + 35 \text{ dB} - 8 \text{ dB} = 11 \text{ dBm}\]

Adding dBm’s to dB’s is equivalent to multiplying power by gain. Engineers for the telephone company, commercial radio stations, and many other communications facilities routinely measure levels in dBm, so there’s no conversion necessary to do loss and gain calculations in dB.

**Voltage Revisited.** Well what’s sauce for the waff is sauce for the volt; by expressing the voltage in reference to one volt, we can define the dBV as:

\[20 \log (V/1 \text{ volt})\]

In practice, that just means that we take the log of the voltage and multiply by 20.

How do we convert from dBV to volts? Let’s look at a practical example: The output voltages of many high-impedance microphones are expressed in terms of dBV at a certain sound-pressure level. If a certain microphone produces -60 dBV at a certain sound level, and we want to know the output in volts at that sound level, we just reverse the process:

\[V = \log^{-1}(V_{\text{dBV}}/20)\]
\[= \log^{-1}(-60 \text{ dBV}/20)\]
\[= \log^{-1}(-3)\]
\[= 0.001 \text{ V}\]

The same approach can be used for changing from dBm to milliwatts, or from dB gains/losses to simple gain factors.

**Sound.** If you asked 100 average persons on the street what a decibel is, you’d probably get blank stares from about 85% of them, the words (Continued on page 92)
Mail Call

By Marc Ellis

Last month, we detoured from the Hallicrafters Sky Buddy restoration project to recognize the latest [and final] group of entrants to our "With the Collectors" contest. This month, I had every intention of getting back to the restoration—until I took a close look at the bulging file of accumulated letters not relating to the contest. Many of these fine communications have been neglected because of the priority given to contest letters.

So let's just keep going through the mailbag until we get to the bottom. There's quite an interesting pile of information to be shared, questions to be asked, and more!

PHILCO "XX" TUBES

A good Philco mystery always seems to smoke out a bunch of helpful reader comments, and the question raised last March by reader Barry Stephens (Austin, TX) was no exception. At that time, I ran a letter from Barry asking for information about a type-XXL tube found in a Philco console he was restoring. I admitted that I needed to be brought up to speed on this matter myself.

Thanks to several readers who wrote in, we learned that, in keeping with its many innovative engineering ideas, Philco had some innovative designations for certain "Loctal"-style tubes. The most common of these were XXL (commonly known as the 7A4), XXFM (commonly known as the 7X7), XXD (commonly known as the 14AF7), and XXB (commonly known as the 3C6).

Readers who supplied information were: Michael D. Troiano (Providence, RI), Vincent J. Bunetter (Ravenna, NY), Marjon J. Haby (Danville, VA), John A. Hartan (Chicago, IL), Paul Wapppler (Houston, TX), Ray Loewen (Inola, OK), Don Diers (Milwaukee, WI), Tom Baker (C requester’s First Name] WV), Roger Peterson (Francesville, IN), Henry Schanding (Elizabeth City, NC), Alton A. Dubois, Jr. (Queensbury, NY), George W. Carr (Lancaster, OH), Jeff Lawrence (city unknown), John Polk (San Rafael, CA), Stewart Humphreys (Blue Springs, MO), Charles Webster (Binghamton, NY), Manuel Cancel (city unknown), N.A. Haight (Castro Valley, CA), and Philip Kassner (Milwaukee, WI).

SCHEMATICs WANTED

The following folks are looking for schematics and/or general information on specific sets. Delwin Vriend (9326 - 110 Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5H 1H1), Philco Model 71; Oren Johnson (PO. Box 109, Villa Grande, CA 95486), Browning Eagle CB radios; Ivan W. Smith (RI. 1 Box 288, Glen Morgan, WV 25847), Philco Model 96, Emerson BQ-225, and dial-cord stringing and tuning button-setting instructions for Zenith 75598, and Echophone EC-18; and Byron R. Bernor (2479 W. Sierra Highway, Acton, CA 93510), schematics and test data for Superior Instruments Model 450 tube tester.

Mark Phillips (2416 Hazlett Ave., Wheeling, WV 26003-7241), Stromberg-Carlson 61-H; George Fuller (88-B-Westgrove Way, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3Rl7), DeForest Crosley Type 6D731—made by Rogers-Majestic; Steve Kastila, Sr. (Bear Creek Lake Dev., 9 Maple Dr., Jim Thorpe, PA 18229), GC Test Equipment Test Pattern Generator Model 36-610, Precision Tube and Transistor Tester Model 10-60; and Jason Ingraham (Site 5, Box 30, RR#1, Windsor Junction, N.S., Canada BON 2VO), Research Industries 2-Way Industrial Radio Model PS150C, Fairchild 767H Oscilloscope, LFE Model 401 Oscilloscope.

Marion J. Haby (2970 N. Main St., Danville, VA 24540-2064), Erla 3-tuber circa 1924; Mark Hollock (13 Lehigh St., Moutaintop, PA 18707), Westinghouse Model WR-272; and Werner Schwieringe (463 Elizabeth St., Oshawa, Ontario, Canada L1J 559), Simpson Test Master Model 440, Cetron CE201A tube (not a conventional 01-A).
Robert Jackson (4365 Hillcrest Dr., Traverse City, MI 49684), Hallicrafters Model S-38D; Bob also has, for sale or trade, a nearly complete set of Radio and Television News magazines dating from 1954 through 1991. Dale Simonson (1422 Youngfield, Golden, CO 80401) is looking for a schematic, or at least specifications for the “A,” “B” and “C” voltages, for an ERLA S-11.

OTHER NEEDS
Ray Loewen (PO. Box 793, Inola, OK 74036) needs an EM4 tuning eye tube for a Grundig radio. Dr. Franklin Kirchbaum (3011 Oak St., Lakewood, CO) is looking for dial-cord stringing instructions for a Sparton Model 1068. And Bill Bennett (RD#1 Whiting Way Box #31, Conklin, NY 13748) needs the dial-cord scheme for the uhf tuner used in an Admiral Model TV1811 Chassis #1981. Jess Fransonagar is working on a Grunow Model 1291 “Teledial Eleven.” He has the schematic, but needs information on how the dial operates.

Charles and Irene Porter (535 N. 20th St., Louisville, KY 40203), would like to get their hands on a copy of the article “1600 Miles on a Crystal Receiver” by Edward T. Jones from Radio News for October, 1923. Robert Rugg (538 Liberty St., Penn Yan, NY 14527) would like an idea of the market value of his late 1920’s Atwater Kent. No identification given, but it sounds like one of the metal-box tube models with separate speaker.

A few readers are just entering our hobby and need some guidance. For example, Joseph J. Maranta (925 W. 32 St., Hialeah, Fl 33012), a TV serviceman for the past 12 years, could use some pointers on acquiring old sets and setting up to repair them. John Bullister (516 Division St., Sewickley, PA 15143) could use some help finding substitutes for the bad electrolytic capacitors (2 x 8 µF @ 450 volts and 16 µF @ 450 volts) in a Zenith that he is restoring.

Rob Valdaran (RR3, Box 146A, Monroe, NY 10950) was given three old radios by a neighbor who was moving away: a zenith, 85661, a Philco 39-6443, and an RCA 67V1. He’d like to know something about the age and value of the radios and he’s interested in learning how to repair them. Kevin Fraser (524 Second St. W. Cornwall, Ontario, Canada K6J 3M5) is also embarking on a first restoration: an RCA 511 of about 1932 vintage. He’d like a schematic of the set, background information about it, a source of replacement tubes, and some general advice.

Finally, I’d like to recommend that Dr. Wesley Seymour (Charleston, SC), and Dick Kowalski (Warren, MI) contact Antique Electronic Supply, 6221 S. Maple Ave., Tempe, AZ 85283 to fill their needs. Dr. Seymour is looking for a cat’s whisker type crystal detector, and Mr. Kowalski wants a copy of Tony Jacobis “Ballast Tube Handbook” and some high-voltage capacitors.

MORE WPE’ERS!
Prompted by a letter received some time back from a fellow who mentioned his “WPE” call letters, I once asked if there were any other old WPE’ers in the crowd. (For those not in the know, the WPE call letters were issued by Popular Electronics to interested short-wave listeners back in the late 1950’s and early ’60’s.) Ever since then, a slow but steady stream of readers have been writing to make their old call letters known.

This month’s batch includes five more. Albert J. Colianni, WPE9EY (Arlington Heights, IL) received his certificate in 1959. Hence his note, Al included a photo of the Philco Radiobar purchased by his parents in the mid-thirties. All the glasses and decanters are intact, although the original grille cloth has been replaced. Harry Bertino, Jr., WPE1PW (So. Weymouth, MA) sent a note on his ham QSL card (ham call letters are K1QVU).

Harry Atenik, WPE2EHS (14003 Judah Ave., Hawthorne, CA 90250) received his call around 1960. He sent along some shots of part of his radio collection and invites readers from his area to contact him for help in restorations. Chuck Furtack, Jr., WPE9HEV (241 Oak St., Elmhurst, IL) was “licensed” in 1964. He has a set of Rider’s manuals and is willing to help readers need information (be sure to include an SASE for your reply).

Phil Kassner (2813 N. Bartlett Ave., Milwaukee, WI) was assigned the call WP9EKE around 1963. He’s an engineer for an industrial battery-charger company and is interested in obtaining antique chargers using bulb-type rectifiers.

SAFETY COMMENTS
Captain David M. Elliott (401 12th St. S., Apt. 1212, Arlington, VA 22202), being new to the hobby, was happy to get the information in the two safety columns (November and December, 1991). He clipped them to post at his workbench. Dave’s first project is a Pilot Model TC601 FM tuner, and he could use some information on it—particularly the functions of the seven numbered screws on the back panel.
Part of the loot from Brent Mellor’s garage cleanout adventure. From the top: ITA Mod-Max, Millen Exciter, and Raytheon audio mixer.

Michael Kiley sent a long letter commenting on both safety columns, and made one point that I want to repeat here. Since a radio’s filter capacitors can store lethal voltages even after the set is shut off, I had recommended shorting out such capacitors, to discharge them, before working on the equipment. Mike suggests bleeding off the charge through a (well-insulated) 10-watt wire-wound resistor in the 1000-10,000-ohm range. A direct short might develop enough current to damage the capacitor.

Thanks also to A. Santoriella (Yorktown Heights, NY) for writing me about the same issue.

**THIS N’ THAT**

Letters are still coming in concerning the theremin columns, which, without a doubt, were among the most popular ever published in *Antique Radio*. Thanks to Al Van der Kloot (Chicago, IL) for the schematics from an early theremin kit and to G.D. Paterson (Las Cruces, New Mexico) for the new product sheet on the high-tech theremin, produced by Big Briar, which looks almost identical physically to the original 1928 model. Interested readers can write that company at Rt. 3, Box 115A1, Leicester, NC 28748.

**Billy Pogue** (4039 Blue Canyon Rd., Lake Havasu City, AZ), who has helped many readers of this column with technical information, cautions everyone to hang on to their tube collections! At the rate that prices are going up, even a smallish collection could eventually become a valuable asset!

**Brent Mellor** (14 Hood St., Saugus, MA 01906) recently had the opportunity to clean out a garage containing a large quantity of miscellaneous old ham-radio and commercial-broadcasting equipment. It’s all for sale at reasonable prices. Write for details.

**Don Diers** (4276 North 50th St., Milwaukee, WI 53210) has issued a new, 16-page catalogue of tubes, parts, and supplies. Don’s chatty, illustrated catalogs are fun to browse through and contain many hard-to-find items. Send $2.00 for a copy.
Buying Your First (or Next) PC

Last time we talked about an appropriate PC-buying philosophy. Our basic conclusion was that although DOS-only machines based on 8088 and 80286 microprocessors have become dirt cheap, they are dead-end purchases with guaranteed short-term obsolescence. The PC world is moving to graphical environments (Windows and OS/2) that require much more power than did the DOS programs that fueled the first decade of the personal-computing revolution. The really good news is that the intense competition in the PC industry has forced the prices of today's powerhouses to absurdly low levels.

Now let's talk specifics. To do so, let's consider each major subsystem: CPU, memory, and bus; video system; mass storage; and peripherals. In each category, we'll outline three basic system configurations: minimum, comfortable, and really nice. Then we'll go on to show you how to put together the best compromise package. All quoted prices come from reputable mail-order dealers and were current as of mid-March, 1992.

CPU, MEMORY, AND BUS

Don't buy anything with "SX" in the name. SX-based CPUs are purposely crippled. They offer a very small price advantage—typically a few hundred dollars—but greatly limit potential performance. For example, one mail-order vendor currently offers 20-MHz 386SX systems starting at $1135, and 25-MHz 386DX systems starting at $1285. The extra $150 costs 13% more, but likely gives 50% better performance.

Don't buy anything with "upgradeable" in the name. Upgradeables make engineering compromises that limit performance to the least common denominator. For example, I regularly use two machines, an optimized 486/25 that performs as well as an upgradeable 486/33.

Buy as much CPU speed and memory as you can possibly afford. To run Windows, a bare minimum is a 386/25 with four megabytes of RAM. A comfortable system is a 486/25 with eight megabytes. Really nice is a 486/33 with 16 megabytes. A few years ago, 16MB of memory was almost prohibitively expensive in the PC world; today, it costs only about $600. Whatever you buy, make sure that the motherboard can accept at least 16 megabytes of RAM directly, without using a special memory card. Avoid bargain-basement systems that do not include cache memory. Avoid small-chassis boxes. They're cute, but they typically lack expansion slots and drive bays. Avoid EISA- and MCA-bus machines unless you know enough about them to know why you might need them.

If possible get a motherboard with built-in serial and parallel ports to save expansion slots.

VIDEO

Avoid motherboards with built-in video. Video standards are still evolving rapidly; the video system is something you can likely upgrade economically before the machine becomes obsolete. Don't buy anything less than monochrome VGA; that is the bare minimum. Adding color typically adds about $150 to the price of a complete system; go for that added comfort unless you're on a bare-bones budget.

Standard VGA resolution is 640 × 480 with 16 colors. Increasing resolution to 1024 × 768 gives you much more screen space to work on. Increasing the number of colors (to 256 or more) is frosting that few users except professional desktop publishers really need. On the other hand, increased video speed is something that everyone can use.

Complete systems typically don't include fast graphics boards, but some vendors will allow you to substitute. All and Video Seven make some of the...
CIRCUIT CIRCUS

By Charles D. Rakes

This month starts off with an answer to a reader's query about adding an exit delay circuit to the burglar alarm featured in the February, 1992 column. The circuit, shown in Fig. 1 on page 65 of that issue, has an entry delay circuit that provides ample time for you to enter the protected area and disarm the alarm before the sounder is activated. But unless a selected entryway door is equipped with a manual override that bypasses (or nullifies) the sensor, there's no way to exit without setting off the alarm. So Steve Davis, our first circuit is for you.

EXIT DELAY

Figure 1 shows an exit delay circuit that can be added to the original circuit begins to charge toward the supply voltage. When C1 is sufficiently charged, a current is applied to the base of Q1 through R3, turning it on. With Q1 turned on, the positive-supply rail is connected to the cathodes of the four diodes (D1–D4). Note that only one diode is needed if only one sensor is used to protect an exit door; the extra diodes (D2–D4) are included in the circuit to show how easy it is to add more exit sensors.

Now back to the February circuit. Connect the cathode of D1 in the delay circuit to the junction of R1 and R9 (of the February) alarm circuit. When S1 (in Fig. 1) is pressed, the door can be opened and the timer circuit will keep the input high for about 15 to 30 seconds. To lengthen the exit-delay time, increase the value of R2; to reduce the time, lower the value.

Stay with values between 100k and 500k. Since we're back into alarm circuits, here are a few additional sensor circuits that can be added to your existing or future alarm systems.

LIGHT-DEPENDENT SENSOR

The multi-input light-dependent sensor circuit shown in Fig. 2 can be used to cover a room or specific area: if an object moves between any of the sensors and a light source, the circuit sends out an alarm signal. The light-sensing elements in that circuit are cadmium-sulfide light-dependent resistors (LDRs). The LDRs are housed in separate opaque tubes 6 to 12 inches long, with the light-sensitive end of the LDR facing out through the length of the tube.

Each LDR is connected to the input of one gate of a 4093 quad 2-input NAND Schmitt trigger. A 1-megohm potentiometer is connected between each gate input and ground, and is used to set the circuit's sensitivity. The output of each gate is connected through separate diodes to the base of Q1 (a 2N3904 general-purpose NPN silicon transistor).

As long as light hits the LDR, its resistance remains low. That low resistance path to the positive supply keeps the input of the Schmitt trigger gate high, thereby forcing its output low. With all four circuits looking at a light source, no base-drive current is supplied to Q1, so it remains off. But if a light source to an LDR is blocked, the output of its associated Schmitt trigger goes high, turning on Q1. That sends a low-going output to the alarm system. If needed, a positive sensor output may be taken at the cathode junction of the four diodes.

BRIDGING TOUCH-PLATE SENSOR

Our next sensor uses two 567 tone decoders in a touch-activated circuit that can be used as a hidden entry, exit, or emergency switch. Two insulated metal plates (TP1 and TP2) serve as the sensor elements. The first tone decoder, U1, is configured as a 275-kHz, fixed-frequency square-wave oscillator. The output of U1 is coupled to TP1 through C7.

Fig. 1. In the Exit-Delay circuit, Q1 (a 2N3906 general-purpose PNP silicon transistor), which is operated as a switch, is used to supply a timed positive voltage to the input of the alarm circuit.

or to any alarm circuit with a similar sensor arrangement. In that circuit, Q1 (a 2N3906 general-purpose PNP silicon transistor) is operated as a switch. That transistor is used to supply a timed positive voltage to the sensor input of the alarm circuit.

When the exit-delay switch (S1) is pressed, C1 begins to charge toward the supply voltage. When C1 is sufficiently charged, a current is applied to the base of Q1 through R3, turning it on. With Q1 turned on, the positive-supply rail is connected to the cathodes of the four diodes (D1–D4). Note that only one diode is needed if only one sensor is used to protect an exit door; the extra diodes (D2–D4) are included in the circuit to show how easy it is to add more exit sensors.

Now back to the February circuit. Connect the cathode of D1 in the delay circuit to the junction of R1 and R9 (of the February) alarm circuit. When S1 (in Fig. 1) is pressed, the door can be opened and the timer circuit will keep the input high for about 15 to 30 seconds. To lengthen the exit-delay time, increase the value of R2; to reduce the time, lower the value.

Stay with values between 100k and 500k. Since we're back into alarm circuits, here are a few additional sensor circuits that can be added to your existing or future alarm systems.

LIGHT-DEPENDENT SENSOR

The multi-input light-dependent sensor circuit shown in Fig. 2 can be used to cover a room or specific area: if an object moves between any of the sensors and a light source, the circuit sends out an alarm signal. The light-sensing elements in that circuit are cadmium-sulfide light-dependent resistors (LDRs). The LDRs are housed in separate opaque tubes 6 to 12 inches long, with the light-sensitive end of the LDR facing out through the length of the tube.

Each LDR is connected to the input of one gate of a 4093 quad 2-input NAND Schmitt trigger. A 1-megohm potentiometer is connected between each gate input and ground, and is used to set the circuit's sensitivity. The output of each gate is connected through separate diodes to the base of Q1 (a 2N3904 general-purpose NPN silicon transistor).

As long as light hits the LDR, its resistance remains low. That low resistance path to the positive supply keeps the input of the Schmitt trigger gate high, thereby forcing its output low. With all four circuits looking at a light source, no base-drive current is supplied to Q1, so it remains off. But if a light source to an LDR is blocked, the output of its associated Schmitt trigger goes high, turning on Q1. That sends a low-going output to the alarm system. If needed, a positive sensor output may be taken at the cathode junction of the four diodes.

BRIDGING TOUCH-PLATE SENSOR

Our next sensor uses two 567 tone decoders in a touch-activated circuit that can be used as a hidden entry, exit, or emergency switch. Two insulated metal plates (TP1 and TP2) serve as the sensor elements. The first tone decoder, U1, is configured as a 275-kHz, fixed-frequency square-wave oscillator. The output of U1 is coupled to TP1 through C7.

Fig. 1. In the Exit-Delay circuit, Q1 (a 2N3906 general-purpose PNP silicon transistor), which is operated as a switch, is used to supply a timed positive voltage to the input of the alarm circuit.
When a conductive object is positioned close to both sensors, the output of U1 is capacitively coupled to the base of Q1 (a 2N3904 general-purpose NPN transistor, configured as a common-emitter amplifier) through TP2, causing it to conduct. That produces a signal at the collector of Q1 that is fed to U2 (the second tone decoder) at pin 3. Tone decoder U2's internal oscillator is set to the same frequency as U1 via R9. Upon receiving U1's output signal, U2 outputs a low-going signal that is fed to Q2, causing it to turn off.

That produces a high output at Q2's collector that is applied to the alarm input. The output of U2 also causes LED1 to light.

The two touch plates can be just about any metal object, ranging in size from as small as a penny to as large as your hand. In any case, TP2 should not be located near a strong RF or 60-Hz field. If RF is a problem, try connecting a small capacitor between the base and collector of Q1. Start out with a 10-pF unit and use as small a value as is possible to remove the interfering signal. Too much

---

**PARTS LIST FOR THE EXIT DELAY**

**SEMICONDUCTORS**
- Q1—2N3906 general-purpose PNP silicon transistor
- D1-D4—1N914 general-purpose silicon diode

**RESISTORS**
- (All fixed resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% units.)
- R1—100-ohm
- R2—220,000-ohm
- R3—1-megohm

**ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS**
- C1—47-μF, 16-VDC, electrolytic capacitor
- S1—Normal open pushbutton switch
- Perfboard materials, enclosure, 9-12-volt power source, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

---

**PARTS LIST FOR THE LIGHT-DEPENDENT SENSOR**

**SEMICONDUCTORS**
- U1—4093 quad 2-input NAND Schmitt trigger, integrated circuit
- Q1—2N3904 general-purpose NPN silicon transistor
- D1-D4—1N914 general-purpose silicon diode

**RESISTORS**
- (All fixed resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% units.)
- R1—R6—4700-ohm
- R7—100,000-ohm
- R8—R11—1-megohm potentiometer
- R12—R15—Cadmium-sulfide, light-dependent resistor

**ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS**
- Perfboard materials, enclosure, opaque tubing, 6-9-volt power source, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

---

**Fig. 2. This Light-Dependent Sensor uses LDR's to detect the presence or absence of light. As long as the light source striking the LDR's remains constant, the alarm does not sound. But when the light is interrupted, the alarm is triggered.**
capacitance will reduce the circuits sensitivity.

SINGLE-PLATE TOUCH SENSOR

Our next circuit uses two tone decoders in a slightly different way to produce a circuit that's triggered by a single touch contact. The first tone decoder, U1, is set up as a 300-kHz, squarewave oscillator. The squarewave output of U1 at pin 5 is fed to a voltage divider, consisting of R2 and R3, producing a 300 millivolt signal at the R2/R3 junction. Potentiometer R9, which serves as a frequency control, is used to set U2's internal oscillator to the same frequency as U1.

When U2 detects U1's output signal, U2 pin 8 goes low, causing LED1 to light and Q2 to turn off. When contact is made with TP1, LED1's oscillator frequency is shifted lower due to the added capacitance at pin 6. If the frequency shift is great enough to go beyond U2's bandwidth, its output goes high, turning off LED1 and turning on Q1. That causes Q1's output at its collector to go low.

Looks like we have just about filled our space again, so until next time, good circuitry.
Last month, I answered some reader mail in this column. The last letter requested some telephone circuits, which I provided. As it turns out, I get a lot of mail on telephone circuits (both requests and submissions). So this month, I'll present some of the more interesting telephone circuits submitted to date.

**COMMUNICATION BREAKDOWN**

I need help! For several years, I have been building circuits from throughout Popular Electronics with 100% working results until I built the Telephone Intercom.

I wanted to replace a raspy squawky intercom between the house and green house (another hobby), and I was so sure it would work that I took out the old intercom.

I followed the details of Fig. 1 to build the 12-volt regulated power supply with the resistors and hooked up the two telephones. I turned the power on and got nothing! I rechecked all the plus' and minus'-all was in order, but still nothing (no sound). I took the following measurements: both phones on hook: 11.87 volts, 0.00 mA; one phone off hook: 3.47 volts, 7.96 mA; both phones off hook: 2.98 volts, 8.42 mA.

Electronically, the circuit seems to be functioning. Maybe it's the kind of phones being used. Both are Lennox Sound model PH-100 as made by Lennox Electronics Corp. (Chinese made), which work in the local telephone circuits. The phones have only two wires (one red and one green) at their input jacks. Their instruction booklet has the following:

"This phone uses universal pulse (rotary type dialing) and cannot be used with computerized call directing equipment or electronic banking." Where do I go from here? Please advise. I would even talk to the author of the article, Vincent Grabosky of Rutfs Dale, PA if you think it will help.

Thanks for any help you can give me. I'm still a 100% loyal follower of Think Tank and Circuit Circus.

—George R. Cote, Pittsfield, MA

I'm not too sure why you're not getting any results and I can't tell if you made your measurements close to the power-supply end of the line or at the far intercom station. However, you've provided me with enough information to make some hopefully useful observations.

First of all, I wonder why the on-hook voltage doesn't float closer to the power-supply voltage (especially with less than .01 mA flowing in the circuit). You can't drop 0.13 volts across an open circuit.

It could indicate a lazy power supply. Check the regulator to be sure that the power-supply voltage is close to 12 volts. If it is not, check the current flow directly out of the regulator with both phones on hook (I can't be sure if that's where you took your current measurements). If it is not zero, you have a short somewhere, probably in the intercom line to the far station. If no current is flowing, but the regulator output is low, the supply will need to be beefed up.

If the regulator and the wiring seems fine, then you might be dropping significant voltage across the wiring to one or both of the phones (assuming that you took your voltage measurements at a location some distance from the supply). Note how one phone off hook pulls the line down by 8.4 volts, but the second phone, which should double the load, only pulls it down by an additional 0.49 volts. Check the resistance of the wiring to test this possibility.

If these tests turn up nothing, try reducing the value of the two resistors. However, do not reduce them to less than 100 ohms each. By the way, either problem with the wiring (a short or high resistance) would have caused your original intercom to function poorly (assuming you used the same wiring). If anyone else has some ideas, please send them in so I can pass them along.

The circuit in question has...
proven to be a popular one. So much so that I have received some variations on it, like the one presented in the next letter.

**WHAT'S THE BUZZ?**

I liked the intercom of Vincent Grabosky (see Fig. 1), but needed a ring signal, so this is what I came up with (see Fig. 2). Take two dual wall brackets and connect all like-colored lines from their bottom sockets to their top sockets. Take one of the brackets and connect its red line to the negative side (ground) of an appropriate 9-12-volt power source (a 9-volt battery, a 9-12-volt adapter, or Mr. Grabosky's regulator). Connect the black line to the supply's positive output. Connect the green line to the resistor as shown, and connect the remaining resistor lead to the positive side of the supply.

Now you will need to modify the phones. In each phone, install a 3-volt 3-wire buzzer (which might already be present) and a normally open switch. Connect them to each other and the phone line as shown.

Each bracket will provide a connection point at each intercom station, so you can put them in place at this time. Connect the two stations by plugging a male-to-male modular cable of the proper length into the two top sockets.

Connect the phones in the bottom sockets.

- If you get a hum, increase the value of R1. Mine works fine with 100 ohms and a 75-foot cord from our house to our neighbors house.

---

**A FLASHY PROJECT**

John, want a simple, useful telephone project? If so, then this is the one. It's a lamp that oscillates to the ring of the phone. The flasher is simple to make, containing only an NE-2 neon lamp. The lamp is connected across the ring (red) and tip (green) wires leading to the phone (see Fig. 3).

**THE UNCENSORED CONTENT OF THIS MAGAZINE IS MADE POSSIBLE BY THE CONSTITUTION AND THE BILL OF RIGHTS OF THE UNITED STATES.**

THE CONSTITUTION, THE WORDS WE LIVE BY.
Early this year, broadcasting officials in Warsaw decided, wisely, I think, to drop the Polonia ID and return to the traditional name for Poland’s international shortwave. Radio Polonia may have been ethnically and aesthetically correct, but it seemed confusing and archaic to a number of newer SWLs, based on some of the letters that I’ve received over the years.

next year, a transmission beamed specifically to North America was begun. Political tensions increased in the late 1930s, and during that crucial period Polish Radio became one of the major European shortwave broadcasters with programming in eight languages, including German.

Poland was one of the first countries to experience the Nazi blitzkrieg. A dramatic appeal for world support was aired by the shortwave voice just hours before besieged Warsaw capitulated. At war’s end, the new communist dictatorship resumed shortwave broadcasting as a propaganda outlet. Polish Radio grew in the years that followed to 3,000 hours of air time in 1949, to a record-setting 25,000 hours in 1956.

The vast changes in Polish life that have occurred in the last few years also has meant change for Polish Radio, not the least of which has been a financial belt-tightening. This year has seen a cutback in broadcasting hours and the number of languages. Programs in French, Italian, Swedish, and Finnish were dropped. The station continues to broadcast programs in English, German, Russian, Belorussian, Lithuanian, Ukrainian, Esperanto, and, of course, Polish.

Most Polish shortwave broadcasts are aired by seven 100-kW transmitters located near Warsaw, with a smaller 7.5-kW station located at Szczecin. The regular staff—program producers, editors, engineers and technicians—numbers about 100, and their efforts are supported by numerous freelance contributors who are fluent in the various broadcast languages.

A 55-minute English program is broadcast four times daily: 1300 UTC on 6,135, 7,145, 9,525, and 11,815 kHz; 1600 UTC on 7,285, 9,525 and 11,840 kHz; 1800 UTC on 7,145 and 9,525 kHz; and 2000 UTC on 6,090, 6,135, 7,145, 7,270 and 9,525 kHz. The times of those broadcasts suggest that the U.S. and Canada are not the prime targets for Polish Radio, although a number of the transmissions can be heard in North America.

The station is a good verifier of listener’s reports. Those reports may be sent to Polish Radio, Al. Niepodleglosci 77/85, 00-950 Warsaw, Poland.

1992 marks the 500th anniversary of Christopher Columbus’ first voyage to the New World. The famed admiral’s ships appear this year on both the Trans World Radio, Bonaire, calendar and on a special issue QSL card.

Polish Radio has been around a long time. A predecessor station first aired a broadcast for foreign listeners some 65 years ago. The initial broadcast in 1927 from a 12-kW station at Katowice was heard as far away as North Africa and New Zealand—an unexpected range then attributed, improbably, to the presence of extensive coal deposits near the transmitter site.

By 1935, the Polish station was a government operation, no longer just an experiment, but a serious effort to reach expatriated Poles with programs in Polish, English, and French.
WHEN THE WIND BLOWS

Andrew Bonnie, Charley, Danielle, and Earl. Those are the names selected for the first five hurricanes of 1992. Perhaps by the time you've read this, some will already be (I hope not too destructive) history. Frances, Georges, Hermine, Ivan, and Jeanne. Those are the next five pre-selected names for this year's tropical storms, several of which may blow up during the next month or so, if the usual weather patterns prevail.

Hurricanes are scary natural events, always dangerous, often destructive, and sometimes lethal. If you live too close for comfort to the threatened Atlantic or Gulf coastal areas, getting up-to-date weather information can be important to your safety. If you live far enough inland to feel safe from high winds and tides, keeping your own hurricane watch still can be fascinating. Shortwave radio, naturally, is a great way to stay in touch.

An early warning of a possible hurricane-to-be can come from the special Atlantic weather warnings broadcast over the U.S. government's standard time and frequency station, WWV beginning at 8 minutes past each hour, and continuing around the clock on 2,500, 5,000, 10,000, 15,000, and 20,000 kHz. More details on WWV's transmissions can be found in DX Listening in the May issue of Popular Electronics.

A tropical storm becomes a force-1 hurricane when winds reach 74 mph; at 96 mph, the hurricane becomes a force-2 blow; at 111 mph, it is classified as force 3. A force-4 level has winds of 131 to 155 mph. Anything stronger than that is a horrific force 5! There are, of course, a number of shortwave broadcasters that announce the geographic coordinates of the major hurricane storm centers as they weave their way across the tropical waters.

During hurricane season, especially, I like to tune in each weekday to Trans World Radio on Bonaire, the island just off the northern coast of South America. The Caribbean weather follows TWR's 1130 UTC News on 11,815 or 15,345 kHz. You might also like to write to Sally Rork at TWR's English Mail Department, in care of Trans World Radio, PO Box 700, Cary, NC 27512-0700, for one of the station's Hurricane Tracking Charts. The chart will let you plot the course of seasonal storms as their geographic coordinates are given in the weather broadcasts. There is no charge for this map and hurricane info pamphlet, but I'm sure TWR would appreciate it if you would tuck a buck into request letter to cover postage and handling costs.

MAIL CALL

Chuck Roswell—the frequency coordinator for TWR who passed along the hurricane tracking data in a recent letter—also has a tip for those who may still have some problems in keeping the date (which corresponds to UTC) straight when writing reception reports to SW stations.

For a general explanation, check last month's column. But as an additional helper, Chuck suggests that "having a clock set to UTC in the listening post is an important step in keeping the date sorted out." It is even good idea to post a reminder note next to the clock. For example, 8PM EDT corresponds to UTC midnight the next day.

By the way, SWL's who tune the ham bands as well, may note Chuck, PJ4CR, on the Divi-Divi, amateur-radio net on 14,340-kHz upper sideband at 1130 UTC, Sundays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays.

John Peedell, Long Branch, N.J. writes to say that some times and frequencies of certain stations, which I mentioned in a recent column "are all wrong." Helpfully, he goes on to offer some corrected times and frequencies. Well, John, we're both victims of the same double problem: changing times and frequencies of SW stations and the several month leadtime in preparing, publishing and distributing a magazine like Popular Electronics. While, to the best of my knowledge, the schedules are correct when this column is written, they may, in fact, change before you get to read them. Ironically, John, some of your corrected data already has become outdated since you wrote.

So what are we to do? I'll continue to select times and frequencies that I hope will be in use for at least several months. I hope that readers will understand that sometimes there will have been changes in times and frequencies before the dates appear in print here. But if that happens, try tuning around the same SW band. It's a fair bet, at least with a major SW broadcaster, that you will stumble across the new frequency, plus or minus a hundred kHz or so.

DOWN THE DIAL

Next, some targets for avid SWLs to chase:

CANADA—The Northern Quebec Service of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has long been an SWL favorite. The domestic shortwave programming is directed to isolated listeners in Canada's far north. Tune in this one at around 1430 UTC on 9,625 kHz.

COLOMBIA—This is a Latin country from which, over the years, few stations have ever broadcast English-language programming. Now, however, the government's Radio Nacional de Colombia is airing an English program, including some DX'ing information, on Saturdays at 2330 UTC on 11,822.5 and 17,865 kHz. Reports may be sent to PO Box 94321, Bogota, Colombia.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC—This Latin country is under-represented on shortwave these days. But you may find Radio Norte on 4,800 kHz, broadcasting in Spanish with lots of salsa about 0500 UTC.

MOROCCO—Among the Voice of America's African relay stations is one at Tangier, near the entrance to the Mediterranean. You may find one of VOA's English programs airing at around 1830 UTC on 21,625 kHz.

SIERRA LEONE—An interesting West African shortwave outlet is the Sierra Leone Broadcasting Service on 3,315 kHz, whose English programs for local audiences can include news, obituaries, and toothpaste commercials.
Some New Products and Some Questions Answered

By Joseph J. Carr, K4IPV

From time to time, we dip into the mailbag and pick out a question or two and/or new product announcements for this column. While it is impossible to dedicate this space to answering all queries, we try to pick out some that are of general interest, or those that more than a few readers have expressed an interest in. But first let's take a look at a couple of products for ham-radio operators.

**QSK Switch**

A QSK switch is connected between the mechanical relay that's energized by either an RF-sensitive switching circuit (that senses the transceiver's RF output) or an AC or DC line to an internal relay contact inside the transceiver. Very good linear-amplifier switching systems use vacuum relays (which are faster than other mechanical relays) for that purpose.

There are some problems with the usual QSK switch. First, the mechanical switch is not as fast as the PIN diode switching inside the transceiver, so "relay race" conditions occur. In addition, the de-energizing of the mechanical relay does not occur as rapidly as PIN diode switching inside the transceiver. That means that there is a brief instant when the linear amplifier is operating, but there is no RF drive. That condition has the potential to reduce the life of the overpriced tubes that are found in high-power linear amplifiers. Also, such hot switching is a source of TVI, BCI, and key clicks (on CW).

The Ameritron (921 Louisville Road, Starkville, MS, 39759, 1-800-647-1800) Model QSK-5 external QSK switch ($349) is one solution to the problem. The QSK-5 (which uses PIN diode switching) is six times faster than vacuum relays, so it comes closer to matching the speed of modern transceiver switching. At the same time, it preserves linear-amplifier tubes by turning off their plate current between dots, dashes, and digital words.

It will handle 2500 watts PEP, and 2000 watts in normal service (VSWR < 1.5:1).

In continuous modes (such as RTTY, SSTV, and FM), the Ameritron QSK-5 will handle 750 watts, unless the optional CF-5 cooling fan ($39.95) is used to boost power handling to 1500 watts continuous. The QSK-5 external switch will accommodate keying voltages of up to 25 volts.

**Linear-Amplifier Protector**

Two other Ameritron products—the ICP-120 and ICP-240 In-Rush Current Protectors for linear amplifiers—struck me as quite useful, even though many amateurs don't understand the need for such devices. One of the causes of vacuum-tube failure is filament damage due to an in-rush of current at turn-on. At turn/on the filament is cold, so when power is applied to the tube filament, the stress placed on the filament can cause it to burn out.

The ICP-120 and ICP-240 are designed to prolong the life of the tubes by placing a current-limiting resistor in the primary AC circuit for a short while. That allows the filament to heat up a bit before allowing full-power operation. That's an old trick that is used extensively on broadcast and communications transmitters, but it is one that rarely used in ham linear amplifiers.

The ICP-120/ICP-240 also contain varistors to protect the equipment from high-voltage spikes on the AC power line. Without that, those spikes can wreck the rectifier diodes inside the linear amplifier's power-supply circuit.
modern parts, especially IC's, are marked with printing that is too small for him to see. I can identify with that problem.

For those in that predicament, there is the Optivisor—a magnifying glass with an adjustable headband. It comes with a 2× lens, and you can buy new lenses with magnification factors of up to 10×. There's also an eye-loupe attachment that doubles the power, albeit at the expense of shortening the focal length. Optivisors are available at hobby shops, jewelry-making shops, rockhound/gem shops, and shops that sell a complete line of jeweler's tools. I understand that Edmund Scientific (101 E. Gloucester Pike, Barrington, NJ, 08007-1380) also sells them.

**TERMINATING LONG-WIRE ANTENNAS**

Some sharp-eyed readers spotted the obvious that others overlooked. The long-wire antenna (see Fig. 1A) consists of a wire radiator element, a downlead, an antenna-tuning unit, and a grounded terminating resistor (R1) at the far end of the wire element. If the wire element is placed at a height of 20 to 30 feet (a usual height for practical ham antennas), the resistor should be about 500 ohms. It should be a high-power, non-inductive type (i.e., a resistor made of carbon composition or metal film over a large ceramic form).

A reader wrote me about a previous article and asked about that terminating resistor. "All very well and good, but doesn't the long lead between the resistor and ground kinda mess up the ground connection?" Yep, it makes the grounding less effective, and adds a vertically polarized component to the radiated wave, thereby distorting the pattern.

A better solution is to use a counterpoise ground at the far end of the resistor. "So what's a counterpoise ground?" It's nothing more than a fancy engineering word for a ¼ radial that forms a ground plane. Figure 1B shows the use of a radial placed at one end of the terminating resistor. It works better than simply grounding the resistor directly. As with other radials, the use of one radial per ham band is good, but more is better. Try using three or four radials per band as a minimum.

---

**SPECTRUM-ANALYZER FILTERS**

A reader recently wrote to take me to task about not including some information about filters in the discussion of spectrum analyzers a few months back. With the wideband filters typically used in low-cost spectrum analyzers, much information is lost because the circuit cannot distinguish two or more signals that are close together. A narrow-band filter will separate those signals.

Some commercial spectrum analyzers use wideband filters, but also have one or more narrowband filters to improve resolution. Try using 1-kHz filters or less (e.g., 500- or 240-Hz CW filters) in the IF output of your homebrew spectrum analyzer.

---

The ICP-120 and ICP-240 In-Rush Current Protector for linear amplifiers (another Ameritron product) can help increase the life of tubes by preventing filament damage due to in-rush current at turn on.

![Image](image_url)

**Fig. 1.** The traditional configuration for a long-wire antenna is shown in A; shown in B is a version of the long-wire antenna with radials replacing the ground connection.

**COMPENSATING FOR POOR EYESIGHT**

Another reader lamented that he is middle aged and his eyesight is poorer today than 20-years ago. The reader complained that a previous article "is about tubes and IC's, etc., but does nothing for people like me with bad eyesight."

There's nothing in that article about filters, and you know they are critical in modern RF gear. I'm sure many of your readers have similar problems. As I said in my previous article, it's getting harder to read information in these hobby magazines. Even digital information is difficult to read, due to the use of small fonts. What's the solution to this problem? I'm sure many of your readers would like to know.

---
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You say that the cost of handheld scanners has gotten higher than Kansas cornstalks in August? You say that you would like to have a handheld, but you'll wait until a decent one comes along at the right price? Well, we say that maybe you should consider the Radio Shack Realistic PRO-41. At $119.95, that's about as low cost as new handhelds get.

For that price, you get a scanner that is keyboard programmable and has all of the features you like—well, at least most of them. It has scan delay, channel lockouts, keyboard lock, low-battery beep, a BNC antenna connector, and an earphone jack. It's also extremely simple to operate, and is smaller than a lot of other handhelds that we've seen. The frequencies covered are the standard 29.54-MHz, 137.174-MHz, and 405.512-MHz bands. The PRO-41 operates on five "AA" batteries or an AC adapter.

There are a couple of trade-offs that allow the PRO-41 to be relatively inexpensive. First, it has only 10 memory channels, far less than the 20, or 100, or 200 memory channels available in other current Realistic handhelds. Second, the PRO-41's LCD readout doesn't display the actual frequency or provide any status information; it only displays, by channel number, which of the scanner's memory channels is being received. If those two features are acceptable to your needs, then you have a shot at getting a decent little scanner at a good price.

OLD BUSINESS
Last February, we mentioned that reader Nelson Eshelman was attempting to locate the company that once produced a scanner known as the ADC SS-16. It was a unit that was unknown to us, but not to Daniel Mellem, of West Covina, CA. Dan advises that this set came from Alpha Delta Communications, and that in 1988 their address was Box 571, Centerville, OH 45459. He doesn't know if the address is still good, or if this company is the same Alpha Delta Communications, Inc., that currently makes surge protectors, SWL antennas, and lightning arresters—but that Alpha Delta has a current address of PO. Box 51117, Phoenix, AZ 85076.

Try the Ohio address, and if that doesn't work, start tracking!

NEW BUSINESS
A letter from Dwain A. Coufal, Temple, TX, was the most recent addition to a healthy stock of letters requesting frequency information for scanning at Walt Disney World, Universal City, and other major Florida attractions. This is prime vacation time, so it's as good a time as any to toss out some frequencies. It is worth mentioning that apparently not all tourist attractions appreciate (or allow) the use of handheld scanners in their facilities by guests.

For starters, there are far more frequencies in use than I have the space to mention here. Walt Disney World alone has well over 100 scanner frequencies in use, including pagers, wireless mikes, construction crews, maintenance workers, etc. But the security force is on 464.40 and 464.125 MHz, while the fire fighters use 154.43, 463.875, and 453.925 MHz. The monorails use 462.575 MHz, with the submarines at "20,000 Leagues" on 151.895 MHz.

At Universal City Studios,
almost 20 frequencies are used. A few are 461.75, 462.925, 463.6125, 463.6625, and 463.7125 MHz.

There are at least 40 frequencies in use at Sea World, including 151.775, 461.10, 461.85, 464.2875, and 464.525 MHz.

The complete professional-grade monitoring guide to scanner frequencies throughout the entire state of Florida is the new 424-page Florida Communications Guide. It lists public safety, news media, marine, resorts, tourist attractions, theme parks, businesses, and many other services. It contains maps, frequency-usage data, code signals, and much more. Listings are by county and city, with a frequency sort, too. Published this year, the book—which weighs more than two pounds—will certainly be indispensable when monitoring anywhere in Florida. It costs $29.95, plus $3.50 for UPS delivery, from CRB Research Books, Inc., P.O. Box 56, Comack, NY 11725. (If you’re a New York State resident, please add $2.68 sales tax.)

Other professional guides now available in this series include one covering Massachusetts; one for Virginia and the Washington, DC area; and one for the New York City, Long Island, and Northern New Jersey metro area. Check with CRB Research for additional information.

FROM THE MAIL SACK

Someone gave Kenneth Warner a European scanner. Unfortunately, the unit isn't working properly and needs some repairs. The set is a Handic 1600, which Kenneth tells us originated in Sweden. He wrote to the company in Sweden, but got no reply. Now he'd like to know if any of our readers can furnish him with a schematic or an address in the United States where he can send the scanner for a repair.

Anyone who can help him can contact Kenneth Warner directly at HCR 62, Box 478, Center Harbor, NH 03226.

F.G. Hutchinson, of Redwood City, CA, reports that Space Shuttle launches usually mean that he can tune his scanner to 145.585 MHz and get an earful of the Shuttle crews communicating with the NASA people at Houston. He is curious about the source of these transmissions.

In some areas of the nation, ham operators rebroadcast Space Shuttle communications for others who are interested in hearing this traffic, but who don't have the means to copy it directly. The most popular bands are 144-148 MHz and 420-450 MHz. F.G.'s report of 145.585 MHz identifies what he is hearing as one of those transmissions.

Inbound aircraft frequency require special arrangements on the ground, such as hotel rooms to be reserved for passengers, or that the plane be met by certain persons, limousines, or even an ambulance. Commercial airlines handle these communications on "company" frequencies, but private and corporate aircraft handle such communications and similar ones (like checking for fuel or service availability) on certain specific frequencies. At airports with control towers, listen on 122.95 MHz for those communications. At helicopter pads, try 123.05 and 123.075 MHz. At smaller airports, monitor 122.7, 122.8, 122.85, and 123.0 MHz. Military airports use 372.2 MHz for this type of traffic.

Digital Video Stabilizer
Eliminates All Video Copyguards

While watching rental movies, you will notice annoying periodic color darkening, color shift, unwanted lines, flashing or jagged edges. This is caused by the copy protection jamming signals embedded in the video tape, such as Macrovision copy protection. The DIGITAL VIDEO STABILIZER: 100% COMPLETELY ELIMINATES ALL COPY PROTECTIONS AND JAMMING SIGNALS AND BRINGS YOU CRYSTAL CLEAR PICTURES.

WARNING

THE DIGITAL VIDEO STABILIZER IS INTENDED FOR PRIVATE HOME USE ONLY. IT IS NOT INTENDED TO COPY RENTAL MOVIES OR COPYRIGHTED VIDEO TAPES THAT MAY CONSTITUTE COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT.

FEATURES

- Easy to use and a snap to install
- State-of-the-art Microchip technology
- 100% automatic
- Compatible to all types of VCRs and TVs
- The best and most exciting Video Stabilizer in the market
- Light weight (it weighs more than 2.68 sales tax)

Immediate use with a Handic 1600.

Prices

CR-200 $29.95
CR-400 $59.95

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

FREE 20 page catalog

To Order: $59.95 ea + $5 for p & h
Visa, M/C, COD Mon-Fri: 9-6 EST
1-800-445-9285
ZENY KORP. DEPT. CPE8
3670-12 WEST OCEANSIDE RD. OCEANSIDE, NY 11572

Circle 7 on free information card

Cable TV Descramblers
How You Can Save Money on Cable Rental Fees

Bullet Proof

1 Unit $5+

BBEC Super Tri-Bi Audio...$119.95...$45
Var. Gain Adjustment...$119.95...$45
Jerrold Super Tri-Bi...$109.95...$39
Scientific Atlanta...$109.95...$39
Pioneer...$109.95...$39
Panasonic Z721C-05...$99.95...$39
Sanyo Converter...$99.95...$39
Digital Video Stabilizer...$59.95...$29
Wireless Video Sender...$99.95...$29

US Cable'll Beat Anyone's Price
Advertised in this Magazine!

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

FREE 20 page catalog

Visa, M/C, COD or send money order to:
U.S. Cable TV Inc. Dept. KPE8
4100 N. Powerline Rd., Bldg. F-6
Pompano Beach, FL 33073
1-800-772-6244

For Our Record

1. the undersigned do hereby declare under penalty of perjury that all products purchased, new or used, are, and will remain, in this country, and are for personal use only, for use at this present address. The undersigned agrees to notify the appropriate federal, state, and local officials of all transactions involving ownership of cable system equipment. The undersigned agrees to notify the appropriate federal, state, and local officials of all transactions involving ownership of cable system equipment.

Date:____________________
Signed:__________________

No Florida Sales!
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Lost Users Manuals
by Bill Smith, N6MQS

Lost Users Manuals

KENWOOD TH-X15
KENWOOD TH-X15, TH-65, TH-95

Instructions for: Alinco, ICOM, Kenwood, Uniden and Yaesu.
See back cover for specific radios.

Number 1 $19.95

Lost Users Manuals

ELECTRONICS LIBRARY

Judging from the number of letters sent each month to the “Haves & Needs” section of Popular Electronics’ Letters column, there is a great demand for user’s manuals, particularly from readers who buy second-hand gear that’s missing the original documentation. It’s hard to get the most out of a high-tech radio if you don’t know the functions of all the keys. Directly addressing the problem, this book provides instructions for various radios manufactured by Kenwood (27 models), ICOM (23 models), Yaesu (20 models), Uniden (5 models), and Alinco (3 models). Serving as a quick-reference guide for operating an electronic radio, the book explains the functions of each key and the meaning of display symbols and prompts. Included are key-by-key instructions for performing most of the basic functions, as well as alternate and advanced key functions. Rather than reprints of entire original manuals, the book provides condensed versions that include illustrations of the controls and displays with all features clearly labeled, specifications charts, and explanations of mode settings and keystrokes required to accomplish specific functions. A glossary of terms is also included.

Lost Users Manual costs $19.95 and is published by Artsci, Inc., P.O. Box 1848, Burbank, CA 91507. Tel: 818-843-4080; Fax: 818-846-2298.

CIRCLE #6 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

ELECTRONIC AND COMPUTER CATALOG: SPRING 1992
from American Design Components

Geared to meet the various needs of today’s hobbyists, small and large manufacturers, schools, universities, researchers, engineers and computer buffs, this 48-page, fully-illustrated catalog includes a wide selection of electronic gadgets, computers, and related parts and components. It describes such components as integrated circuits, semiconductors, LEDs, connectors, switches, relays, fans, rechargeable batteries, pumps, motors, and power supplies. Also featured are computers and related products such as floppy- and hard-disk drives, monitors, add-on boards, and game accessories. The products are accompanied by photographs, descriptions, and pricing information.

The Spring 1992 Catalog is free upon request from American Design Components, P.O. Box 2601, Secaucus, NJ 07096-2601; Tel: 800-776-3700.

CIRCLE #7 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

BOB GROSSBLATT’S GUIDE TO CREATIVE CIRCUIT DESIGN
by Robert Grossblatt

In this book, one of our favorite authors uses a combination of practical experience, common sense, and a hint of humor to teach readers what it takes to bring their ideas to life in working circuits. He explains each step from concept to reality with easy-to-grasp design and construction details for several basic electronic modules. Then he challenges readers to go beyond the basics and combine those modules into larger, more complex projects.

Throughout the book, scientific method is emphasized. Each of the fundamental steps required to build a functioning circuit is explained: listing design criteria, choosing components, calculating component values, identifying alternatives, setting operating parameters, and creating block diagrams. Once the basic cir-
This eight-page brochure contains both a catalog of products and a detailed guide to power protection. It opens with an explanation of the variety of power problems that can adversely affect the performance of computers and peripherals, as well as other sensitive electronics, including modems, telephones, fax machines, and VCRs. The guide also includes descriptions of the three basic types of power protection: surge suppression, voltage regulation, and uninterruptible power supplies (UPS). Each section explains the applications best suited for each type of protection, as well as what features and specifications to look for when selecting a device.

The catalog section describes the full line of Perma Power protection products. Specifications and applications information are provided on surge suppressors, power control centers, automatic voltage regulators, and UPS power systems. Details such as block diagrams, pinouts, and oscilloscope traces are included.


GUIDE TO POWER PROTECTION AND CATALOG OF POWER PROTECTION PRODUCTS
from Perma Power

This eight-page brochure contains both a catalog of products and a detailed guide to power protection. It opens with an explanation of the variety of power problems that can adversely affect the performance of computers and peripherals, as well as other sensitive electronics, including modems, telephones, fax machines, and VCRs. The guide also includes descriptions of the three basic types of power protection: surge suppression, voltage regulation, and uninterruptible power supplies (UPS). Each section explains the applications best suited for each type of protection, as well as what features and specifications to look for when selecting a device.

The catalog section describes the full line of Perma Power protection products. Specifications and applications information are provided on surge suppressors, power control centers, automatic voltage regulators, and UPS power systems. Details such as block diagrams, pinouts, and oscilloscope traces are included.


Camcorder Video: Shooting & Editing Techniques by Joan Merrill

Aimed at everyone who wants to make their tapes look more polished—home-video makers, business people who use camcorders for simple in-house productions, professional wedding videographers, and film and video students—this book offers practical and helpful suggestions and techniques for producing professional-quality videotapes. The book is divided into four distinct sections. The first begins with an in-depth examination of the camcorder including discussions of its development, how it works, how to expand its capabilities using accessories, and how to properly maintain it. The second section concentrates on shooting, beginning with the basics of lighting, focusing, taking steady pictures, and getting good sound quality. Also explained are shots and sequences, light and color, and advanced sound techniques. Titled “Subjects,” the third section covers such topics as shooting special events (office presentations, weddings, athletic events) and special productions (music videos, family histories, and time capsules). Post-production editing is discussed in Part Four, which explains the types of equipment used, how to use a personal computer for video production, and how to create an aesthetically pleasing finished product. The book includes a glossary of terms and a list of films that can be rented on videotape that illustrate many of the points made in the text.

Camcorder Video: Shooting & Editing Techniques costs $45 in hardcover or $24.95 in paperback and is published by Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632.
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FULL- OR PART-TIME BUSINESS:
You can make good money in VCR repair!

Professional-level home study program. You will master easy-to-learn high-profit repairs without investing in high-tech instruments or an expensive workshop.

Send or call today for more information on our approved home study course.

Free career kit: 800-223-4542

Name
Address
City State Zip

The School of VCR Repair
2245 Perimeter Park, Dept. VJ431
Atlanta, Georgia 30341
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**NEW PRODUCTS**

Iron-On PC-Pattern System

You can make instant iron-on printed-circuit board patterns, faceplates, component overlays, and custom decals from any laser printer or photocopier, using Dyna Art Designs' Toner Transfer System. The system consists of five 8½ x 11-inch sheets of a special process paper, an iron cover sheet, and full instructions. With standard paper stock, the toner gets "locked" into the paper fibers; when ironed onto a substrate, there is no way to remove the paper base without destroying the transferred image. The Toner Transfer System's process paper has a special top coating that allows it to accept 100% of the toner image, fully fused into the soft, absorbent top coating. The coating dissolves when exposed to water, releasing the toner from the paper fiber base.

transferred to the Toner Transfer paper using a 300-dpi laser printer or a dry photocopier. Next the image is ironed directly onto a blank copper-clad board for two minutes. Finally, the board is soaked in plain water for one minute, causing the paper to fall off, but leaving the etch-resist toner pattern intact.

When making custom decals, the system allows you to transfer even full-color pictures to create spectacular visual project enclosures, labels, clear plastic LCD/LED display windows, and much more. Decal fabrication requires the use of clear lacquer spray paint and denatured alcohol.

The Toner Transfer System costs $9.95 plus $2.50 shipping and handling (California residents must add 8½% sale tax). For more information, contact Dyna Art Designs, 3535 Stillmeadow Lane, Lancaster, CA 93536; Tel: 805-943-4746.

CIRCLE 101 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

Designed for use in homes or businesses, Radio Shack's Safe House Model VSS-100 video surveillance system makes it easy to monitor activities in remote locations. The system consists of a high-resolution video camera, a 9-inch black-and-white video monitor, an adjustable mounting bracket, and a 60-foot, plug-in connecting cable. Up to three optional 100-foot extension cables can be added, allowing a distance of up to 360 feet between camera and monitor. The adjustable mounting bracket allows the user to position the camera at the most desirable viewing angle. The system delivers a high-quality image even in low-light conditions. A high-sensitivity microphone can be used for monitoring a baby's nursery or a toddler's play area. The monitor has a VCR output, allowing the user to record activities for later viewing.

The Safe House Model VSS-100 video surveillance system (Cat. No. 49-2500) costs $299.95 at Radio Shack stores nationwide. Optional 100-foot extension cables cost $34.95, and the VCR connecting cable costs $7.95. For further information, contact Radio Shack, 700 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102.

CIRCLE 102 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

AUTORANGING DIGITAL MULTIMETER

Its rugged case, extra-large display, and small size make the Model 380501 digital multimeter from Extech particularly well suited for industrial field work. The handheld DMM's measurement functions include AC and DC voltage and current, resistance, diode check, and audible continuity. The ¾-inch LCD readout provides clear readings of all measurements. The Model 380501's features include automatic polarity, low-battery indicator, data hold, overload protection, and automatic or manual range selection. The
3½-digit multimeter measures just 5½ x 3 x 1½ inches and weighs 10 ounces.

The Model 380501 autoranging multimeter costs $79.00. For additional information, contact Extech Instruments Corporation, 335 Bear Hill Road, Waltham, MA 02154; Tel: 617-890-7440, Fax: 617-890-7864.

**CIRCLE 103 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD**

**MOBILE ANTENNAS**

Designed to fill the need for a high-performance antenna system that also maintains a "low profile," Electron Processing has introduced the Signal Scoop and Super Signal Scoop (pictured) mobile antennas.

Both are extremely easy to install, using suction cups to attach to either the inside or outside of a vehicle's windows, and can be transferred between vehicles effortlessly. The suction-cup mounts will not leave marks on the windows, as often happens from repeated magnet-mount use.

Six models are available. For the widest frequency range, the Signal Scoop-AB covers 0.53-1200 MHz and is ideal for use with super-wide coverage worldband and scanner receivers. For worldband, SWL, and AM reception, the Signal Scoop-SWL covers 0.53-30 MHz and is "peaked" for great shortwave reception. Mobile scanner users could opt for the Signal Scoop-SFT, which covers 25-1200 MHz, including FM and TV-broadcast bands. Those same three ranges are covered by three models of Super Signal Scoop (AB, SWL, and SFT), each of which also includes an internal signal intensifier. All models have a 12-inch reception element and come with 15 feet of coaxial cable with either BNC, PL259, or Motorola-type connector installed.

In any of their three configurations, the Signal Scoop and Super Signal Scoop mobile antennas cost $45 and $80, respectively. (There is an additional $5 shipping and handling charge.) For more information, contact Electron Processing, Inc., P.O. Box 68, Cedar, MI 49621; Tel: 616-228-7020.

**CIRCLE 104 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD**

**ENERGY-SAVING CELLULAR PHONE**

A popular phone with users in Canada, Europe, and the Far East, Sanyo's Model CMP-330 is compact (2.3 x 7.1 x 1.2 inches), lightweight, and easy to use. The cellular phone features a convenient stand-alone housing and a desktop charger that also acts as a storage area for the phone when it is not in use. Special battery-saving circuitry extends talk/standby time for up to 100 minutes of talk time (based on 1/2 maximum power) and 14 hours of standby time. The phone's 100-number speed-dialing feature allows numbers to be retrieved using the alphanumeric code or preset-number scan. With scratchpad memory, the LCD readout can be used to take down a number during a call. For people who need separate business numbers or numbers for use in different cities, a special multi-number-assignment feature allows the connection of up to three separate numbers to the telephone. For money-conscious users, the phone gives a warning beep 50 seconds into each minute of a call, so the user can hang up the phone before the minute (the most common billing unit) is over.

The CMP-330 contains hard and soft-lock security options that are accessed with a four-digit personal security code. The hard-lock option ensures that only one emergency number can be dialed without entering the security code. The soft-lock option allows only the first five numbers in digital memory to be accessed. Other features offered by the phone include a 30-character display with animated graphic indicators, an on-screen help menu, last-number/recent-number redial, automatic repeat redialing, mute, 50 rur mode A/B cellular system selection, air-time indicators, a signal-strength meter, a battery charger with AC adaptor, a low battery alarm, and a retractable whisk antenna.

A full line of accessories is available, including a "Hands-Free Kit" that consists of a car-mounting cradle that combines a built-in amplifier, speaker, remote wired microphone, battery charger with a 12-volt power supply, and antenna output for completely hands-free operation.

The CMP-330 cellular telephone has a suggested retail price of $899.99. For more information, contact Sanyo, 21350 Lassen Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311-2329; Tel: 818-998-7322; Fax: 818-701-4149.

**CIRCLE 105 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD**
THINK TANK
(Continued from page 76)

—Andy Barfield, Blanden-
boro, NC

Certainly short and
sweet. Depending on how
many extensions you have
on the line, you readers
might have to select a
neon bulb with a lower
voltage rating.

TELEPHONE
RECORDING CONTROL

I am fourteen years old. I
have been receiving Popu-
lar Electronics for months
now and I enjoy it very
much. Here is my first con-
tribution to Think Tank.

This circuit is an automa-
tic telephone recording
control. It allows easy au-
tomatic recording of your
phone calls (see Fig. 4). The
circuit is powered by the
cassette recorder remote
jack. Your recorder may
require the polarity of PL2 to
be reversed. The voltage
across the telephone line is
normally 48 volts, so current
flows through BR1 (which
insures correct polarity to
the circuit at all times), D1 (a
20-volt Zener diode), R2,
and G1. That causes Q1 to
draw, which turns off Q2.
When a phone is taken off
hook, the voltage drops to
about 5 volts. Diode D1
hardly conducts, which
causes Q1 to turn off. Tran-
sistor Q2 is now allowed to
turn on. That starts the re-
corder by completing the
circuit to its remote-control
input via PL2. The tele-
phone audio is provided to
the recorder via R1, C1, and
C2 (the capacitors block
the phone-line DC).

To use the circuit, just
connect it across the tele-
phone line at any
convenient location. I used
a modular plug. Then plug
PL1 into the microphone
jack, PL2 into the remote-
control jack, and put the
recorder on record. The re-
corder should start
recording only after a
phone is lifted off-hook.

—Charles Anderson,
Wakefield, MA

Okay. It's kind of interest-
ing that Q2 doesn't shut
itself off by reducing current
flow through R3. If that
causes anyone's circuit to
"chatter," reduce the value
of R3.

PHONE LINE "TESTER"

My circuit consists of a
few different IC chips and
one line-sense relay. By the
way, both the relay and U2,
a DTMF (dual-tone multi-
frequency) receiver chip,
are manufactured by the
Teltone Corporation (22421
20th Ave. SE, Bothell, WA
98021; Tel. 1-800-426-3926
or 206-487-1515). They have
a great component data
book that I received for free
by writing to them. Using a
line-sense relay and the
DTMF detector chip makes
this a legal interface for
phone-line use according to
FCC Part 68.

The line-sense relay sim-
ply detects the loop current
on the phone line to deter-
nine if the phone is on or
off hook. I picked that spe-
cific one because it only
places 9 ohms of resistance
in the line. When the line
relay closes, it pulls pin 38
low and pin 11 goes high
(representing off-hook sta-
tus) and enables U2's
detection circuitry.

Now if someone were to
touch, say 4, on the
touch-tone pad of a phone
connected to the line, the
signal produced by the
phone would be detected
and amplified by U2's in-
ternal difference amplifier.

Fig. 4. You can keep track of your calls with this circuit and a
simple tape recorder. The circuit will activate the recorder any
time the phone is taken off hook.

Fig. 5. This is quite an intense telephone indicator. It tells you when the phone is off hook, the
dialing method used, and lights on LED to indicate which digit was pressed or dialed.
and sent to the multi-frequency decoders in the chip. A few milliseconds after that, pin 34 and pin 29 would go high, indicating the presence of the tone and that it was decoding, respectively. Next one of the 12 led’s (LED5—LED16) would light to indicate which touch-tone signal was detected. In this case, it would light LED8, coming off of pin 24.

The circuit can also detect dial-pulse signals originating from a rotary telephone. As soon as it sees the pattern of a dial pulse signal, it sends pin 10 high, indicating a detection. After it counts all the pulses, it makes pin 34 and the appropriate LED output go high.

You can hear both the DTMF tones and both parties talking on the output speaker SPKR1. Of course, this should only be used as a “testing” device because “eavesdropping” is illegal.

The best part about this circuit is that it is hardly “visible” on the phone line in the way of resistance (impedance) and inductance (4 mH at 1 kHz). I designed the circuit to monitor my phone line and to test touch-tone pads.

I like tinkering with electronics and, just in case you were wondering, I’m 14 years old. Well, did this one earn me a book, John?

—Stan Blosser, Fruitport, MI

Not only did you earn a book, you’ve earned my respect, too. It’s really nice seeing a young person taking an interest in the technology that is changing our lives.

Well, that’s all we have room for this month. Until next time, send your circuits to me at Think Tank, Popular Electronics, 500-B Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735.

COMPUTER BITS

(Continued from page 71)

Seven make some of the best standard super VGA cards.

For example, ATI’s VGA Wonder XL with 1MB of memory goes for well under $250 (you need 1MB to attain 1024 × 768 resolution with 16 colors). One notch up is a class of products called graphics accelerators, which function much like standard VGA controllers, but faster. Cards in this category typically go for $250–$450; one example is ATI’s Graphics Vantage ($420).

Next up are coprocessed cards, which include on-board special-purpose CPUs (typically T1s 34010 or 34020). These cards are most expensive ($450 and up), but can provide screaming-fast performance. For example, my main system includes a Hercules’ Graphics Station Plus, which goes for about $700. Just over the horizon is local-bus video, which will provide a dedicated path between the motherboard CPU and the video system. LBV promises coprocessor performance at super VGA prices. As for the monitor, a mono VGA unit is the minimum. A comfortable system includes a 14- or 15-inch screen with 1024 × 768 resolution.

Nice is a 16-inch or larger monitor. Important: Whatever monitor you buy, make darned sure it is non-interlaced. Interlaced monitors paint alternate lines in successive vertical scans down the screen, which causes flickering. They’re cheaper, but can be very hard on the eyes. The best monitors are non-interlaced, and can support a 72-Hz video-sync rate.

We’ll continue this discussion when we get together next time. In the meantime, here’s one additional piece of advice: Don’t buy a low-end system with lots of extras. Your money is better spent on a midrange or high-end system with the features you really need.

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH

You’ve seen me harping (pun intended) about multimedia for several years. Microsoft’s Multimedia Beethoven: The Ninth Symphony is like a dream come true. A single CD (playable in both a regular audio system) and a multimedia PC, contains a quality performance of Beethoven’s most famous work by the Vienna Philharmonic. It also contains on-going commentary that explains the structure and meaning of each movement. How different themes develop throughout the piece, simplified MIDI samples of many themes, a game to test your musical knowledge, English and German translations of Schiller’s Ode to Joy, a hypertext dictionary of musical terms, historical background, and more.

The product was created in ToolBook (discussed in this column in the July, 1991 issue) by Robert Winer, a professor of music at UCLA, developed the commentary. If you like the Ninth, you’ll love Multimedia Beethoven. If you’re interested in multimedia, it is a must-see.

Forrest Mims
Engineer’s Notebook

Over 750,000 readers of earlier editions of
The Forrest Mims Engineer’s Notebook agree—nobody knows practical IC applications like Forrest Mims! This newly-revised edition contains hundreds of proven, tested circuits—hand-drawn by Forrest—using today’s most popular linear, TTL, and CMOS ICs. Forrest gives you full data for each device and circuit—pin numbers, logic tables, supply voltages, and signal waveforms—so you can quickly duplicate each circuit. There’s also practical information on construction methods, troubleshooting, and interfacing different IC families. If you work with ICs you gotta get this book!

Only $14.95 at bookstores or electronic parts dealers. Or order direct from HighText: Add $3 shipping ($4 to Canada, $5 elsewhere). CA please add sales tax. U.S. funds only please.
nators may require that the vendor's parts be removed from equipment already in service.

Most contractors have a Preferred Parts List (PLL) that is designed to minimize the number of different Mil-Parts supplied by the various vendors who make the black-boxes for a given device. Parts listed on the PLL are invariably derived from the Mil-Spec QPL's.

Because of recent problems with counterfeit components, most manufacturers of aerospace electronics equipment have in-house component test programs that screen all purchased parts to verify that they meet the intended military quality.

Non-Standard Parts. A non-standard part is one that is not listed in the QPL. It is sometimes necessary to use non-standard parts in military equipment for reasons of performance or for unusual power-handling requirements. If the engineer wants to use a non-standard part in a design, he or she must generate a non-standard part specification (NSP), which is then submitted to DESC or the customer-quality representatives for approval. The NSP and the approval process ensure that the non-standard part can later be obtained from another source even if the present device supplier ceases production on the part.

Radiation Hardening. Radiation occurs naturally in small quantities on Earth, and in large quantities in space, where our atmosphere does not provide a shield for cosmic radiation or the radiation of the Van Allen belt. Radiation on the Earth can also come from peaceful uses of the atom such as in a nuclear power plant or in the radiative treatment of cancer. It can also occur from the not so peaceful use of nuclear weapons. Whatever the source, the electronics used in space, in the nuclear industry, and in weapons systems must operate reliably when exposed to various radiative environments. In order to withstand radiation, designers employ "Radiation Hardened" (RAD-HARD) parts.

Passive components such as resistors, capacitors, and inductors are generally not affected by radiation. However, problems do occur in semiconductors. Radiation that can effect discrete semiconductors comes in three forms: neutrons, gamma rays, and X-rays. The lower energy alpha and beta particles cannot penetrate through discrete component packages to cause any problems. However, an exposed IC chip can be affected by those low-energy particles. A number of years ago some RAM chips were mysteriously changing state. The problem was isolated to materials in the DIP packages, which emitted alpha particles directly into the chips. All modern devices now use materials that do not emit radiation.

Neutrons are released by nuclear fusion (nuclear reactors or explosions). The heavy neutrons have no electrical charge, but if they travel at high speed and collide with semiconductors they do damage to the doped layers that define P and N junctions. That in turn permanently changes the electrical parameters of the silicon.

Gamma rays and X-rays are waves called ionizing radiation. They don't have the mass necessary to damage the semiconductor structure directly like neutrons, but instead remove electrons from the atoms, creating unwanted positive charges.

Semiconductors have different responses to radiation depending on a number of device characteristics such as whether the device uses a minority-carrier (bipolar) or majority-carrier (MOS) current mode. While each technology is degraded to some extent by all types of radiation, the effects depend on the current mode and the geometry of the device.

Bipolar devices exposed to neutron radiation suffer reduced gain and higher saturation voltage. However, they are relatively unaffected by the ionizing radiation of gamma and X-rays. The method used to harden bipolar electronics is to select high-gain devices that can withstand a gain reduction after exposure without degrading the operation of the circuit.

MOS devices are inherently hardened against neutrons, but ionizing radiation lowers the threshold voltage of the gate regions, causing changes in logic states. These changes can be temporary or permanent. Temporary effects are called "upset events" and will cease when the radiation is no longer present. Whether the effect is temporary or permanent depends on the total accumulated amount of ionizing radiation to which the device is exposed, called the "Total Dose." Further hardening of MOS devices can be achieved by process changes or by dielectric isolation of the MOS using an insulating rather than a silicon substrate.

This is a simplified explanation of the process for designing radiation-hardened electronics. The actual methods depend on the levels of radiation to which the circuits will be exposed. Obviously, the higher the level the more complicated the approach.

High Cost. Many people view the military procurement process as a wasteful and inefficient bureaucracy. Much of the high cost of aerospace equipment is due to the difficulty of estimating the cost of complex equipment that has never before been built. The higher costs reflect the technical risk involved with pushing the state of the art.

There is also some political risk, which was exemplified by the B1-bomber program initiated during the Nixon administration, killed by President Carter, and then reinstated by President Reagan. An advanced military program can have a development cycle of as much as ten years. However, the Department-Of-Defense budget cycle occurs every year. This can be an upsetting process, with its oversights and audits.

Military equipment is often ungainly, and design aesthetics do not enter into the picture at all. With the increased attention being given to the high cost of military programs, cost-effective functionality is an important objective. Despite the efforts to design to cost, military electronics is still very expensive when compared to the cost of products that are used in the home.

Unlike consumer products, relatively few black boxes are produced. Extensive qualification testing is performed on a number of units before the unit can be put into production. Any design problems must be fixed at the manufacturer's expense. During production, each unit must be accepted tested to demonstrate full compliance with the appropriate
DARKROOM TIMER
(Continued from page 58)

interconnect, refer back to Fig. 2 for some guidance. Once those subassemblies have been wired together, connect a three-conductor line cord (with molded plug) to the power supply. The hot conductor (the one connected to the smaller spade) should go to F1, the other spade conductor (neutral) goes to the free end of T1's primary. The ground wire of the line cord connects directly to the ground terminal of SO1. Check your work one final time to make sure that your subassembly connections correspond to the connections indicated.

in the parts-diagram and that your power supply configuration matches that shown in Fig. 2.

Checkout Time. Note: At this point, all IC sockets should be empty. Plug-in the power cord, turn on S3 (power), and check for 17 volts DC at the junction of D1 and D4. Check for 5 volts DC at all +V pins of the IC sockets (pins 16 for U1-U6; pin 5 for U9 and U10; pin 14 for U7 and U11; and pin 1 of U8). With an oscilloscope, check for a 60-Hz squarewave with a 0-5 volt swing at the collector of Q4. Check for 0-12 volts at the emitter of Q1. Adjust R26 (display) throughout its range—the voltage at the emitter of Q1 should vary from 0-12 volts. Remove power, and set S5-S7 for a time interval of 999.

Insert all IC's in their respective sockets, and re-apply power. The displays should light; the readout should show 999—the time interval programmed by the switches. Try all three digits in all positions 0 through 9. The display should change in accordance with the digit shown on the switch. Open S4 (the 999 range) and depress S1. The counter should slowly count down

Hi-Rel in Your Living Room. While high-rel parts are quite expensive, you may already have installed high-rel parts in your own projects. The lowly carbon resistor has such a high intrinsic reliability that the Hi-Rel versions really don't cost much more than the commercial versions. The resistor vendors on the QPL for MIL-R-39008 may ship the high-rel versions to distributors you purchase your parts from. If you see a carbon resistor with a fifth yellow band after the first four code bands (resistance and tolerance), you have yourself a genuine "S" level ER (Established Reliability) part with a failure rate that exceeds 0.001% per 1000 hours.

performance spec. Test-equipment calibration must have traceability to the National Bureau of Standards (NBS).

The manufacturer is often required to provide burn-in testing for a specified number of failure-free hours to demonstrate reliability, and to maintain a failure-reporting and corrective-action system (FRACAS). All records pertaining to manufacture and testing must be retained for many years.

All purchased parts must have certificates of compliance from the vendors. That includes not only electronic components, but also such items as castings, molded plastic parts, chemicals, and PC boards (which must be manufactured to their own strict Mil-Specs).

Military-parts manufacturers must follow rigorous procedures and maintain extensive documentation to prove they meet the process and test requirements defined by the Mil-Specs. Naturally, they charge high prices for these additional obligations.

Unlike a commercial product, any change to the equipment being produced to a Mil-Spec must be submitted for approval to the prime contractor or to the appropriate military-quality audit representatives. Design improvements are not necessarily a good reason for a change approval because whenever a design is changed it may effect test equipment and maintenance manuals and require additional training of field-maintenance personnel, all adding to increased costs.

Note: At this point, the four-pin socket should be empty. Plug-in the power cord, turn on S3 (power), and check for 17 volts DC at the junction of D1 and D4. Check for 5 volts DC at all +V pins of the IC sockets (pins 16 for U1-U6; pin 5 for U9 and U10; pin 14 for U7 and U11; and pin 1 of U8). With an oscilloscope, check for a 60-Hz squarewave with a 0-5 volt swing at the collector of Q4. Check for 0-12 volts at the emitter of Q1. Adjust R26 (display) throughout its range—the voltage at the emitter of Q1 should vary from 0-12 volts. Remove power, and set S5-S7 for a time interval of 999.

Insert all IC's in their respective sockets, and re-apply power. The displays should light; the readout should show 999—the time interval programmed by the switches. Try all three digits in all positions 0 through 9. The display should change in accordance with the digit shown on the switch. Open S4 (the 999 range) and depress S1. The counter should slowly count down...
"Oh, it's a unit of sound" from about 14%, and only 1% correct answers. In fact, we have all heard of the decibel used (incorrectly) as a unit of sound level. What's the relation of the "sound decibel" to the stuff we've just been talking about? Well, sound, of course, consists of rapid cyclical variations in air pressure (high pressure, then low pressure, then high pressure, etc.). This variation can be expressed as an rms value of sound pressure, just as an AC voltage can be expressed as an rms voltage. If we select a reference sound-pressure level, such as the threshold of hearing (about 20 micro-pascals), we can express sound-pressure level in dB's relative to that pressure:

$$d_{B_{PL}} = 20 \log(\frac{\text{SPL}}{20 \mu P})$$

where SPL stands for the sound pressure level. Every time you have seen sound levels given as so many dB, you have seen an error. The correct form is so many $d_{B_{PL}}$. A variant on the $d_{B_{PL}}$ is the $d_{B_{AV}}$, which is the "A-weighted" $d_{B_{PL}}$. That means that the signal has been filtered by a circuit whose frequency response is similar to that of the human ear at normal levels. Thus, it represents more nearly the sound level we'd perceive, because loud bass sounds (which we can't hear very well) are attenuated.

**Using dB's.** For those of us who don't carry a calculator around all the time, there's a convenient system for approximating the meaning of a certain dB value, or roughly converting from a numerical value to dB. It begins with remembering that you multiply numbers by adding dB. So if you want to mentally convert, say, 37 dBm into milliwatts, you can split the 37 dBm into:

$$30 \text{ dBm} + 6 \text{ dBm} + 1 \text{ dBm}$$

You know that 30 dB is just 10³ or 1000, and 6 dB is 4. So the result is around:

$$1000 \times 4 = 4000 \text{ mW or 4 watts.}$$

Yes, we threw away the other 1 dB, but after all, we're approximating.

Alternatively, if we wanted to express a power gain factor of 800 in dB, we could factor 800 into:

$$100 \times 4 \times 2$$

A factor of 100 is 20 dB; 4 is 6 dB, and 2 is 3 dB. So a power gain of 800 is 20 dB + 6 dB + 3 dB = 29 dB.

It helps to memorize a few very common conversions, as shown in Table 2. With those conversions plus the exponents from the exact powers of 10 (0, 1, 10, 100, etc.), you can approximately convert almost anything to or from dB's. Now you should be able to easily apply the conversions to and from dB's in the right fashion.

**Frequency Response.** Now, the last topic: the common practice of specifying frequency response in terms of "plus or minus so many dB." Again, we're talking about ratios. If a power amplifier is rated as "flat from 20 to 20,000 Hz, ± 1 dB," that means that its power gain does not vary with frequency by a ratio more than 1.26 (-1 dB) or less than 0.794 (-1 dB). In other words, if that amplifier is set to put out 100 watts and the input frequency is varied, within a frequency range of 20 to 20,000 Hz it will put out more than 126 watts, or less than 79.4 watts (assuming that the input voltage stays constant).

**MORSE-CODE TRANSMITTER**

(Continued from page 46)

bag provides extra protection against shock hazards. Connect an antenna to the alligator clips at the ends of L2; and a 40-meter crystal to the only other alligator clips in the circuit. Then plug in the transmitter. While you're waiting for the tubes to warm up, tune your receiver to the frequency of the crystal.

Now press the key and rotate the variable capacitor until your hear your signal in the receiver and the lamp glows. Take a few minutes to experiment with the number of turns on coil L2 to match the transmitter to your antenna, which will be indicated by the maximum glow of L1. Now reduce the number of turns by one or move L2 a little away from L1 to reduce the coupling slightly, and open the plates of C1 a bit from the point of maximum power. That will give you a much cleaner signal, which is more effective than a slightly louder but distorted one!
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS ★ CONVERTERS ★

SAVE MONEY. DON'T RENT!

PANASONIC, PIONEER, JERROLD, OAK, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA AND MORE. LOWEST PRICES. FREE CATALOG

(800) 234-1006 CABLE READY COMPANY


SOLAR SYSTEM CONTROLS — 6 amp shunt regulator — Alternate battery charge control — Low voltage battery disconnect. $49.95 ea. + $5.00 s/h. MPS ENERGY, R.R. #2, Marmora, Ont., Canada KOK 2M0.

ATTENTION Hobbyists: Project boards, bread boards, prototyping boards. Top quality at low prices. Send for free information and price lists. R & S ELECTRONICS, Box 91963, Elk Grove, IL 60009.


ELECTRONIC Components! Dependable name brands. Huge selection. No minimum order required. Rapid order processing with low prices. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send for free catalog to: BUSSE DEBARR, PO Box 902, Webster Station, Dept. B, Alameda, CA 94501.
FREE CATALOG
FAMOUS "FIRESTIK" BRAND CB ANTENNAS AND ACCESSORIES. QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR THE SERIOUS CB'er. SINCE 1962
FIRESTIK ANTENNA COMPANY
2614 EAST ADAMS
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85034

FREE electronics catalog. Transistors, IC's, electronic components, etc. Call INTERNATIONAL MICROELECTRONICS (817) 561-2244. PO Box 740, 17041, Dept. PE, Arlington, TX 76010.

MICROWAVE: testers, tests for leaks, hot & cold spots, proper power settings. Easy to use. Just $99.95 to LAKESIDE COMPANY, 5420 Beckley Rd., Battle Creek, MI 49015.

TOCOM-Jerrid impulse-Scientific Atlanta converters, two year warranty, also test modules for your converters. Contact NATIONAL CABLE, (219) 935-4128 full details.

CB RADIO OWNERS!
We specialize in a wide variety of technical information, parts and services for CB radios. 10-Meter and FM conversion kits, repair books, plans, high-performance accessories. Thousands of satisfied customers since 1970! Catalog $2.

CELELLAR Hackers Bible. Theory -- Hacks -- Modifications. Programming $53.95. TELECODE, PO Box 6426-PE, Yuma, AZ 85366-6426.

CABLE Test Chips. S-A 8550, S-A 8500 -- 310, 311, 320, 321 (specify) -- $33.95. S-A 8580/338 -- $89.95. TOCOM 5503/07 VIP -- $33.95. TELECODE, PO Box 6426-PE, Yuma, AZ 85366-6426.

SECRET Cable Describlers! Build your own descrambler for LESS than $12, also seven easy steps. Complete instructions $10.00. Radio Shack parts list and FREE descrambling methods that COST NOTHING to try included. HARRIWHITE, PO Box 1790G, Baytown, TX 77520.

LOW Cost Logic Analyzer -- A must for companies and serious hobbyists: 8 digital inputs, sampling rate from 50 nsec to 1 msec. Connects to PC or oscilloscope. Only $250.00 U.S. For info: OPENTEK, PO Box 71, Sorel, Quebec, Canada, J3P 2T6.

RECEIVING TUBES OVER 3000 TYPES IN STOCK!
Also hard-to-find transformers, capacitors and parts for tube equipment.
Send $2.00 for our 28 page catalog.

ANTIQUE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
6221 S. Maple Ave • Tempe, AZ 85283-602-820-5411

OSCILLOSCOPE 50 MHz, dual channel, solid state calibration, manual $250.00. 1 (800) 835-8333 X-123.

CABLE TV describers, converters, lowest prices, guaranteed, best quality, free catalog. CNC CONCEPTS INC. Box 34503, Minneapolis, MN 55434. 1 (800) 535-1843.

TEST-aids for testing units in full service mode. Starcom VII, $40.00; Starcom VI, $30.00; Starcom DPBB, $30.00; Pioneer, $75.00; Tomcom $50-$505. Call (205) 322-0600 for FREE catalog.

BEST BY MAIL
Rates: Write National, Box 5, Sarasota, FL 34230


HAIR PROBLEMS? THINNING, FALLING, BREAKING. Hair Helper's promises are backed. 1-800-HAIR-10.

RECYCLE PERSONAL COPIERS. Catalogues, Instructions 14.95, Charles Bruns, Box 543, Aspley, CA 95703.

BUSH-CABLES-MAGAZINES
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING, 8 volumes complete. S109.95. No prior knowledge required. Free brochure. SANNER TECHNICAL BOOKS, 1203 Grant Ave., Rockford, IL 61103.

MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES
"EASY MONEY" TAKING Snapshots. Send $10.00 to LASE. To Global, 1404(PE) Quacktown Rd., Camden, AR 71701.

CASH, GUARANTEED CARDS. Send $10.00: STARLITE, PO 6066-PE, Oklahoma City, OK 73148.

SATELLITE TV
FREE Catalog — Lowest prices worldwide. SKYVISION, 1048 Frontier, Fergus Falls, MN 56537. 1 (800) 334-6455. (See full page ad The Market Center).

SATELLITE TV the lowest prices guaranteed. Tracker V $899.00. Startrack V $725.00. All major brands sold & serviced. Used equipment available. Phone: (214) 632-0264. SATELLITE TV, 120 W. Centennial, Munic, NE 68037. (317) 288-0074 11-5 E.


SCPC Satellite Receiver, new microprocessor controlled tuning, 50 channel memory. LED readout, receive hundreds of SCPC services. Affordable price, call 1 (800) 241-8171.

T.F. VILTHER
T.V. notch filters, phone recording equipment, brochure $1.00. MICRO THINC., Box 63-6025, Margate, FL 33063. (305) 752-9202.

ANTIQUE RADIO CLASSIFIED
Free Sample! Antique Radio's Largest Circulation Monthly. Articles, Ads & Classifieds. 6-Month Trial: $15. 1-Year: $27 (501-502 Class). A.R.C., P.O. Box 802-L8, Carlisle, MA 01741

VHF-FM amplifier kit, 75-110 MHz, 15-25 watts. Includes all parts, schematics, instructions. For information send CASE to: PROGRESSIVE CONCEPTS, 1313 North Grand Ave. #291, Walnut, CA 91789.


"SPYSHOP" catalog of unique--& exotic surveillance equipment. $5.00 for S.H. "SPYSHOP" PO Box 6703, Panama City, Fl. 32404. 1 (800) 487-1877.

ROBOTIC Hand easy to build, very strong. Send $5.00 for plans to ROD LILLEY, PO Box 10563, Lancaster, PA 17605-0363.

BUILD 0-50 volt regulated dual tracking power supply. Schematics and instructions, $5.95. SMS ENGINEERING, 5932 West Bell Road, Suite D106, Glendale, AZ 85308.

THE perfect third hand. For those who need more than a clamp for their close-up work. Two alligator clips, 2-1/2" magnifying glass, 6 ball joints. Holds objects at any angle to each other, leaves both hands free. Glue, solder, repair, assemble, hundreds of objects with ease. $12.95 + $3.00 SAH. TPC, Box 580415, Tulsa, OK 74158.

CABLE describlers, build your own, SAVJ, Gated Sync. Sunwave. $14.95. CABLETRONICS, Box 30502PE, Bethesda, MD 20824.

Hobby/broadcasting ham/CB/surveillance transmitters, amplifiers, cable TV, science, bugs, other great projects! Catalog $1.00, PANAXIS, Box 130-H5, Paradise, CA 90967.

BUILD -- five-digit, ohms, capacitance, frequency, pulse, multimeter, Board, and instructions $9.95. BAGNALL ELECTRONICS, 179 May, Fairfield, CT 06430.


DESCRAMBLER kits. Complete cable kit $44.95. Complete satellite kit $49.95. Add $5.00 shipping. Free brochure with sales. SUMMIT PE, Box 489, Bronx, NY 10465.

ETCH PCBs yourself, no chemicals, easy, cheap, full instructions, $2.00. SASE. NICKNAME PRINTING, PO Box 5552, Howell, NJ 07737-0592.

SPY -- Counterspy Equipment! Guaranteed low prices! Catalog $5.00. SURVEILLANCE COUNTERMEASURES TECHNOLOGY, Box 520013-B, Salt Lake City, UT 84152.

VIDEOCIPHER II /Satellite/Scanner/Commercial/Antenna/Cellular/Repair manuals, modifications books & software, Catalog -- $3.00. TELECODE, PO Box 6426-PE, Yuma, AZ 85366-6426.

KENWOOD / ICOM service bulletins. 175 pages covering all models. $50.00. Also manuals, $3.00. CODs (602) 782-2316/602) 343-2411. TELECODE, PO Box 6246-RE, Yuma, AZ 85366-6426.

FREE! Catalog of fantastic high-tech electronic kits. Write to LNS TECHNOLOGIES, 20993 Foothill Blvd., Hayward, CA 94541-1511.

www.americanradiohistory.com
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

YOUR own radio station! Licensed/unlicensed. AM, FM, TV, cable. Information $1.00. BROADCASTING, Box 130-HB, Paradise, CA 95967.

EASY work! Excellent pay! Assemble products at home. Call toll free 1 (800) 467-5566 Ext. 5730. MAKE $75,000.00 to $250,000.00 yearly or more fixing IBM color monitors. No investment, start doing it from your home (a telephone required). Information, USA, Canada $2.00 cash for brochure, other countries $10.00 US funds. RANDALL DISPLAY, Box 2166-H, Van Nuys, CA 91404, USA. Fax (818) 990-7803.

HOME assembly work available! Guaranteed easy money! Free details! HOMEWORK-F, Box 520, Danville, NH 03819.

COMPUTER service business. New market, great profits. Information $4.00. CC ELECTRONICS, Box 1441, Hertford, TX 79045.

JOBS in electronics. Companies are still hiring for positions in US and overseas. For a listing of 400 companies plus resume guide send $10.00 to BENTHOS-PE, POB 3336, Barrigada, GU 96921.

$500.00 weekly possible! Working at home! 37 different opportunities. Rush $1.00 and self-addressed stamped envelope to INQUIRIES, PO Box 310, College Park, MD 20740. U.S. residents only.

SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT

DO you require the most advanced high tech security, anti-terrorism, covert espionage surveillance, and countersurveillance equipment and products available? If yes, send $10.00 for complete catalog, (refunded on first purchase over $100.00) to COMCON SYSTEMS, 501 Boston Post Rd., Dept. 153, Orange, CT 06477.

THIS IS A REGULAR CLASSIFIED AD WITH A TINT BACKGROUND. To have your ad appear like this one, the cost is $1.75 per word.

EDUCATION/INSTRUCTION


REMOTE LIGHT
(Continued from page 39)

solid copper wire was left exposed at the bottom of the gooseneck so that metal washers could be soldered on—one above the main board and one below—to hold the lamp assembly onto the board. The leads from the LED are then soldered to the rest of the circuit.

At this point the unit was working, although the point-to-point wiring on the bottom of the board was still exposed as were the LED leads, and the metal strips could easily touch any surface the unit was placed on. So, a bottom "frame" plate, with cutouts for the touch strips, was cut to size, and attached to the main board with strips of double-sided tape.

Next came a cover for the circuitry. After some careful measurements, pieces of perforated construction board were cut to size, the edges sanded, and then glued together. It's held onto the unit with two loops of solid bus wire—hinges, if you will—and held closed with Velcro.

Now it was time to paint our unit. The metal strips were covered with masking tape before painting. (Remember to cover the LED while painting, too.) But then came a surprise: the masking tape covered only the surface of the touch pads, and wet spray paint turned out to be an excellent conductor. The LED turned on and stayed on for about five minutes while the paint dried, so you might want to disconnect power while painting. After the paint dries, you should remove the masking tape.

There was one last thing to do: attach the unit to a remote control. The simplest thing to do would be to use double-sided tape, although the unit couldn't then be used for different remote controls, and many people don't want to stick anything on their remote. It would make changing the remote-control batteries more difficult also. Velcro would allow use of the illuminator with different remotes, but there would still be the battery-changing problem on some remotes.

Then came a brainstorm: we'd use a large spring-metal stationary clip to attach the illuminator to any remote control. There are a few mechanical problems though. First, you have to find one that's big enough. Once you do, one of the curved ends where the handle attaches has to be cut off—and spring metal is extremely difficult to cut. So, a Dremel tool with a cutting wheel did the trick.

If you don't have a Dremel tool, or don't feel comfortable using one, try a pair of tin snips, or use Velcro to mount the remote instead. Next, two holes have to be drilled on the cut side of the clip for screws that will hold the clip onto the illuminator. Again, drilling this type of metal may be difficult, so use caution. Corresponding holes are then drilled on the illuminator board, and the clip is attached to the unit with the appropriate hardware. You may have to cut away some of the touch pads to clear the screws. The last step is to cushion the jaws of the stationary clip with some adhesive-backed Cork or other suitable material to prevent it from scratching your remote control.
ASAP • JIT • MRP

OUR DISTRIBUTORS HELP ABBREVIATE YOUR PROCUREMENT CYCLE!

Whenever you need electronic products, make your initial call to a distributor. Distributors help speed up your time to market, providing the convenience, the economy, the value, and above all, the service that helps make you competitive.

The sponsors of this message know how important it is — to us and to your MRP — to get product ASAP or JIT. Another important abbreviation is EIA. Our participation in the Electronic Industries Association’s Components Group makes us all more competitive, through fostering better working relations and coherent industry standards, and through the sharing of ideas to help both buyers and sellers.

In choosing your component supplier, look for the marks of leadership — availability through distribution and membership in the EIA.

Electronic Industries Association/Components Group
2001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 11th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone: (202) 457-4910  Fax: (202) 457-4985
Committed to the competitiveness of the American electronics producer
Wake up! You may be the victim of stolen words—precious ideas that would have made you very wealthy! Yes, professionals, even rank amateurs, may be listening to your most private conversations.

Wake up! If you are not the victim, then you are surrounded by countless victims who need your help if you know how to discover telephone taps, locate bugs, or "sweep" a room clean.

There is a thriving professional service steeped in high-tech techniques that you can become a part of! But first, you must know and understand Countersurveillance Technology. Your very first insight into this highly rewarding field is made possible by a video VHS presentation that you cannot view on broadcast television, satellite, or cable. It presents an informative program prepared by professionals in the field who know their industry, its techniques, kinks and loopholes. Men who can tell you more in 45 minutes in a straightforward, exclusive talk than was ever attempted before.

Fooling Information Thieves

Discover the targets professional snoopers seek out! The prey are stock brokers, arbitrage firms, manufacturers, high-tech companies, any competitive industry, or even small businesses in the same community. The valuable information they filch may be marketing strategies, customer lists, product formulas, manufacturing techniques, even advertising plans. Information thieves eavesdrop on court decisions, bidding information, financial data. The list is unlimited in the mind of man—especially if he is a thief!

You know that the Russians secretly installed countless microphones in the concrete work of the American Embassy building in Moscow. They converted

The professional discussions seen on the TV screen in your home reveals how to detect and disable wiretaps, midget radio-frequency transmitters, and other bugs, plus when to use disinformation to confuse the unwanted listener, and the technique of voice scrambling telephone communications. In fact, do you know how to look for a bug, where to look for a bug, and what to do when you find it?

Bugs of a very small size are easy to build and they can be placed quickly in a matter of seconds, in any object or room. Today you may have used a telephone handset that was bugged. It probably contained three bugs. One was a photy bug to fool you into believing you found a bug and secured the telephone. The second bug placates the investigator when he finds the real thing! And the third bug is found only by the professional, who continued to search just in case there were more bugs.

The professional is not without his tools. Special equipment has been designed so that the professional can sweep a room so that he can detect voice-activated (VOX) and remote-activated bugs. Some of this equipment can be operated by novices, others require a trained countersurveillance professional.

The professionals viewed on your television screen reveal information on the latest technological advances like laser-beam snoopers that are installed hundreds of feet away from the room they snoop on. The professionals disclose that computers yield information too easily.

This advertisement was not written by a countersurveillance professional, but by a beginner whose only experience came from viewing the video tape in the privacy of his home. After you review the video carefully and understand its contents, you have taken the first important step in either acquiring professional help with your surveillance problems, or you may very well consider a career as a countersurveillance professional.

The Dollars You Save

To obtain the information contained in the video VHS cassette, you would attend a professional seminar costing $350-750 and possibly pay hundreds of dollars more if you had to travel to a distant city to attend. Now, for only $49.95 (plus $4.00 P&H you can view Countersurveillance Techniques at home and take refresher views often. To obtain your copy, complete the coupon below or call toll free.